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Chapter 1

Introduction and overview
1.1

Introduction to this thesis

In this monograph. which consists of two parts. the cooperative behaviour of agents in
interactive operations research problems and in interactive environments of uncertainty is
studied. As an example of part I. consider the following simplified production situation.

A firm produces and sells fruit packages. Each package can be sold for 1 dollar and
contains two apples and two oranges. At the moment this firm has 6000 apples and 4000
oranges in stock. From this 2000 fruit packages can be made that sell for 2000 dollars.
There is also a second firm in the market for this kind of fruit packages. This firm 's
stock consists of 2000 apples and 2500 oranges. Thus 1000 packages can be made that
sell for a total of 1000 dollars.
Together the firms have 8000 apples and 6500 oranges in stock. If they cooperate then
they can sell 3250 packages, which is more than what they can sell in total apart. This
generates an extra profit, thus the firms have an incentive to cooperate. The additional

250 packages sell for 250 dollars. How should this amount be divided among the firms?

This kind of situations and questions are discussed in part I of this thesis, wliich is
entitled "Cooperative behaviour and operations research". Classical problems in operations research typically involve only a single decision-maker. In part I several problems
from operations research are studied in an interactive cooperative setting using tools from
cooperative game theory. In particular part I studies profit/cost allocation problems arising from linear production situations, assignment situations, transportation situations
and inventory management.

One characteristic of the abovementioned problems is that there is no uncertainty
present. For example. in a linear production situation a producer knows the marketprices
1
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of his goods and in a transportation problem the profit from transporting a good from one

location to another location is known. In real life, however, not everything is known with
certainty. For example. the prices at the exchange market change every minute and an

individual may not know the height of his income next year or ten years from now. Part II
of this thesis studies cooperative behaviour of agents under uncertainty. In particular. we
study two kinds of uncertainty. naniely uncertainty related to informational constraints
and stochastic uncertainty about the re.wards. Information structures and cooperative
games with random payoffs are introduced to analyze these situations.
An overview of the parts I and II is giveii in respectively the sections 1.2 and 1.3.
The final sectiozi 1.4 introduces sonie basic notions that will be used throughout this
thesis.

1.2 Overview of part I
In the first part of this thesis several problems from operations research are Studied in a
cooperative setting. The chapters 2 and 3 focus on linear production situations with multiple producers. In the chapters 4 and 5 assigninent and transportation Situations with
a

countable infinite number of agents are studied. Chapter

6

focuses on the inventory

management of multiple firms.

Chapter

2

starts with the introduction of a specific kind of production situation that

involves the linear transformation of products (iii short: LTP). In an LTP situation a
single producer owns a transformation technique and a bundle of goods. The goods can

be used in two ways. Either the producer sells them directly on the market or the goods
are used to produce other goods, which can also be sold on the market. The goal of each

producer is to niaximize his profit from selling goods on the market.
Hereafter, cooperation between producers is investigated. Producers may cooperate
by pooling their resources and their transformation techniques. Together the producers

act like one big producer and their goal is to maximize joint profits. In this setting
a cooperative game. the LTP game. is defined where the value of a group of producers
equals its niaximal joint profit. These LTP ganies are characterized and possible (stable)
divisions of the total profit are studied. Such a division can be found with little effort by
solving a related dual program. The chapter is concluded with a study of two exchange
economies that arise from LTP situations. It is shown that both economies have (price)
equilibria.
In chapter 3 LTP situations with a countable infinite nuniber of transforniation techniques are studied. Dlle to this infinite number of techniques some problems arise. ()ne
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of these problems is that one cannot always find a core-element of the LTP game via a
related dual program as for LTP situations with a finite number of techniques. Two sets
of conditions are given under which a core-element can be found in this way. After an
intermezzo about dual programs for LTP situations. the core is studied. The main result
is that there exists a core-element for an LTP game if the total profit of all producers
has a finite upperbound.

Semi-infinite assignment problems are studied in chapter 4. Iii an assignment problelll
agents from one set have to be assigned to agents from another set. Matching agent i
to agent j generates a certain bounded reward. The goal is to match the agents in such
a way that the total reward is maximized. A semi-infinite assignment problem is an
assignment problem where one set of agents is finite while the other is countable infinite.
We define a corresponding cooperative semi-infinite assignment game in which the value

of a group of agents equals the maximal total reward from matching agents within this
group. It is shown that the core of the game is equal to the nonempty set of optimal

solutions of a related dual program. Because of the semi-infinite character of the problem
an optimal assignnient need not exist. A method is provided to obtain an assignnient of
agents with a total reward very close to the maximal reward.
Assigning agent i to agent j niay be interpreted as sending one unit of a good from
agent i to agent

j.

where agent i owns one unit of the good and agent

j

wants to receive

one unit. Thus an assignment problem is a special kind of transportation problem. Iii a
general transportation problem the goal is to maximize the total reward from transporting a good from several suppliers to several demanders. A semi-infinite transportation
probleni is a transportation problem with a finite number of suppliers and a countable

infinite number of demanders. In chapter 5 we study this kind of problems in a cool,erative setting. A semi-infinite transportation game is a cooperative game where the
value of a group of suppliers and demanders is the maximal total reward that Can be
obtained from transporting the good within this group. A distinction is nlade between
the transportation of an indivisible good, like bottles of wine, and the transportation
of a divisible good. like crude oil. Iii both cases the core of the corresponding ganie is
studied.

The first part of this thesis is concluded with chapter 6 where inventory nianagernerit
is studied in a cooperative setting. In the basic inventory model a firm has to nieet the
demand for a good on time. The firm has a warehouse at its disposal where it stores
the good. Further. the firm is not allowed to run out of stock. The demand of the good
is known and constant per time unit. There are two types of cost for the firm, namely
ordering cost. the cost of placing ari order. and holding cost, the cost of holding the good

4
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in stock. The goal of the firni is

to determine how many times to

order per time unit

and how much to order each time such that the sum of the average ordering and holding

cost per time unit is minimized.
If multiple firnis store a single good and place their orders at the Sallie supplier then
these firms may save on costs by cooperating. It is shown that the total cost of these
firms is minimized if they always place their orders together. This means that the total
number of orders per time unit is constant and each time all orders are placed together
as one large order. Meaningful cooperation Can be achieved without full disclosure of
information. To determine an optimal joint ordering policy one only needs to know the

optimal number of orders per time unit of each individual firm. Firms do not have to
reveal their private holding cost or demand. Several cooperative cost games arising from
joint inventory management are studied as well as sonie rules to divide the total cost
among the firms.

1.3 Overview of part II
The context of part I is a deterministic one. For example. in chapter 2 a producer knows
the revenues of his products and knows exactly how many resources he needs to make
these products. Thus he can calculate exactly which products and how much of them
he should produce to maximize his profit. But in real life one has to make decisions in
various instances of uncertainty. In part II of tliis thesis we study cooperative behaviour
of agents when at least one of them is facing uncertainty. The chapters 7 and 8 focus on
situations where uncertainty is due to informational deficiencies. Here, a single decisionmaker can consult other agents to improve upon his reward. In the chapters 9 and 10

cooperative games are studied where the value of a group of agents is modelled as a
random variable.
The starting point of chapter 7 is the so-called information-collecting (IC) situation
where a single agent has to decide which action to take in order to maximize his reward.

Unfortunately, the reward resulting from his choice also depends upon the true state of
the world. which is not precisely known by the agent. He may consult other agents for
information but he has to do so before the true state is revealed. This extra information is
used by the agent to obtain a higher (expected) reward. Cooperative game theory iS Used
to study possible compensations for the informants. An IC game is a cooperative game

where the decision-maker ancl the informants are the players. The value of a group of

informants is zero. which reflects the fact that only the decision-maker receives a reward.
a group of players including the decision-maker is the maximal reward that

The value of
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can be obtained given the information of the players in the group. Properties of IC games

are studied. It is shown that the class of IC games where player k is the decision-maker
coincides with the class of k-monotonic games where player k is a veto-player. This
chapter is concluded with a brief study of IC situations from a noncooperative point of
view.

Next, possible compensations for the informants are studied in chapter 8. In particular, we focus on marginal based allocation rules, where the compensation of an
informant is based on the marginal contribution of his information to the reward of the
decision-maker, and on bimonotonic allocation schemes, which take the veto power of
the decision-maker into account. Among others, it is shown that any core-element of an
IC game is a marginal based allocation rule, whereas any core-element of a total big boss
game can be extended to a bi-monotonic allocation scheme.
The final chapters 9 and 10 focus on cooperative games with random payoffs. If the
value of a group of players is not known with certainty then classical cooperative game

theory is no longer a suitable tool because it only allows for situations where all the payoffs are known with certainty. Cooperative games with random payoffs are games where
the vahie of a coalition is modelled as a random variable. These games are introduced

in chapter 9. In that chapter we focus on three types of convexity for cooperative games
with random payoffs. These are coalitional-merge convexity, individual-merge convexity
and marginal convexity. Coalitional-merge and individual-merge convexity are based on
the marginal contributions of respectively a coalition of players and an individual player
whereas marginal convexity depends on whether or not all the marginal vectors belong

to the core of the game. Relations between these types of convexity and the core are
investigated.

In chapter 10 four solutions for cooperative games with random payoffs are studied.
Three of these are based on three equivalent formulations of the Shapley value for classical
cooperative games. These formulations say that the Shapley value can be written as the
average of the marginal vectors. as the sum of the per capita dividends and as the average
of the selector vectors. The solutions for cooperative games with random payoffs that
arise from these formulations are called the marginal value, the dividend value and the

A fourth solution is the compromise value, which is based on the Tvalue for classical cooperative games (Tijs (1981)). Properties of these four solutions are
selector value.

studied and some characterizations on subclasses of games are provided.
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1.4

Preliminaries

In the remainder of this chapter several basic notions that will be used throughout this
thesis are introduced.

1.4.1 Cooperative game theory
A cooperative game is a pair (N, 1,). Here, N is the (finite) player set. A nonempty
subset of X is called a coalition. Define 2N ={SIS C

N}.

where the C-sign stands for

weak inclusion. Now v is a function from 2X to the set R of reals with the convention
v(0) = 0. The total revenue that the players in S can obtain by cooperating is denoted
by ·r(S). For example. in a production situation r (S) will denote the maximal profit
that the players in S can obtain by pooling their resources and production techniques.
A cooperative game is also called a game with transferable utility (TU) or a TU game.

Suppose that all the players cooperate. How should the value v(N) be divided among
the players? To answer this question let .r., be the aniount that player i€N receives.
Since we consider a division of t,(N) a first condition is

ER= u(N)

(1.1)

ie N

Second, a coalition S of players should receive at least as much as it can obtain OIl itS

own,

X xi 2 v(S)

(1.2)

i€ s

If not, then coalition S has an incentive to split off because the amount t,(S) that they
can obtain on their own is larger than the total amount allocated to them. E,Es xi.
Together the conditions (1.1) and (1.2) define the core C(v) of the game (N, v).

C(v) = :r E IRN
ies E.r, 2 1,(S). S C N
lie NIZ.r, = 1,(N);

(1.3)

An element of this set is called a core-elementor a core-allocation.
A cost gameis a pair (X, c) where N is the player set and c is a function that assigns

a cost c(S) c R to

each

coalition S. By assuniption c(0) = 0. Similarly as in (1.3). the

core C(c) of a cost game is defined by

C(c) = <.r c RN1,EX
IZ.ri = c(N): i€ZS .ri S c(S),S c N

1.4 Preliminaries
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An element .r € C(c) divides the cost c(N) among all the players. No coalition S has an
incentive to deviate from this division since the amount they have to pay. E ie s It' is at
nlost equal to their own cost c(S)

1.4.2

Linear programming

Consider the following example. A carpenter produces wooden bears and wooden swans

from wooden planks and glue. A wooden bear requires 6 planks and 0.1 liters of glue
while the carpenter needs J planks alld 0.5 liters of glue to make a swan. One bear can

be sold for 50 dollars and a swan for 40 dollars. The carpenter has 78 planks and 6.5
liters of glue available. Assume that all the production techniques are linear, that is, if
one uses t>0 times as much input then the output will also increase by the factor t.
Further we assume that all the wooden animals can be sold. How many bears and Swans
should the carpenter produce to maximize the revenues from sale?
This problem can be represented by the following linear prograni.
max 501,1 + 401,2

s.t. 6.rl + 41,2 5 78
0.11,1 + 0.5:r2 S 6.5

It 2 0,1,2 20
The abbreviation s.t. stands for 'subject to'. The variable I i denotes the number of
wooden bears produced and I2 is the number of wooden swans produced. A first condition on these numbers can be found in the last line of this program where it is stated
that these numbers should be nonnegative. The other two restrictions make sure that
the amount of wood and glue used does not exceed the available amounts. The revenues
from selling zi bears and 12 swans are 50.1.1 + 40z2 dollars. To maximize this revenue,
the carpenter should produce 5 bears and 12 swans, which gives a maximal revenue of
730 dollars.

In general a (finite) linear programP is formulated as follows:
Tjax cT:r

s.t. AI 5 6
I> 0

where cT denotes the transpose of the vector c. This program is also referred to as the

primal programor primal problem. A vector .r' is a feasible solutionof this prograni if
Ax' 5 b and x' 2 0. Such a solution is optimalif cTI' 2 CTz for all feasible solutions I
of P.

8
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The dual programD of P is the following minimization problem.
1 min

'Ty

D : 1 s.t. ATY 2 c

920

A vector V' is a feasible solutionof this program if it satisfies the constraints ATY, 2 c
and y' 2 0. This solution is optimalif bi,1/ 5 b y for any feasible solution v of D. The
following relation between feasible solutions of P and D is known as weak duality.

Theorem 1.1 (Weak duality) Let z be a feasible solution of P and y a feasible solution of D. Then f Z S b 11.

The proof of this theorem and of the next two theorems can be found in any textbook
on linear programming, for example Winston (1994). If both P and D have an optimal
solution then weak duality can be strengthened.

Theorem 1.2 (Strong duality) Let z be an optimal solution of P and y an optimal
solution of D. Then fz = bzy.
Finally, the theorem of complementary slackness is another important result about
relations between the optimal primal and dual solutions.

Theorem 1.3 (Complementary slackness) Let x be a feasible solution of P and y
a feasible solution of D. Then z is an optimal solution of P and y an optimal solution
of D if and only if IT(ATy - c) = 0 and VT(b - Ax) = 0.

1.4.3

Probability spaces

A probability spaceis a triple (Q, Y, p) where Q is the outcome space. F is a a-algebra,

that is, it is a set of subsets of Q such that

•0 E F;

•ifFe Y then fl\FEF;
• if Fi, 6, · · · E Y then Utt,1 Fk f F.

An element of a 0-algebra is called an event. We denote by B
which is a function defined on F such that

a

probability measure.
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• /1(F) 6 &0,00] for all F e F,

. 11(0) = 0. *(fl) = l:

. if Fi, .172, . . .e Y and F,n F j=0.i t j, then B(Uk-ill) = Etti 51(Fk)
A function f:f l- +R i s said to be Y-measurable if

f-1((_00 Zl) := {w E Qlf(w) S z} c F
for all z C R. A random variableis an Y-measurable function .X : fl -* R. When working
with random variables in the chapters 9 and 10 we denote a probability measure by IP
instead of u. The distribution function Fx of X is defined by

Fx(t) = P({w € RIX(w) 5 t})
for all t e IR.
Given two probability spaces (Q', F, P') and (fl", F", 1") their product probability
space(Q, F,It) is defined by Q = fl' x Q", F is the smallest a-algebra that contains
{Fl x F2 III E F; F, e F'} and it is the unique probability measure on Y which satisfies

*(Fi x 122) = B'(Fi) x it"(F,) for all Fi G F', F, f ·F"
Let Z be a class of random variables on (Q, F. B). An agent is said to be risk-averseon
Z if for any random variable X c Z he prefers its expectation E(X) = fri tdFx (t) to

X. He is risk-neutralif he is indifferent between E(X) and X and he

prefers X to E(X), for all X e Z.

is

risk-lovingif he

Part I
Cooperative Behaviour and
Operations Research
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Chapter 2
Linear transformation of products
2.1 Introduction
In Owen (1975) linear production situations are introduced. These are production situations where each producer can exploit his endowment of resources by using a predetermined set of linear production techniques to produce goods. In this model, each

production technique has only one output good and resources have no economic value;
they can only be used to produce the desired products.

In this chapter, which is based on Timmer, Borm and Suijs (2000), we introduce
and study situations involving the linear transformation of products (LTP situations)
where resources do have economic value since they can be sold next to being used as
inputs in the various transformation techniques. Furthermore, we allow for by-products.
Thus each production technique has at least one output good. If a technique has two
or more output goods then these goods are dependent, so that we cannot produce one
good without producing the other output good as well. An example of such a production
technique is a refinery process.
In section 2.2 we introduce LTP situations where we assume that each producer
controls only one transformation technique. Next to this, each producer owns a bundle

of resource goods which he can use in his transformation (production) process or which he
can sell directly on the market. The outcome of the transformation process, the produced
goods, will also be sold on the market. The goal of each producer is to maximize his

profit given his transformation technique, resource bundle and market prices.
Hereafter we first approach LTP situations from a (cooperative) game theoretical
point of view. Next to producing on their own, producers are allowed to cooperate.

A coalition of producers can use all the resources and transformation techniques of its
13
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members to maximize its joint profit. An LTP ganie is a cooperative game where the

value of a coalition of producers is its maximal profit. This leads us to the following
question: How to divide the maximal profit among the producers? One way could be to
do so according to a core-allocation. We show that LTP games are totally balanced, i.e.
the game itself allows for

a

core-allocation and so do all of its subgames.

After extending LTP situations to situations where each producer may have more
than one linear transformation technique in section 2.4. we derive a new characterization
of nonnegative totally balanced games: each nonnegative totally balanced game is a
game that corresponds to such an extended LTP situation. and vice versa. Existing
characterizations of totally balanced gaines in the literature are the class of flow ganies
by Kalai and Zemel (1982), the class of market games by Sliapley and Shubik (1969)
and the class of linear production games by Owen (1975).
Our second approach to LTP ,situations is from an economic point of view. In section 2.5 we look at two models of exchange econoniies that can be derived from (standard)
LTP situations. In a nontrivial way we show that the models are standard exchange
economies without and with production. respectively. Hence, for both models market
equilibria exist. An example shows that there exist no direct relations between these

market equilibria and core-elements of the underlying LTP game.

2.2

LTP situations

We start this section with an example. In the chemical industry, a refinery process is
used to manufacture froni crude oil other, more useful, products like gasoline, kerosene
and petroleum solvents. For example, suppose that 500 barrels of gasoline, 300 barrels of
kerosene and 100 barrels of petroleum solvents can be nianufactured from 1000 barrels of
crude oil requiring 100 hours of labour. Assuming that the production process is linear.
this production technique is represented by the following vector.
-100

-1000

a=

lal)our hours

crude oil

300

gasoline

300

kerosene

100

petroleuI11 SolveIits

So. labour and crude oil are the input goods in this production process while gasoline.
kerosene and petroleum solvents are the output goods. Since the prodiiction technique

is linear. any nonnegative multiple of a is a possible production technique. The value of
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this nonnegative multiplier is called the activity level. For instance. if a firm operates at
activity level 3, it can manufacture 1500 barrels of gasoline, 900 barrels of kerosene and
300 barrels of petroleum solvents from 300 hours of labour and 3000 barrels of crude oil.
Obviously, the activity level of a firm is restrained by the number of input goods at its
disposal.

LTP situations describe production situations in which each producer controls a
transformation technique, aN described in the example above, and a bundle of (resource
or input) goods. The transformation technique is modelled by a vector that describes
for each good the amount used if it is an input good and the amount produced if it is
an output good. Transformation techniques are linear, that is, the output is a linear
function of the input. A producer has to choose at which activity level his production
process will operate. The choice of the activity level will depend on the resources owned
by the producer. Given an activity level. the transformation technique describes how

much input is needed. The producer can carry out his production process at a certain
activity level only if his resources contain the required input. After production, the
producer sells all the remaining goods, that is. produced goods aiid resources riot used
in the transformation process. on the market. We assume that the market is insatiable,
so that all goods can be sold. Furthermore, all producers are pricetakers. Their output
does not influence the market prices. The goal of each producer is to maximize his profit
froni the sale of the remaining goods.

Denote by AI the finite set of goods and by N the finite set of producers. Each
producer i E N i s endowed with a bundle of goods W(i) E Rt' and we assumethat there
is something available of each good. E,EN W(i)j > 0 for all j e M. The vector ai € IRM
describes the transformation technique of producer i in the following way. Producer i
needs -a · units of each good j with a; 5 0 to produce al units of the goods k with
al 2 0. We assume that each vector a' contains at least one positive and one negative
element. Let M be the activity level of producer i EN. Then for the production of
the bundle

{alvil al 20} he needs the resources {-a;vi I a; 5 0} Since we assume the
transformation technique to be irreversible. we have that activity levels are nonnegative,
that is. Vi 2 0
We have seen that producer z uses good j as an input in his transformation process

if a; 5 0 and that good j is an output if a; 2 0. The amount of resources needed for t he
transformation process is thus described by the vector 9, with gj := max{0.-aj } for all
j e lit. i E N. So. at activity level y, producer i uses the bundle g'v, to produce (a,+g,)1/,·
After production, producer i possesses the bundle w(i) + (a, + gi)14 - 92,4, = w(i) + a,y,
which he can sell at the exogenously given market prices p c RM\{O} Since

a

producer
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cannot use more goods than he has available. it must hold that g'V, S w(i). The profit

maximization problem of producer i E N thus becomes:
nlax PTCK(i) + a'y,·)

s.t. g,vi 5 w (i)

9,20
The transformation techniques and resources of all producers can be summarized by
defining the transformation matrix A E IRM x N, where the ith column of A corresponds
to the transformation vector a' and the

vector w :- (2(i)),EN. In short, an LTP situation

is described by the 4-tuple (N. A. w. p>.

2.3

LTP games

By cooperating, producers can pool their transformation techniques and their resources.
Each producer then gets a part of the total resources to use in his specific transformation
process. We assume that when producers cooperate, they cannot use the output of other
producers as resources for their production. Furthermore. the activity levels of the
producers in this coalition should be such that the total resources cover the total input
needed. After transformation, the coalition sells the remaining goods, i.e. produced
goods and resources not used in any of the transformation processes, on the market at
exogenous market prices. The goal of a coalition is to maximize its profit.
If a coalition S c N, S 0 0, cooperates it collectively owns the resource bundle

w(S) := Zies w(i) and moreover. this coalition can use each transformation technique
a', i €S. To produce Zics(a,+g,)1,4 it needs the input Zics 9'Vi. After transformation,
coalition S can sell E,cs(w(i) + a'Vi) = w(S) + Ay where v is the vector of all activity
levels with Vi = 0 if i ¢ S Since the coalition cannot use more goods than it has
available, it should hold that Eies giy, 5 w(S) or, equivalently, Gy 5 WCS) with 1/, = 0
if i ¢ S. The profit maximization problem of the coalition thus equals
max PT(w(S) + Ay)
s.t. Gy 5 w(S)
(2.1)

yko
1 4=O i f i¢S
So, an LTP situation gives rise to

a

cooperative game as the following definition shows.

Let <N, A. w. p> be an LTP situation. Then the corresponding LTP game (N, v) is such
v assigns to each coalition S C N the maxinial profit

that the characteristic function
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definition.
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given in (2.1) and v(0) = 0. The following example illustrates this

Example 2.1 Consider the following LTP situation: N = {1,2,3}, p = (1,1,1)T,

1 -4 -1

A=

-1

1

0

3

3
, w(1) =

2-1

0

12
, w(2)

=

6

2

0

5
and

w (3)

=

4

4

Then

optimal activity level y

1,(S)

u({1})=9
u({2}) = 14
v({3}) = 17
v({1.2})=23

V = (0,0,0)T
Y = (0,0,0)T
y = (0.0,4)T

v({1,3}) =30

V = (yi, 0,8)T, 0 5 vi 5 4

9 = (vt, O,O)T, 0 < 0 52

v = (0,0,4)T
r({2,3}) =
v({1,2,3}) = 46 y = (111,0,10)7'. 0 9 1/1 5 4
31

describes the corresponding LTP game.

0

One of the main issues of cooperative game theory is how to divide the benefits from
cooperation. For LTP games, this means how cooperating producers divide their joint
profit among each other. One way to share the joint profit from cooperation is to do this
according t.0 a core-allocation, as defined in section 1.4.1. A game is balanced if it has
a nonempty core and it is called totally balanced if each subgame (S, uis) is balanced,

where uls(T) := 1,(T) if T CS. The following theoreni shows that an LTP game has a
nonempty core.

Theorem 2.2 Let <N. A. w, p> be an LTP situation. Then the corresponding LTP game

(N, i) has a nonempty

cOTe.

Proof. Consider the profit maximization problem of coalition S=N a s i n (2.1):
u(N)

= max PT(w(N) + Ay)

s.t. Gy f w(N)
4 20
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To this probleni corresponds the following dual minimization problem:

min (1 + p)Tw(N)

s.t. GTZ 2 ATP

(2.2)

2 20
Since the set of solutions is an intersection of a finite number of halfspaces that is closed,
convex, non-empty and bounded from below by the zero-vector. the problem can be

solved and a minimum exists. Let the minimum of (2.2) be obtained in z. We show that

I = (Zi...., In)T, with 4 - (: + p)Tw(i), is
strong

a

core-element of (N. r) According to the

duality theorem, theorem 1.2, ZiENT, = I,EN(itp)Tw(i) = (ztp)Tw(N) =

1,(N). SO. I represents a distribution of 11(X) among the members of N. Notice that for
all S c N z is also a solution ofthe problem min{(z + p)Tw(S)) GTZ 2 .41-P: z 2 0}·
Thus.

(2 + p)Tw(S)

2 niin{(z + p)rw(S) 1 GTZ 2 ATO: 2 2 0}

= inax{pT(w(S) + .'ly) 1 Gy S w(S); y 2 0}
2 max{pT(w(S) + .'11/) 1 Gy S w(S): 4 2 0: Vi = 0 if i ¢ S}
=

7)

(S).

which implies ZiES.ri = Zies(2 + p)Tw(i) = (2 + p)7'WCS) 2 v(S) and thus x E C(v).

0
Theorem 2.2 implies that an LTP game is balanced. Since each subgame (S, uls) of
an LTP game is another LTP game. an LTP game is totally balanced. Note that the
proof of theorem 2.2 also indicates how to find a core-element of an LTP game. The set
of all core-elements we can find in this way is called the Owen set and has been studied
thoroughly for linear production situations by Gellekoni, Potters, Reijnierse, Tijs and
Engel (2000). If the minimuni of (2.2) is attained in z then z+p is tile vector containing
the shadow prices of the resources. The vector 9 contains the prices that coalition .V
would want to pay for its resources in excess of p.

2.4 A characterization of totally balanced games
One restriction of LTP situations is that each producer has only one transformation
technique. This is not very realistic. We can think, for example. of a firni producing two
goods by using two different transformation techniques. In this section we will extend
LTP situations so that each producer may have more than one technique. Froni now

2.4 A characterization of totally balanced games
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on, these extended situations will be called 'LTP situations' and LTP situations where
each producer has only one technique are referred to as 'simpte LTP situations'. LTP

situations with an infinite number of transformation techniques are studied iIi the next
chapter.

We assume now that a producer controls some resources and at least one transformation technique. He chooses an activity level for each of his techniques. These choices
depend on his resources. Given ari activity level, a transformation technique describes
how much input is needed. The producer can carry out his production processes at the
desired activity levels only if his resources contain the required inputs. Aft.er production,
the producer sells the produced goods and unused resources in the insatiable market at
exogenous prices.

We will now introduce some additional notation. A transformation technique is a
vector in IRM. Producer i E N can use a transformation technique ak if and only
if kEDi where D, denotes the set of all techniques controlled by producer i. The
resources needed for this technique are described by the vector gk e R.11 with gf =
max{0,-aik}. The transforination matrix A. with its kth column corresponding to ak. is
an element of IRAIXD where D := (DihEN and the related matrix G. with its kth column
corresponding to gk, is aii element of IR.lf X D. The vector of activity levels V € Illl
describes for each transformation technique at which level it is operated. If we denote
by D(S) := U,ESDi the set of all transformation techniques available to coalition S then
the proft maximization problem of this coalition is
max

PT(w(S) + Al/)

s.t. GV S w(S)

720

(2.3)

Yk = 0 if k ¢ D(S).
An LTP situation is described by a 5-tuple <N, A, D, w,p>. Given such a situation we
define the corresponding LTP game (X. u) by the. player set N and a function v that

assigns to each coalition S C N the maximal profit it can obtain as in (2.3) where
v(0) = 0.

These LTP ganies have some nice properties. First. they are balanced. The proof is
similar to that of theorem 2.2. Since each subgame (S. v:S) is another LTP game, these
ganies are totally balanced. Moreover. we can write each totally balanced game (N. u)
with nonnegative values, i.e. u(S) 2 0 for all S C N, as an LTP game.

Theorem 2.3 Each totattv balanced game with nonnegative values is an LTP game.
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totally balanced game with nonnegative values. We construct
an LTP situation such that for the corresponding LTP game it holds that v(S) = u(S)
for all S C N.
The set of producers equals N. Assume that N= {1,..., n}. For each i€N define
Di = {S C X i i€S.j<i= *j¢S} . So. each transformation technique of producer
i is related to a coalition of which this producer is the 'first' member. Further, each
coalition is related to only one producer. Producer i controls 2n-, techniques and all the
producers together control 2" - 1 techniques.

Proof. Let (N, it) be

a

Define the n + 2" - 1 goods in AI as follows. Each of the first n goods is related to
a producer in X and each of the 2n - 1 goods is related to a nonempty coalition in N.
The transformation technique related to coalition S is denoted by as. Technique
-1
as € IR.+2n
contains -es on the first n rows and the remaining 2" - 1 rows are
related to the nonempty coalitions such that a =l i f U=S and 0 otherwise. So, the
transformation technique as uses one unit of each "good" j for all j €S t o produce one
unit of "good" S. The transformation matrix A is an (n + 2" - 1) x (2" 1)-matrix.
The related matrix G contains columns gs with es on its first n rows and zeros in the
-

remaining rows.

Producer i owns one unit of good i, so w(i) is the resource bundle with e{,} on the
first n rows and zeros in the other rows. As before, when players cooperate they pool
their resources: W(S) = E,Es w(i). The price vector p e R n+Qn-1 is defined as follows.
The first n goods, the inputs, have price zero, pj =O i f l s j s n, and good S has value
u(S). Ps = 11(S). For ease of notation, define the shortened price vector p(u) e R.2' -1
by p(u)s := Ps. The vector of activity levels v e R -1 describes the activity level of
each transformation technique as, 7 = (ys) S€2N\{0}

Define iT = min{jlj E T} for all T c N. Take an S € 2·v\{0}. The value v(S) of
this coalition is defined by (2.3). From our construction it follows that PT.4 = p(u)T,
pTW(S)= 0.

Gy
W(S)
eTI/TifiT
if k ¢D(S) 4* < ET
=O
yk S
0 S **
0 5 BS
UT=
So we get
u (S) = niax

p(11)Ty

S.t. ST:ires eTYT 5 es

VT 20 forall T
UT = 0 if iT 0 S

ET·,Tes
5 eS
0 if iris
VT = BTVT
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According to the first constraint, VT =O i f T¢S. This implies that T C S i f y T>0.
Consequently, iT E S. Hence,

v(S) = max ET:Tcs 11(T)VT
s.t. ST:TCS eTY'T S es

VT 2 0 for all T C S

totally balanced game with nonnegative values. it follows that 1,(S) =
0
11(S), P r=l i f T=S and Pr =0 otherwise.
Since (N, u) is

a

This theorem implies in particular that each linear production game, as introduced
by Owen (1975) and studied in Curiel. Derks and Tijs (1989), can be written as an LTP
game. Since each totally balanced game with nonnegative values can also be written as
a linear production game, the other way around also holds.

2.5

Exchange economies

There are many ways to extend a simple LTP situation to an exchange economy (possibly
with production). Froni all possible extensions we chose two models that we present in
this section. Both models turn out to be standard economies.

In the first model, called ecolloriy 1, producers can exchange their resources before
transformation starts. This exchange takes place in a separate market so that the endogenous price vector q in this exchange market may differ from the prices in the market
where the producers sell their goods after production. After the exchange, each producer
will use his new bundle of goods in his specific transformation process. After transformation, the remaining goods will be sold at exogenous prices p. The goal of each producer

is to maximize his individual profit.
Let <N, A, w, p> be a simple LTP situation. If
exchange niarket, then producer

q

denotes the price vector in the

i€N exchanges his resource bundle w(i) for

a bundle

1,(i) at price vector q. A producer cannot spend more money on the bundle 1'(i) than
the value of his resources w (i) qTE(i) 6 qTW(i). After the exchange producer i will use
the bundle x(i) as resources for his transformation process. If producer i E N operates
his transformation process at an activity level y, then he needs the resources 9'lli Silice
his resources now equal 1,(i). we get the restriction g'11, 5 I(i). Finally, producer i will
sell the remaining goods .r(i) + a'Y, on the market at given prices p. In short, the profit
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maximization problem of producer i in economy 1

is

given by

max PT</(i) + azy,)

s.t. g,yi 5 ·r(i)
Yi 2 0
qTICi) 5 qTW(i)

(2.4)

.T(i) 2 0.
An equilibrium in this economy consists of a bundle of goods I' (i), an activity level v; for
all i e .\' and a price vector q- such that producer i€N maximizes his profit in I' (i) and
9; given q' and such that total demand equals total supply: Zie N x-(i) - E,EN w(i).

Note that the prices p are exogenous while the prices q' are determined by the
equilibrium conditions. If q' is an equilibrizini price vector and A is a positive real
number then 1.Tx(i) 6 q.7.w(i) if and only if (Aqi)TI(i) 76 (Aqi)Tw(i) and thus is Aq*
another equilibrium price vector. This implies that in our search for equilibrium price
vectors. wecan restrict our attention to prices in AM = {q E IRfil j€M qj = 1}. Also
note that if there is an equilibrium price vector q' then we can always find aA>Osuch
that Aq- 2 p. This new equilibrium price vector Aq* ensures that producers trade their
resources instead of selling them on the market at exogenous prices p. The following
theorem shows that economy 1 is an exchange economy.

Theorem 2.4 Let <N, A. w,p> be an LTP situation.

Then economy 1 is a standard

exchange economy.

Proof. The profit maximization problem of producer i EN

is given by (2.4).

The

producer can solve this problem in two steps. When he knows that lie will own z(i) after
the exchange then his maximization problem reduces to

max PT(I(i) + a'y,)
s.t. g'yi 5 .T(i)

8 20
Since the objective function is continuous and the set {y, I g'y, S Z(i), y, 2 0} is compact

and non-empty, this reduced problem can be solved for all .T(i). Define

R,(z(i)) = max{pT(/(i) + a'yi)1 g'yi 5 :r(i); y, 2 0}
Then we can rewrite (2.4) as
max

R,(I (i))
S.t. q.rz(i) 5 qTW(i)
.T(t) 2 0

(2.5)
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In section 2.6 we show that R' is a continuous, monotone and quasi-concave function.
If we think of R' as the utility function of producer i then this maximization problem
equals the utility maximization problem of agent i in an exchange economy as in Debreu
(1959).

0

The existence of an equilibrium in an exchange economy is shown in Debreu (1959)
and so, this also proves the existence of an equilibrium in economy 1.
In the second model, called economy 2, a producer can start by transforming his
resource bundle, after which the producers can mutually exchange their products in a
separate market. After the exchange, each producer will use his new bundle of goods in

his transformation process and sell the remaining goods at exogenous prices p. Notice

that in this model production takes place at two points in time. Again the goal of each
producer is to maximize his profit.
For a formal description of economy 2, let (N, A, w, p> be a simple LTP situation.
Then producer i f N starts by transforming his resource bundle w(i) into w(i) + a'iii
with 9, such that 9,9, 5 w(i) and 9, 2 0. Next, this producer exchanges his products

w(i) + a,F, for the bundle I. (i) at endogenous prices q. A producer cannot spend more
money on the bundle I(i) than the value of his products: qTZ(i) 5 qT(w(i) + aig,) Aft.er
the exchange has taken place producer i will use the bundle z(i) as resources for his
transformation process. He will sell the remaining goods z(i) + a'Vi on the market at
endogenous prices p where yi is such that g'V, 5 I(i) and Vi 2 0. In short, the profit
maximization problem of producer i in economy 2 is

max pT(z(i) + a,yi)
s.t. g'v, < I(i)

8 20
qTLCi) qT(w(i) + a'Vi)

(2.6)

I(i) 20
g'F S w(i)
9,20

An equilibrium in this economy consists of a price vector q' and for all i€N o f a bundle
of goods z*(i), a production level 1/; and a production level 9; such that producer i€N
maximizes his profit in z' (i), y; and W given q' and total demand equals total supply
in the intermediate exchange market: Zi€N Z-(i) - E,€N (w (i) ta,W).
As in economy 1 it holds that if q' is an equilibrium price vector and A is a positive
real number then Aq' is another equilibrium price vector. So in our search for equilibrium
price vectors, we can restrict our attention to prices in AM = {q € 1Rt' EjEM qj = 1}.
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In an exchange economy with production it is required that the production process is
'irreversible'. This condition is needed to guarantee finite profits for all producers and to
guarantee that the total production set is closed. By construction, economy 2 guarantees

that each producer sells a finite bundle of goods on the market and therefore all profits
are finite. Furthermore, transformation takes place at two points in time in economy 2.
Each time, all producers produce separately and no producer can use another producer's
output as his own input during the transformation process. From this it follows that
the total production set is closed. Hence, we do not have to impose the irreversibility

condition upon economy 2.
Theorem 2.5 Let <N, A, w, p> be an LTP situation.

Then economy 2 is a standard

el,change economy with production.

Proof. The profit maximization problem of producer i E N

is

given by (2.6). In lemma

2.9 in section 2.6 we show that this problem is equivalent to

where vq(i) = max qT(w(i) + aig)

max PT(z(i) + a'Vi)
S.t. giyi 5 1'(i)

s.t. 9,9, 5 w(i)

8 20

vi 2 0
qTz(i) 5 vq(i)
Z(i) 2 0

We can write this as

max R,(Z (i))

s.t. qTz(i) s vq(i)
I(i) 2

where uq(i) = qTw(i) + max qTa'Fi
s.t. g'y, S w (i)

0

(2.7)

Fi20

with R'(x(i)) = max{PT(z(i) + a'Vi)1 g'yi 5 1:(i); 1/, 2 0} a continuous, monotone
and quasi-concave function, as in the proof of theorem 2.4. Let uq(i) be the net profit
producer i obtains over the value qTw (i) of his initial endowment: uq(i) = vq(i) - qTLe(i),

or, equivalently,

uq(i) = max qTa, i
S.t. 9'y, 5 W (i)

8 20
If we substitute this in (2.7) we get
max R'(z (i))

s.t. qTZ(i) 5 qTw(i) + Uq(i)

I(i) 2

0

where uq(i) = max qTa,9,

S.t. 9,9 5 2(i)
F 2 0.

(2.8)
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If we think of R' as the utility function of 'consumer' i then the left hand side of (2.8) is
the utility maximization problem of consumer i in an exchange economy with production
as described in Debreu (1959). This consumer cannot spend more money on the bundle
I(i) than the sum of the value of his endowment and the net profit of producer i.
The right hand side of (2.8) is the net profit maximization problem of a producer with

production set Tz = {x E IRMI I = a'vi, givi 5 w(i), yi 2 0} in

an exchange economy

with production. Note that the activity level vi is bounded because the resources are
limited. Therefore, 11 is a compact set in IRM for all i c N and so is the total production
set Z KN li. In this economy, consumer i and producer i are the same person and the
net profit of producer i goes to consumer i. We conclude that economy 2 is an exchange
economy with production.
0
It follows immediately from this theorem that there exists an equilibrium in economy 2. We illustrate both economies with the following example.

Example 2.6 Consider an LTP situation with two producers, N=
formation matrix A equals

{1,2}.

The

trans-

4 - -1 -1].

7 3]
Each producer owns one unit of each good: w(1) - w(2) = (1,1)7 One unit of each
good can be sold for 1 dollar: p = (1,1)1. The value of each coalition in the LTP game
is

u({1}) =3.
u({2}) = 4,

R =1
1/3 -1

u({1,2}) = 8, y; = 0, y; = 2.

The core of this game is the set C(v) = {(z, 8- 1,)135x5 4}
In economy 1, the profit maximization problem of producer 1 is

max Z(1)1 + Z(1)2 + 11

s.t. 0 5 yl S z(1)1
qTT(1) 5 qTW(1)
I(1) 2 0

Producer 1 will choose Vt as high as possible, so y; = .1,(1)1. The maximization problem
reduces to
max 2:r(1)1 -1-1,(1)2

s.t. qTZ(1) 5 qTW(1)
I(1) 2 0.
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We restrict ourselves to prices q in 12 - {q C R.21 qi + e = 1}. For all q C 12 it holds
that qTw(1) = qi + q2 = 1. If we substitute this ill the maximization problem we get

max 21,(1)1 + z(1)2

s.t. qT41) < 1

i,(1) 20.
Similarly we can reduce the profit maximization problem of producer 2 to
max 31 (2)1 + z(2)2

s.t. qTz(2) 5 1

I(2) 2 0
In an equilibrium, demand should equal supply: z-(1) + I*(2) =
w(1) + w(2) = (2,2)7' The unique equilibrium price in A2 is q' = (i, f )T. To encourage
producers to exchange their endowments, we can take for, e.g., price vector q = 34* =
where yl = z(2) 1.

(2,1)T 2 p= (1,1)T in the
( ,2)T, r-(2)

that producer

=

exchange market.

The equilibrium bundles are x*(1) =

equilibrium activity
(l ,O)T and the
levels are VI =

, 1/3 = 1 . Note

would like to have as much units of good 1 as possible since he is the
more efficient producer and can earn a lot of money by transforming them into units
of good 2 and selling these on the market. To receive all the units of good 1 owned by
producer 1, producer 2 has to offer in exchange the goods that producer 1 could have
produced from his units of good 1. Thus, producer 2 will exchange two units of good
2

2 for one unit of good 1. But he owns just one unit of good 2 so he

will exchange that

Producer 2 now owns one and a half units of good 1 which
unit for half a unit of good
he transforms into four and a half units of good 2. He sells these on the market and his
1.

profit equals 4 Producer 1 transforms half a unit of good 1 into one unit of good 2
and sells this together with his other two units of good 2 on the market. The profit of
producer 1 equals 3 = v({1}). so he is indifferent between participating in the exchange
and acting on his own. Producer 2 gains from the exchange, 4J > v({2}),thus both
producers participating in the exchange is better than both producers acting on their
own. However. (3.4 ) ¢ C(V) since 3 + 4 < v(N) = 8.
In economy 2, the profit maximization problem of producer 1 is

max 2z(1)1 + z(1)2

s.t. qTZ(1) 5 1,9(1)

I(1) 2

0

f 3q2. qi < 1 (9; = 1)

uq(1) =

1, qi = i (DI E 10,1])
C

1,

qi > i

(DI = 0)
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where q f .12 and we substituted VI = 1·(1)1· For producer 2 it equals
max

3.r(2)1 +

f le,

1:(2)·2

s.t. qTI(2) 4 1,9(2)

t.'q(2) =

ql<

1. qi =

l 1, 91>

.r(2) 20

(93 -1)

(93 e [0.11)

(%=0)

where 93 = ·t·(2)1. In an equilibrium it should hold that z*(1) +I-(2) = 2(1) + aiR +
a,·(2)+a293. The unique equilibrium price in 12 is q' = ( . ).r. To ensure that producers
exchange their endowinents, we can take, e.g. q= 49' = (3,1)7' R p= (1,1)T. The

equilibrium bundles are .r-(1) = (0,4)7'. i'*(2) = (2 - 93.32 - 2)7' and the equilibrium
activity levels are yi =0 9 1/3 =2- 7. DI =0 and 3 5 9;S l. As iii econoitty 1.
producer 2 would like to have as much units of good 1 as possible, therefore he starts
by transforming good 1 into good 2. Producer 1 knows this and he starts by doing
nothing. Producer 1 owns one unit of the scarce good and he can ask three units of
good 2 in exchange. This is exactly what player 2 can produce from one unit of good 2.
So. producer 1 exchanges one unit of good 1 for three units of good 2. Since producer
1 liow has no units of good 1 he cannot produce so he sells his four units of good 2 on

the market. His profit equals

4.

Producer 2 owns (2 -

He transforms 2- % units of good 1 into 3(2

7. 393 - 2)T

-g) =6-

3

after the exchange.

units of good 2.

This

leaves him with 3% - 2 + 6- 393 - 4 units of good 2 to sell on the market. His profit

equals 4. Note that (4.4) C C(v). In general LTP situations the payoffs in economy
2 need not generate a core-element of the corresponding LTP game. If we replace the
transforniation technique of producer 1 by
81

- [ 21

[-1 1
then the corresponding LTP game is the game (N, 0) with 0({1}) = 3. 0({2}) = 4 and

8({1,2}) = 10. The payoffs in economy 2 are (8,9) ¢ C(0).

O

2.6 Proofs
In this sectioii we pres ,nt the proofs that were omitted in section 2.5.

Lemma 2.7 The function R' a.q defined in (2.5,1 is continuous for atti e N.

Proof. This proof consists of six steps. Let i e N.

(i) Define the multifunction F, from Rl' to IR+ by F,(I) = {thI g'y, 5 I: 7,2 0}
then F,(.T) = [O. 9,(1')1 where #,(.r) = max{A' g'U, < I: 0 2 0}. Smu g' ami T
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both contain a finite number of elements that are finite and nonnegative and since we
assunied that g' contains at least one positive element, the number Vi (Z) is finite. So,

Fi is a compact-valued multifunction.
(ii) We show that #,(ir) is a continuous function. Define the carrier set of.g' by C(g' ) =
{j c MI gj> 0}. This set is nonenipty. Next, consider the following observations:

.j¢ C(g') => 9jyi(I) =0 5 .r.j
. j e C(qi), gj#,(1') = Ij => 4,(Z) =.rj/g;

0 j C ((gi), gjv,(I) < 4

=> 9,(I) < l'j/g;

These observations imply that y, (i·) = min {.rj/gj I j € C(g')}. Since gi is a fixed vector,
C(gi) is a fixed set containing a finite number of elements, so 9,(x) is the minimum of a

finite number of continuous functions. We conclude that V,(I) is a continuous function.
(iii) We show that F' is an upper semicontinuous (usc) multifunction. Let :r e IR11

and let 0 be an open set in IR+ such that F'(s) c 0. Then 9,(I) 6 0. Since Di is a
continuous function, vil (0) is ati open set in 1Rtf. By definition of the inverse, for all
2 e F,- 1 (0) it holds that V, (.2) 6 0 and thus F, (k) c 0. So, F' is usc.
semicontinuous (lsc) multifunction. Let z e 111 1 and
let O be an open set in IR+ such that F'(z) n 0 0 0.

(iv) We show that F' is

a lower

If 9,(z) = 0 then F'(I) = {0} and consequently 0 e O. Take an open set Ox in Rlf
such that z f 66 and let k E O=. Because O f F'(f) and 0 c O as shown before. we
conclude that F'(f) n O D {0} 1 0
If y, (1·) >0 then there is a t e

F,(z) n O such that 0<t< 9,(I). Define .f = g,t.

continuous fuiiction and vi (.r) > t there is an r > O
such that for all :i: E B(z. r). the sphere in 11'11' around z with radius r, it holds that
14(2) 2 #'(8) = t. This implies that for all .t € BAr)
Then 9,(2) = t.

Since y, is

a

F'(i,) n o= 10. 9,(.P)] n o o It. 9,(2)] n O D {t} 4 0
So, F, is lsc.

(v) Define f'(I', V,) = pT(:r' + a,V,)· This function is the sum of two continuous
functions. so f' is continuous.

(vi) Since F, : I¢' -+ R+ is a compact-valued usc and Isc multifunction and fi :
11{11 x IR+ --+ R.+ is a continuous function. the Alaximum theorem of Berge (1963) says
0
that R'(:r,) = max{f'(.Ti. y,)1 y, e F'(xi)} is a continuous function for all i e N.
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Lemma 2.8 The function R, as de,/ined in (2.5) is monotone and quasi-concave for all
i EN.

Proof. Let i E N. First, we show that 17 is monotone. Let z, z E IR:' such that z 2 I,
z 96 z. If g'th S I then also g'v, 5 z so {Y, I g'yi 5 Z; 1/i 2 0} C {Vii g'Y, 5 z; Y, 2 0}.
We assumed that p € 1117 so PTZ 5 pTz. Now it holds that

R'(z) = max{PT(Z + a'Yi)1 giv, 5 Z; Vi 2 0}
5 max{PT(z + a'y,)1 g'y, 5 z; V, 2 0} = R'(z)
so R' is

a monotone

function for all i EN.

Next, we show that R'

is

quasi-concave, i.e. we show that for all b, c e IR , b tc,

and for all a c (0,1) it holds that R'(abt (1- a)c) 2 min{R'(b), R'(c)}. Let b, c E IR.lf,
b 4 c, and let a E (0,1)
If PTa, 5 0 then

R'(ab + (1 - a)c) = PT(cpb + Cl - a)c) = cpprb + (1 - a)PTC
2 min{pl.b, PTE}=min{R'(b), R'(c)}

If pTa, > 0 then R'(ab + (1 - 62)c) = PT(ab + (1 - a)cta,9,(abt (1 - a)c)). In the
proof of the previous lemma it was shown that 9, (x) = min{zj/g; I j€ C(9,)}. Thus
yi(ob + (1 - a)c) = min{(ab + (1

-

O,)C)jigjl j EC(g')}

2 min{abj/gjl j E C(9,)} + min{(1 0)cj/gjl j e C(gi)}
= amin{bj/gjl j C C(gi)} + (1 - a) min{cj/gjl j f C(gi)}
= ag,(b) + (1 - a)9,(c)
-

This implies that

R'(ab+(1 -a)c) = PT(abt (1 - a)cta'Fi(ab + (1 - a)c))
= apTb + (1 - a)PTC + pTaipi(ob + (1 - cy)c)

2 aprb + (1 - a)PTC +PTaila (b) + (1 - a)7,(c)]
= apT(b + aivi(b)) + (1

-

a) (c + a'Fi(C))

= aR'(b) + (1- a)R'(c)
2 min{R'(b),R'(c)}
So, we conclude that R' is a quasi-concave function for all i e N.

0

The next lemma shows that there exists another way to find the equilibrium solution

(Z'(i),V;,DI) of economy 2. This result is used in the proof of theorem 2.5.
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Lemma 2.9 Let <N, A, w,p> be an LTP situation.

Then the following two statements

are equivalent.

a) (x'(i), v;,9:) is an optimal solution of
max PT(z(·i) + a'y,)

s.t. g'yi 5 1'(i)
14 20
qTT(i) 5 qT(w(i) + a'Fi)

g'F, 5 w(i)
5,20
I(i) 2 0

b) (z-(i),y;,D:) is an optimal solution of
max PT(z(i) + afy,) where vq(i) = max qT(w (i) + aiy,)
s.t. g'Vi S Z(i)
s.t. 9'yi S W(i)

820

1/, 2 0

qTZ(i) 5 V (i)

1,(i) 20
Proof. First, let (z-(i), y;,9:) bean optimal solution of a). It remains to show that W
is an optimal solution of vq(i), i.e.
ql'(w(i) + a'01

= max qT(w(i) + aili)

S.t. 9,9, s w(i)

820
We show this by contradiction. Suppose that it is not true. Then there exists a 5, such
that

qT(w(i) + a,9,) = max qT(w(i) + a'Fi) > qT(w(i) + a'D:)

s.t. g'y, 5 w(i)

9,20
so uq(i) = qT(w(i) + a'U,). Producer i can spend more money and in particular he can
buy a bundle of goods 22(i) such that he has more of all goods: 2(i)j > z-(i) j for all

j € M. But since he now has more goods. he can produce more goods, reaching a higher
activity level and receiving a higher profit: PT(53(i) + a'yi) > PT(Ir'(i) + a,Vi). This
contradicts the assumption that (i·' (i), y;,g) maximizes the profit of producer i.
Next, let (Z-(i), yi,D;) be an optimal solution of b). Then (i·'(i),v;,i¢) satisfies all
the constraints in a). Since the maximization problem of a) contains more constraints
than the problem of b). (/'(i). y;.D:) is also an optimal solution of a).
0

Chapter 3
Production situations with an
infinite number of transformation

techniques
3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we introduced LTP situations. These are production situations
where each producer owns a finite set of linear transformation techniques. Sometimes,
however, a producer is confronted with a countable infinite number of transformation
techniques that involve only a finite number of goods. For example, if you have a recipe

for baking pancakes from Hour, milk: eggs, butter and sugar, then you can get an infinite
number of recipes for pancakes by changing the amounts of the ingredients in small steps.
Each recipe then gives a slightly different pancake. Such a situation can be modeled as a

semi-infinite LTP situation, which are LTP situations with a countable infinite number
of transformation techniques. A similar extension for linear production situations and
corresponding games has been studied by Fragnelli, Patrone, Sideri and Tijs (1999) using

duality results by Tijs (1979).
In this chapter, which is based on Timmer, Llorca and Tijs (2000) and Tijs, Timmer.
Llorca and SAnchez-Soriano (2001). we study the core, the Owen set of semi-infinite LTP
situations and relations between them. In section 3.2 we introduce semi-infinite LTP
situations where we consider a countable infinite number of transformation techniques.
Some examples show what problems we may encounter. Therefore, in each of the sections
3.3 and 3.4 a set of conditions will be presented that ensures the existence of an optimal
dual solution and the existence of a core-element of the corresponding semi-infinite LTP
31
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infinite

number

of transformation techniques

game.
Section 3.5 presents the most relevant results about duality of finite LTP situations
and their corresponding games. Relations between the Owen set, the core and the primal

and dual games for semi-infinite LTP situations are investigated in section 3.6. Our main
result is that the core is nonempty if there exists a finite upper bound for the maximal
profit obtained by the coalition of all producers.

3.2 Semi-infinite LTP situations
In many production situations, there are an infinite number of techniques available to
the producer. A semi-infinite LTP situation models such a production situation with
a countable infinite number of transformation techniques. It is denoted by a 5-tuple

(N, A, D, w. p) where N, A, w and p are as before and D is a countable infinite set
of transformation techniques. The following examples show some problems we may
encounter in semi-infinite LTP situations.

Example 3.1 Consider the semi-infinite LTP situation with a single producer, two
goods, bundle of goods w = (3,0)T, market prices p = (1,3)T and technology matrix
2 2
2 . . . -3 -i I I I
A- -4 -3
-3i 2
-3111
The kth column ak of A represents transformation technique k ED. The primal profit

'maximization' problem is
Sup PT(w + Ay)

s.t. Gy S w
9 20

Note that we use the supremum since there are an infinite number of activity levels Yk,
k ED, and an optimal solution may not exist. This problem is equal to
sup{3

+ PTAV Eft(3 +

1/k)1/k 5 3,9 2 0} = limk»90(3 +3- 1/k) =6.

There is no optimal solution for this problem, that is, there exists no vector 9 of activity
levels such that pr (W + AD) = 6. The corresponding dual problem is
inf{(z + p)Twl GTZ 2 ATP, 1 2 0}
12....,
= inf{311 + 31(3 + 1/k)zi 2 3- 1/k, k=1,2

=

3·1+3=6.

z 20}
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The set of optimal solutions {z E R.2 Izi = 1, 12 2 0} is nonempty. In this example we
see that the primal problem may have no optimal solution while the dual problem has

optimal solutions.

0

Example 3.2 Consider the following semi-infinite LTP situation with a single producer.
two goods, bundle of goods w = (0,1)T, prices p = (1,1)T and technology matrix
234
1
1
1 ···

A- -1 -1 -1 -1.- -i 1 1
1

Then

v = sup{pT(w + Av)1 Gv 5 w, 1 2 0}
= sup{l + PTAVI En-1 1/k/k 50, 7 20}
= 1+0=1

with optimal activity vector V - 0. The dual problem equals
inf{12 +11

zi/k 21-1/k, k=1.2, . . . , :2 0}

= inf{22+11 zl kk-1, k -1,2,..., 120}=+00
since there exists no feasible solution z. Therefore there are no optimal solutions to the

dual program while there exists an optimal solution to the primal problem.

Example 3.3 We have

a

0

semi-infinite LTP situation with a single producer, five goods

and

-2

A=

-2 -2 -2

-2

0 - -i -1
--k
1 0 0 0 ···
0 ···
1

1

0

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

2

1

0
, W=

0

0

3

,P=

0
0

.

1
4

--

-

The profit maximization problem gives

71 = stip{2 + PTAVI 0 5 ,/1 5 1, 1/k - 0. k - 2,3....} - 4.
The corresponding dual problem gives

inf{2 + 2zl 12zl 2 2, 2zt + Z2/k 2 3, k=2,3, . . . , z 2 0} =5.
Here we have a duality gap, that is, the primal maximization program does not have the
same optimal value as the dual

problem.

0
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These examples show that semi-infinite LTP situations may deal with duality gaps

and the absence of optimal solutions for both the primal and the dual program. We would
like to have conditions on semi-infinite LTP situations such that there is no duality gap

and the dual problem has an optimal solution. Then we can easily find a core-element
of the game via the dual probleni (we show this in the next section). We do not need
the existence of an optimal solution of the primal problem to attain this core-element.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to finding out when the core of a semiinfinite LTP game is nonempty. In the following two sections we present two sets of
conditions with nice interpretations that ensure we can find a core-element of the LTP
game corresponding to a semi-infinite LTP situation via the dual problem. After this
we derive some duality results for LTP situations in section 3.5. These results are used
in section 3.6 where we show among others that the core is nonempty if there exists a
finite upper bound for the maximal profit obtained by the cooperating producers.

3.3 Core-elements via the dual program: conditions
involving cones
In this section we will present a first set of conditions on semi-infinite LTP situations
and we show that this guarantees that core-elements of the corresponding LTP games
can be calculated via the dual program.

Denote by OM the At-dimensional zero-vector and by ej the jth unit vector in IRAI
with eim =lifm=jandei, =O i f i n#j.I f B i s a n (infinite) set of vectors in W
for some integer number q then we obtain the convex cone generated by B. denoted by
CC(B), by taking all nonnegative multiples of finite convex combinations of elements in
B. Thus,

f l

t

1=1
CC(B) = :r .r= EA,b'.
A t t o.b' €B.i -1.2. . . . .t.t k l

Define the sets Kl and Ag

as follows.

Ir-, M
Ki = CC ({(gk)k€D, (ej)j€M}) = Iti.+

/k\

A, -C c

g

<

PTak

3\
k€ D

. (e0

j €.11 ,|

The last equality for Kl follows from 91' e IR:)/ for all k e D. In the literature. see
for example Glashoff and Gustafson (1983) and Goberna and L6pez (1998). the convex
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cones Ki and IG are usually called the first and second moment cone and denoted by M
and N respectively. We renamed these cones since we already use M and N to denote
respectively the set of goods and the set of producers. Denote by int (KI ) the interior of
Ki and by ct(IG) the closure of IG. Consider the following two conditions.

Condition 3.4 w(N) c int(Ki) = IRK
This condition states that the coalition N of all producers should own some positive
amount of all goods in M.

Condition 3.5 < OM
¢ ct(IG)
1
An interpretation of this condition is that doing nothing, which is equivalent to activity
level yk = 0 for all k E D, cannot result in a positive profit. The following theorem
shows the nonemptiness of the core under these conditions.

Theorem 3.6 Let <N, A, D.w, p> be a semi-infinite LTP situation.

If conditions 3.4

and 3.5 are satisfied then the corresponding LTP game is balanced.

Proof. Conditions 3.4 and 3.5 are satisfied and therefore it follows from respectively
theorems 8.1.(v), (vi) and 4.4.(i) in Goberna and L6pez (1998) that there exists an
optimal solution of
inf

(z

p)Tw(N)

s.t. GTZ 2 ATP

220,
the dual problem for coalition N, and there is no duality gap. Let z be an optimal dual

solution. Define z f IRN by xi =(z + p)Tw(i) for all i e N. Then E,EN xi = E,EN(z +
p)TW(i) . (2+P)Tw(N) = v(N) where the last equality holds because there is no duality
gap. Notice that z is also a solution of the problem inf{ (z +pfw(S)|GTZ 2 ATA Z 2 0}
for all coalitions S. Therefore.

(1+P)TWCS) 2 inf{(z +p)TWCS)IGTZ -2 ATP,220}
2 sup{pT(w(S) + Ay)1Gy 5 w(S), v 2 0}

2 sup{pT(w(S) + AN)1Gy 5 w(S), Vk - 0 if k 0 D(S), 9 2 0}
= u(S)
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and Eies xi = Zies(2 + p)Tw(i) = (z + p)Tw(S) 2 v(S). Weconclude that z € C(v).
0
We will now return to our examples in the previous section. In example 3.1 we have

that gk = (3 + i, 0)T and pTak -3- i for all k ED. Thus

K, -ccf 3+ )

1 ' ' }' :}}-R,

l( 0 / kED

and

K 2=C C

O

0

1

3-1k /kED <1)
0
0
1/3+2\
/0)1
We see that condition 3.5 is satisfied since (0,0,1)T ¢ ct(IG) but condition 3.4 is not
satisfied because a.,2 - 0. However, there is no duality gap and there exists an optimal

dual solution.
In the second example, example 3.2, we see that gk = C f, 0)T and prak = 1 -1 for
all k € D. Therefore Ki = 11'ti and
0

K2 = CC

01 111
\0
111_11 } *tlt,
k

kED

Here condition 3.4 is not satisfied since wl - O and the same holds for condition 3.5 since
(0.0,1):r E ct(K2). The dual problem has no solutions.

Finally, in example 3.3 we have that gi = (2,0.0,0,0)T, gk = (2, i, 0,0,0)T, k 2 2,
pTal = 2 and PTak = 3, k 2 2. So Ki = IR,+ and

'/2\ /2\
0 1k
00
K2= CC <
00
00
<21

( 3 ) k22

/ \
e)

( 0 1 j€M,

In this example, condition 3.4 is not satisfied but condition 3.5 is and there is

a

duality

gap.

From these examples we may conclude that conditions 3.4 and 3.5 are sufficient but
not necessary conditions in theorem 3.6.
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3.4 Core-elements via the dual program: economic
conditions
In this section a second set of conditions on semi-infinite LTP situations will be presented.
These conditions guarantee total balancedness of the corresponding LTP games. Similar

conditions for linear production situations can be found in Fragnelli, Patrone, Sideri and
Tijs (1999).

Condition 3.7 supkED PTak = 7 < too
All transformation

techniques at, should generate a finite profit of at most 7 when Yk = 1,

that is, the techniques are operated at the unit activity level.

Condition 3.8 maxj€M gf k a>0 for all k e D
This condition states that for each transformation technique there is always some positive
amount a of a resource needed at the unit activity level.
Recall that

v(N) = sup PT(w(N) + Ay)
s.t. Gy 5 w(N)
y 2 0.
We will use the following result by Karlin and Studden (1966), which we translated to
semi-infinite LTP situations for coalition N.

Theorem 3.9 Suppose that v(N) is finite and that w(N) e IR.1. Then there is no
duatity gap and the dual program has an optimal solution.
We can now prove the following result.

Theorem 3.10 Let <N, A, D, w,p> be a semi-infinite LTP situation. If conditions 3.7
and 3.8 are satisfied then the corresponding LTP game is totally balanced.

Proof. Since

each subgame (S. uls) of an LTP game is another LTP game, we only have

to prove that the core of (N, u) is nonempty.
By conditions 3.7 and 3.8, the dual feasible region {z e R.7 1 GTZ 2 ATP} is nonempty
since zT =i (1,1, . . ,1)i s a dual solution. It also follows that the primal profit max-

imization problem has
theorem 3.9, we

finite optimal profit. From the result by Karlin and Studden,
obtain that if w(N) 6 IRS then there is no duality gap and there exists
a
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an optimal dual solution z. As we have shown in the proof of theorem 3.6, the vector

z E IRN with :ri = (z + p)Tw(i) for all i€N i s

an

element of C(u).

If w (N)j = 0 for all j E it then no coalition can earn any money and we have

C(U) = {(0,0,..., 0)}.
Otherwise, define Mo = {j e Mlw(N)j = 0} and M+ = {j e Mlw(N)j > 0}. Then
Mo 0 0, At+ 4 0 and M = Mo U M+. Remember that D is the set of all available

transformation techniques. Define D = {k f DIgf = 0 for all j e Mo}, that is, b is the
set of those techniques in D that only use goods j C M+ for input goods. Recall

u(N) = sup{PT(w(N) + Ay)1Gy w(N), y 2 0}
- pTW(N) + sup{PTAVIGy 5 w(N), 7 2 0}

. PTw(N)+Sup{PTAY| SkEDgft/k S w(N)j, j C M,y 20}
Notice that if k e D 1 6 then we have gf >0 for some j e Alo while w(N)j =0. Thus
kEL) gf yk 5 w(N) j for j e Mo implies Yk = 0 for all k C D D, these techniques cannot
be used. Hence,

u(N) = pTw(N) + sup

s.t.

keb PTaki/k

keb gfyk S w(N)j. j € AI+,

ke b.

yk 2 0,

From conditions 3.7 and 3.8 it follows that u(N) < 00. The corresponding dual problem
reads

prw(N) + inf EjEM+ zjw(N)j
s.t. EJ€M+ 9 zj k piak, k E b,
zj 2 0,
j e M+.
Let ei denote the jth unit vector in RM+. The first moment cone

Ki = CC\ ((I
kl
) ,(ej) j E AI+ )=
(L93 f /€Al+ |k€b
j

Ki

equals

RK

where the last equality follows from g 2 0 for all j e A t+ ,k e b. Hence,

{w(N)j}j€Af+ c int(Ki) = IR+Mi
because w(N) j > 0 for all j E M+
Together with v(N) < 00 and theorem 3.9 we
conclude that there is no duality gap and the dual problem has an optimal solution 2.

To obtain an element of C(v) we define 11 - 21 for all j e AI+ and Kj - 0 for all j E Mo
Then we can show in a similar way as in the proof of theorem 3.6 that z 6 RN defined
0
by xi = (2 + p)Tw(i) is a core-element of the corresponding LTP game.
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Dual programs for LTP situations

3.5

In this section we determine the dual program of
max{PT(w(S) + Ay) 1 Gv S w(S), 1/ 2 0, 1/k = 0 if k ¢ D(S)},
the profit maximization problem of a coalition S of producers in a finite LTP situation,
and we show that it has a nice property. Also some additional notation is introduced
that will be used quite often in the next section.
If we want to determine the dual probleIn of the above profit-niaximization problem
then the last constraint, yk - 0 if k ¢ D(S), gives some trouble. Therefore, we will
replace this constraint by a linear restriction with the same interpretation. For this,

define for all k E D and S C N,S 0 0,
f oo ,k e D(S)
3(S)k = <
L 0 ,k¢ DCS).
This vector B(S) gives an upper bound for the activity vector that can be chosen by
coalition S and it implies that

920=O i f k¢ D(S) *
1/1,

V 7S 20
#9(S)
The (primal) maximization problem PS for coalition S can thus be rewritten to
Ps : max{pT(w(S) + Ay) 1 Gy 5 w(S), 1 5 13(S), 7 2 0}.
Because of the vector B(S) it is now very easy to determine the dual program Ds of PS
(cf. Winston (1994)).

Ds : min ( (zkf + P)Ta,(S) + zA13(S) I ZM
GTZAf
2 0,
+ ZD
zo 22 ATP,
0 J'l

The vector ATP € IRD denotes the profit per activity level for all transformation techniques. The matrix G is denoted in units of goods per activity level. Therefore, the
vector zA, 6 IRM denotes the profit per good and the vector ZD e IRD the profit per
activity level. A nice interpretation for the vector zM follows from the complementary
slackness conditions, stated in theorem 1.3: if 9, iM and 20 are optimal solutions of the
primary and dual programs of coalition S then

0 = 2Ii[w(S)- GD],

(3.1)

0 = 2TD[13(s) - 91,

(3.2)

0

=

#T[GTEM + 20 - ATP]
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E j€M iM,j(wCS)-GD) j -0.

This sum of nonnegative elements

infinite

is zero if and only if
goods j e Mit holds that
iM,j(w(S) - G#) j = 0. If ;EM.j > 0 then w(S)j = (G#)j: the available amount of good
j, is precisely enough to cover the amount of good j that is needed. From the objective
function of the dual program DS it follows that an extra unit of good j will raise the
profit approximately by EM,j because the dual theorem says that the optimal values of
each element equals zero. So, for all

Ps and DS are equal. If, on the other hand, the amount of good j available is too large,
w(S)j > (G#)j, then SM,j = 0: an extra unit of good j will not raise the profit. We can
therefore think of 2Af as the vector of prices that the coalition S of producers is willing
to pay for an extra unit of the goods. We will call the vector EM +p the vector of shadow
prices for the goods of this coalition. The following theorem shows a nice result that
follows from (3.2).

Theorem 3.11 The equality ELB(S) = 0 holds for all optimal solutions (EM, iD) of Ds.

Proof. Because the set of solutions of DS is the nonempty intersection of

a

finite num-

ber of halfspaces that is bounded from below by the zero-vector, the program DS can be
solved and a minimum exists. Let (EM, ED) be an optimal solution. By the complementary slackness conditions equation (3.2) holds and is equal to keD iD,k (S) - 9)k = 0.

Again, this is a sum of nonnegative elements, so it should hold that ED,k(0(S) - #)k = 0
for all transformation techniques k E D. If ED,k > 0 then BCS)k = bk· The definition of
Bts, implies that in this case B(S)k - 0, so k ¢ D(S). If B(S)k > Uk, which is equivalent

to k E D(S), then ED,k = 0. We conclude that £D,kB(S)k - 0 for all transformation
techniques k e D.
0
For ease of notation let Fps and Fds denote the sets of feasible solutions of respectively
the primal and the dual program for coalition S,

Fps - <y E RDI Gy < w(S), y < B(S), Y 2 0}
Fds = {(ZM,zo) E IRM x RDIGTZM+ZD 2.41'p, ZM 2 0,Zo 2 0},
denote by ups and uds the optimal values of the programs,

ups = max{pl'(w(S) + Ay) 1 y f Fps}
uds

=

min{(zM + p)Tw(S) + ZTDB(S)1 (ZM, ZD) E Fds}'

and let Ops and Ods be the sets of optimal solutions,

Ops = {V E Fps' PT(w(S) + Ay) =ups}
QdS =

(ZM, ZD) C Fds| (ZM p)TW(S) + Z (S) = UdS ·
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The sets Fps, Fds, Ops and Ods are nonempty and the values ups and uds exist and are
finite. Also, ups = uds for any coalition S of producers because of theorem 1.2.
Corresponding to an LTP situation <N, A, D, w. p> we define two cooperative games.
The first one, (N, vp), is the LTP game as defined in section 2.4 where up(S) = ups, the
maximal profit that coalition S can obtain. The second one is the dual game (N, vd)
that gives each coalition S the value of its dual program, Vd(S) = udS·
The core of an LTP situation, Core(A, w, p), is defined as the core of the corresponding
LTP game, Core(A,w,p) = C(vp). Furthermore, we know that for all (zM, zo) E°dN

up(N) = Vd(N) = (ZA.f + P)Tw(N) + zTDB(N) = (ZM + P)Tw(N),
because of theorem 3.11. In the proof of theorem 2.2 it is shown that ((zAf +P)Tw(i)),EN E
C(vp). Thus it follows from Odiv 96 0 that LTP games are totally balanced: each LTP

game has a nonempty core and because each subgame is another LTP game, these
subgames also have a nonempty core. Although G. Owen did not show that you can find
a core-element of an LTP game via the dual program DN, we let Owen(A, w, p) denote

the set of all core-elements that we can find in this way:

Owen(A, w, p) = {((IM + p)Tw(i))iEN| (ZM, ZD) f OdN}·
From OdN * 0 it also follows that Owen (,4. w, p) 4 0 and Owen(A, w, p) c Core(A, w, p)
The following example of an LTP situation with its two corresponding games illustrates the concepts introduced in this section.

Example 3.12 Consider the LTP situation of example 2.6. There are two producers,
N = {1,2}. they work with two goods in their transformation techniques and

A=

1, w(1) = w(2)

I -12 -13]
1

=

I:11,- IiI

The first column of A contains the technique of producer 1 and the second column
contains the technique of the other producer, so. Di = {i}, i E N. If each of the
producers works on his own then he will transform his single unit of the first good into
respectively 2 and 3 units of the second good. This producer already owns a unit of the
second good and therefore vp({1}) = 3 and up({2}) = 4.
If the producers cooperate then they own w(N) = (2,2)1' and their set of feasible

activity vectors is

FpN= V€IR.21 71+1/2 2,1/20}.
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Producer 2 has a more efficient transformation technique than producer 1 because it
generates a larger profit from the same amount of input, namely 2 per activity level
against 1 per activity level for producer 1.
PN :

max{4 + 1/1 + 2V2 l y

G

FpN}

The maximal profit lipN = 8 is attained in y = (0,2)T, so OpN = {(0' 2)T}. The core
equals Core(A, w, p)

=

{(b,8-b)135654}.

For the dual game (N, vd) it holds that ud({1}) = 3 and v,t({2}) = 4. The set of
solutions of DN is

FdN = {(ZM, ZE) 6 R'

X

Ri I ZM,1 + ZD,1 2 1, ZM,1 + ZD,2 2 2}

If we solve the program DN

min{4 + 2ZM,1 + 2ZM,2 + 00(ZD,1 + ZD,2 | (ZM, ZD) e FdN}

then we get 0dN = <((2,0), (0,0))} and udN =8= upN· Thus the Owen set consists of
only one point, Owen(A, w, p) = {(4,4)} and is contained in Core(A, w,p).

0

3.6 The Owen set and the core of semi-infinite LTP
situations
In this section we will study the Owen set and the core of semi-infinite LTP situations.
Without loss of generality we assume that D= {1,2,3,...}. As opposed to the previous
sections, we only

assume that A € ]RM,(D, w(i) f R for all i€N and p c ]Rf. We

do not put any further restrictions on A, w and p since we want to keep our analysis as
general as possible.

Because of the infinite number of transformation techniques, the linear programs
that determine the maximal profits of the coalitions and their dual programs are semiinfinite linear programs. Therefore, we will replace the maximum by the supremum in

the definitions of Ps and ups and the minimum will be replaced by the infimum in the
definitions of Ds and uds· As opposed to finite LTP situations, the set of dual solutions
Fds may now be empty and the same holds for the sets of optimal solutions 0ps and
OdS· The two games (N, vp) and (N. vd) are defined as before, so, up(S) = ups for the
LTP game and ud(S) = u.ds for the dual game. In this semi-infinite situation the values
ups and u.dS can take any nonnegative value as well as +00.
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The Owen set, as defined in the previous section, is based on the dual program for
the grand coalition:

DA : inf (zM + p)Tw(N) + zAAY(N) I GTZM + zD _ Ap, 1

Z M 2 0,2 0 2 0 f

In our definition of the Owen set we use that for finite LTP situations it holds that
zTDB(N) = 0 for any optimal solution (zM, zo) of DN. But this property need not hold
for semi-infinite LTP situations. If udN = 00 then an optimal solution (zM, ZD) (if it

exists) has zLB(N) = 00 but if udN < 00 then ZTDB(N) = 0. For this reason we will
define the Owen set only if udiv < 00:
Owen(A, w, p) = {((zM + P)Tw(i))i€NI (141, zo) E

dN ·

The next theorem states some nice properties of the LTP and dual games. One of them
is monotonicity, which means that 1,(S)

5 1,(T) for all S C T C N.

Theorem 3.13 Let <N, A, D, w, p> be a semi-infinite LTP situation. Then

1. Fds = FiN for all SCN,
2. up and ud are monotonic games,

3. upts) S Ud(S)for all SCN.

Proof. The first item follows immediately from the defnition of P'*s.
To show the second item, let S C T C N, then w(S) 5 w(T) and B(S) < B(T)
So, Fps = {y E IRDI Gy < w(S), v < 8(S), 9 2 0} c FT and therefore up (S) =
sup {pr (w (S) + Ay) I v

e

Fps}

5

vp (T).

From the first part of this

proof it follows

that Fds = Fdr and together with w(S) w(T) and 8(S) 5 #(T) this implies that
Ud(S) = inf{(zAI + P)Tw(S) + ZL (S) 1 (ZM, zD) E Fds} 5 vd(T).
Finally, for the third item, let S be a coalition of producers. If Fds = 0 then up(S) 5
00 = vd(S) Otherwise, take solutions y E Fps and (zM, ZD) 6 Fds· Then 7'(W

Ay) = PTW(S) + YTATP 5 PTW(S) + 1/T(GTZ·V + ZD) - prou(S) + zi Gy + ZLy S
pl'w(S) + ZI,w(S) + 2 8(S) = (zM + P)Tw(S) + zild(S) and from this it follows that
up(S) = sup{pT(w(S) + Ay) l y€ Fps} 5 inf{ (zM +P)TW(S) + 43(S) 1 (zM, ZD) e ·Fds} =

Vd(S).

O

Some relations between the Owen set and the cores of the LTP and dual games are

stated below.
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Theorem 3.14 Let <N A, D, w, p> be a semi-infinite LTP situation. Then the following
,

two relations hold.

1. If vd(N) < oc then Owen(.4. w. p) C C(vd)·

2. Ifup(N) = vd(N) then C(lid) c C(Up).
Proof. For item 1, if Owen(.4. w. p) = 0 then Owen(A, w.p) C C(vd). Otherwise, let I e
Owen (.4, w. p). Then there exists a solution (zlf. 21,) 6 QdN such that xi = (zli +p)Tw(i)

for all i FEN. By definition, ,EN xi = WN(26 + p)7'w(i) = (Zy + P)Tw(N) =
(EM t p)Tw(N) + (zl,)7'8(N) = vd(N), where (zb)TB(N) = 0 because ud(N) < 00.
Second. (16)7'8(N) = O implies (Zb)1'9(S) = 0 because :3(N) 2 8(S) 2 0. Also,
(ly' ZD) C OdN C FdN = Fds, where the last equality follows from statement 1 of
theorem 3.13. Thus, Kies zi = (Z f p)TW(S) = (21,+P)7.W(S)+(ZO)T/3(S) 2 inf{(zM+
p)TW
2 3(S)| (ZM, ZD E ·FdS} = vd(S). Hence, I € C(vd).
For item 2, if C(vd) = 0 then we are done. Otherwise, take an element x e C(ud).
Then ,EN Zi = ud(N) = up(N) Furthermore, Zies xi 2 ud(S) 2 vp(S) by statement
3 in theorem 3.13. We conclude that x E C(up).

0

A consequence of this theorem is that if up(N) = ud(N) < 00 then Owen(.4, w. p) C
Core(A, w, p). We can have Owen(A,w,P) = 0 even if up(N) = vd(N), as the following
example shows.

Example 3.15 Consider the semi-infinite LTP situation <N, A, D, w, p>, where N is a
set of one player,
-1

A=

1

-k2

-4

-1 -1
9/2

···

-1
(k+ 1)2/2

-1
· · ·

.p=

-

1
1

, and w(N) =

_2_

0

2

Then

Ud(N)

GTZM + ZD 2 ATP, 1
= inf (zA, + p)Tw(N) + zA,3(N) I I M 2 0'Z D 2 0
j
&21'W,1 + ZM,2 + ZD,k 2 2k,

= inf zM,it 22M,3 +5+C O ke
E DZD,k
==

k=1,2. . . . ,
420.
420

5,

where FdN 96 0. but 0dN = 0 and this implies that Owen(A, w. p) = 0. There is no

duality gap in this example because up(N) =5= cd(N).

0
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In case of a duality gap, vp(N) < vd(N), another relation between the Owen set and
the core exists.
Theorem 3.16 Let <N, A, D, w,p> be a semi-infinite LTP Situation where up(N) <

Ud(N) < 00. Then Owen(A, w,p) n Core(A, w,p) = 0.

Proof. If Owen(A, w, p) = 0 then the proof is finished. Otherwise let ir e Owen(A, w. p)
and let (zM, ZD) c OdN be such that xi = (ZM + P)Tw(i) for all i e N. Then

X xi = z(ZM t P)Tw(i) = (ZM + P)Tw(N) = vd(N) > up(N)
i€N

i€N

Hence, I ¢ C(up) = Core(A, w, p).

0

Finally, we want to find out when the core of the LTP game is nonempty. Some
sufficient conditions were discussed in the sections 3.3 and 3.4. Now we will follow a
general analysis for which we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.17 If w(N) c R \ {0}, p € RM \ {0}, w(N) j = 0 * 4 -0 for all k E D.
lirak >O for allkeD, ak *R for allke D and up(N) < 00, then up(N) = ud(N),
Odiv 96 0 and C(up) 0 0.

Proof. If w (N) j > 0 for all j f M then together with up(N) < 00 and theorem 3.9 it
follows that there is no duality gap and there exists an optimal dual solution 2. Define
z € IR.N by xi = (2 +P)Tw(i) for all i EN. Then z € C(up) as we have shown in the
proof of theorem 3.6.

If w (N) j - 0 for some j f At then define Mo = {j E M I w(N) j = 0} and M+ =
{j €M I w(N) j >0} .

Then Mo 0 0 and M+ 76 0.

Now the primal problem can be

rewritten to

up(N) = prw(N) + sup Eprakyk X gfi/k 5 w(N)j, j C M+; 7 2 0
lkED

kED

and similarly, we obtain for the dual problem

Ud(N) = PTw(N) + inf < E zjw(N), I EjEM+
2 PTak, k E D,
1420, gJj €23M+
ljCM+

where we observe that the assumptions imply that for all k E D there exists a j e ,W+
such that gf > 0. Thus, there exists a solution of the latter problem. Let ej denote the
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O

otherwise. Define the cone Kl

by

Ki = CC (({064)kett' (e'),«*») = 1[irwhere the last equality follows from g< 2 0 for all j E AI+, k e D. But then

{w(N)j}j€M+ €int (Ki)= R.1,-t,

(Ki) denotes the interior of the cone Ki, because w (N)j > 0 for all j e M+.
Together with up(N) < 00 and theorem 3.9 it follows once again that up(N) = vd(N) and
there exists an optimal dual solution 2. To obtain an element of the core C(vp), we define
Kj = fj for all j € M+ and 4 = 0 otherwise. Also, define x c IRN by xi = (1 + p)T w(i)
where int

for all i e N. First,

Ezi = S(Ztp)Tw(i)= (2-1-P)'rw(N)
i€N

i€N

=

E zjw(N)3 + p.7.w(N) = ud(N) = up(N).
jEM+

Second, let S c N, S 40, be a coalition of players. Notice that w(N) j - 0 for some
j E Mo implies that w(S)j =0 for all S C N because w(S) = Eifs w(i). Then,
(2 +P)TW(S)

= PTW(S + E 2jw(S)j
jEM+

2 pTw(S) + inf X zjw(s), I .1
EjEM+
2 PTak, k E D,
Zj 2 0'gjj Zj
e A.It

l RAI+

2 PTWCS) + sup

Takyk I Ek€D 9.fyk

920

w(S)j, j G 111+,

2 PTw(S) + sup {PTAy IGy 5 w(S); 1/k - O i f k¢ DCS); 1 2 0}
= t'p(S)

We conclude that E,es:ri = (2 + p)Tw(S) 2 ip(S) and hence, I € C(up).

0

Using this lemma we can prove our main result about semi-infinite LTP situations.
which states that if there exists a finite upper bound for the maximal profit that all
producers together can obtain then the core of the LTP game is nonempty.
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Theorem 3.18 Let <N, A. D, w, p> be a semi-infinite LTP situation and let (N. vp) be
the corresponding LTP game with vp(N) < 00. Then C(up) 96 0.

Proof. In this proof.

we consider one-by-one all the possible semi-infinite LTP sit.nations

that we may come across. In each of these situations we show that either up(N) = 00 or
C(vp) 4 0
First, suppose that w(N) = 0. This implies that w(S) = 0 for all coalitions S.
No coalition of producers can transform any goods or sell any on the market. Hence,

up(S) =0 for all S and C(up) = {(0,...,0)}.
Second, consider the situation where w(N) 96 0 but every transformation technique k
needs a good j for which w(N)j = 0. Let h(t) describe for all bundles of goodst E RM
those goods that are available in a positive quantity, so. h(t) = {j c M I tj > 0 }. Then
h(w(N)) 0 h(g ) for all k E D means that each technique k needs some unavailable
goods. Consequently, no coalition S can transform any goods. The only thing it can do
is sell its goods at the market and obtain up(S) = pTw(S). From w(S) - Eicsw(i) we
derive that the core consists of a single element, C(vp) = { (PTK(1), . . . 'PTw(n))}, where
N={1,2,...,n}.
Assume now that w(N) 4 O and that some transformation techniques can be used
because they only need goods that are available, h(w(N)) D h(gk) for some k ED. All
the coalitions of producers want to maximize their profit and therefore they will restrict
their transformation to those techniques that can be used because the other techniques
will not generate any profit. Therefore, without changing the values of the coalitions we
remove all the transformation techniques k for which h(w(N)) 0 h(gk). If this removal

implies that D(S) = 0 for some coalition S then define Up(U) = prw(U) for all U CS.
For convenience, let <N, A, D, LO ' p) also denote this reduced semi-infinite LTP situation.

This leads us to the next situation where w(N) 96 0, h(w(N)) D h(gk) for all k eD,
and also p = 0. If all the goods have a price of zero then up(S) = 0 for all coalitions S

and consequently, C(vp) = {(0,...,0)}.
If w(N) 76 0, h(w(N)) D h(gk) for all k E D,P E A O and p:rak 5 0 for all k E D then
no transformation technique gives a positive profit. For all optimal solutions y E Ops it
holds that prakyk . 0 for all techniques k. Hence, up(S) = plw(S) for all coalitions S
and C(up) = {(PTW(1),....PTK(n))}
Now assume that w(N) 76 0. h(w(N)) D h(gk) for all k E D, p 9,6 O and prak > 0
for some k ED. In the previous situation we have seen that if pTak 5 0 then in the
optinium pTakyk - 0. This technique k will not have any influence on the profit and
so, removal of these techniques will not change the values of the coalitions. Also in this
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up(U) = pTw(U) for all U C S i f the removal implies that D(S) =0.
In the next situation, we consider w(N) 0 0, h(w(N)) D h(g ) for all k € D, P 96 0,
ak >0 for all k e D and ak E IR:f for somekeD. Notice that for this technique k
we have al: C ]R7 \ {0}, because ak = 0 implies Tak = 0, which is in contradiction to
pTak > 0. If ak € IR(' then gk = 0, which means that technique k needs no input goods
to generate the positive profit pTak. Consequently, the coalition N of all players will set
the activity level yk to infinity and so, up(N) = co. The total profit is infinitely large.
We may say that we are in heaven because all the producers can take as much of the
case, we define

profit as they want.
Finally, we consider w(N) 0 0, h(w(N)) D h(gk) for all k E D, p 0 0, PTak > O for
all k e D and ak ¢ IR. f for all k e D. Notice that Tak > 0 implies that ak ¢ RY for all

k ED. Together with ak ¢ IRt we get that

each vector ak contains at least one positive

and one negative element. Each transformation technique needs at least one input good
to produce at least one output good. Now, two situations may occur. Either we have
up(N) = ud(N) = 00, heaven once again, or vp(N) < 00. In the latter case, lemma 3.17
shows that the core is a nonempty set.
0

A similar result for semi-infinite linear production situations is shown in Tijs, Timmer, Llorca and Sdnchez-Soriano (2001).

Chapter 4
Semi-infinite assignment problems
4.1

Introduction

situation with two finite sets of 'agents'. If these
sets differ in size then the assignment problem is said to be unbatanced, otherwise it is
balanced. Assigning an agent from one set to an agent of another set generates a certain
profit. The goal is to assign the agents in such a way that the total profit is maximized.

A finite assignment problem describes

a

Related cooperative games were first studied by Shapley and Shubik (1972). They
consider the dual problem of the profit maximization problem and show that the core of
the game is equal to the nonempty set of optimal dual solutions. Thus, core-elements can

be found by solving a dual problem. An axiomatic characterization is given by Sasaki
(1995). Some generalizations and extensions of the assignment problem are studied in
Kaneko and Wooders (1982, 1986). The book of Roth and Sotomayor (1990) is devoted
to assignment problems and Curiel (1997) contains a thorough analysis of assignment
games.

This chapter is based on Llorca, Tijs and Timmer (1999) and SAnchez-Soriano, Llorca,
Tijs and Timmer (2001) and studies semi-infinite assignment problems. These are problems where one set of agents is finite and the other is countable infinite, hence they are
unbalanced. Our main result is that also here the core of the related game is nonempty
and equals the set of optimal dual solutions.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In the next section, relevant results for finite
assignment problems and games are presented. Next to this we introduce semi-infinite
assignment problems. In section 4.3 we show that the core of the related cooperative
game equals the nonempty set of optimal dual solutions, as is the case for finite assignment problems. Finally, in section 4.4 we introduce the so-called critical number, which
49
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is related to the existence of optimal assignnients. We study the structure of the sets of
optimal assignments (provided they exist) and of optimal dual solutions. If there does
not exist an optinial assignment then it is shown how to find a nearly optimal assignment.

Assignment problems and games

4.2

Consider a situation where one type of :agents' has to be assigned to another one, for
example workers have to be assigned to machines. Assigning one agent to another
generates a certain profit. The goal is to assign or match the agents in such a way that

the total profit is maximal. This problem is a so-called assignment problem.
Denote by Al and H' respectively the two finite and disjoint sets of agents. Assume
without loss of generality that I AI 5 1117: the assignment problem need not be balanced.

If agent i 6 1/ is assigned to agent j E 1 1·' then this gives the couple a value of a,j 20.
The maximal total value of paired agents can be determined by the following integer
program P.

i€ M Eje,v a,J Yij
S.t. i€M 1/ij 19 1

Iii ax

P:

EjEW vij 5 1

vii f {0,1}, for all i 6 M, j € 11'
Assigning agent i to agent j corresponds to Vij = 1. The constraints say that each agent
i is coupled to at most one agent j and vice versa.
An assignment problem is described by the triple <iii. W. A>, or A in short, with

A = [aijli€MJ€i'. The value of the finite problem P is t.,p(A). The assignment matrix
1' = Yij i€M.JEN' describes which agents i E .11 and j 6 11 are matched (Vij = 1) and
which not (y,j = 0). An assignment matrix V that satisfies the constraints in P is
called a solution for P. Such a solution is optimal if E,EM EJEIV (lijv,j = Up(A). An
assignment or matching is an injective function ;T : M -+ it' and such an assignment is

optimal if Zi€M aix(i) = up(A)
Studying assignment problems with the help of cooperative game theory was first
undertaken by Shapley and Shubik (1972). Given an assignment problem <M, 11'. A>, the
corresponding assignment game (N. w) is a cooperative game with player set N = AIUIV.
Let S c Nbea coalition of players. Then the worth w(S) is the maximal value this

coalition can obtain by matching its members. Define .lis =S n AI and Ili =S n Ii'.
If.lis = 0 or 11:s = 0 then u·(S) = 0 since no niatchings can be made. Otherwise. if
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Als 96 0 and t'Fs 4 0 then w(S) = up (As) where AS refers to the assignment problem
<Ms, H'.S, &a,j i<Ms,jELL's · It is obvious that AN = A.
How should we divide the value w(N) = up(A)? Because we are dealing with two
types of agents, denote a payoff vector by (u, u), u E IR 3 and v f ]Rj, where agent
i € Al receives the amount u, and agent j f W gets vj. Such a vector is called a feasible

pavof for the assignment problem <M, W. A> if there is an assignment 7r such that these
payoffs can be made, that is, ,EM 14 + Ejew vj - Si€M a" (,). In this case, we say
that ((u, v), 71-) is a feasible outcome and it is a stable outcome if (u, v) is an element of
the core C(w) of the corresponding assignment game, where

C(W) = (u, v) I Zicilfs 14 + EjEWs uj 2 w(S), S C N,
LEM Ui + Ijew vj = w(N)

The following lemma by Roth and Sotomayor (1990) tells something more about stable
outcomes.

Lemma 4.1 Let ((u, v),7r) be a stable outcome for (M, W, A>. Then u, + vj - a,j if
71-(i)= j, and u,-0 and vj= O for alt 'unassigned agents i and j
This result implies that the only transfers in a stable outcome occur between agents
are matched to each other. It also shows that those players who are
unmatched in some optimal solution receive a zero payoff.
It follows from Birkhoff (1946) that replacing the integer condition y,j E {0,1} in
the primal problem P by y·tj · 2 0 for all i € M, j e W results in optimal solutions Y

in M and W who

that still have v,j E {0,1} Therefore, the dual of P is the program D below, with value
Ud(A).

min Zi€M 11, + EjEW VJ

D:

s.t.

ui + vj 2 aij,

for all i E M, j f W

14, uj 2 0, for all i e M, j e W
This dual problem can be solved and, according to the strong duality theorem, theorem 1.2. the value of D is equal to the value of P. If (u, v) is an optimal solution of D
then

,eMS u, + SjET#'s 1,1 2 lt·(S) for any coalition S. Hence, this coalition receives at

least as much as it can obtain on its own if (u, v) is proposed as payoff. The following
theorem by Shapley and Shubik (1972) shows the special role played by the optimal
solutions of the dual program.

Theorem 4.2 Let (M. W, A> be an assignment problem. Then the core C(w) of the
corresponding assignment game (N, w) is the nonempty set of optimal solutions Of D
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Moreover, if 71' is an optimal assignment then ((U, U),7r) is a stable outcome for all
core-elements (u, u). Vice versa, if (Cit, U), Ir) is a stable outcome then 71' is an optimal
assignment (see Roth and Sotomayor (1990)). This means that we can concentrate on

the payoffs to the agents rather than on the underlying assignment.
We start by ordering agents in W for each i. Let BIG, A) denote the set of agents in
W j {j} who are at least as good as j for agent i EM,

Bi(j, A) = {k e Wl k#j, aik 2 a,j}
The following lemma tells us that an agent j f 11/ gets payoff zero in each core-element
if for each i E M there are at least m agents in W whom he finds better than j.

Lemma 4.3 Let <M, W,A> be an assignment problem and let j E W. If 'B,(j, A) 1 2 m
for allieM then uj = 0 for all (u, v) c C(w).
Let T be an optimal
agent
j
is unassigned, then vj = O by
assignment for P. If j 0 lr(M) = {,r(i)Ii € M},

Proof. Let j f W be such that IB,(j, A) 1 2 m for all i e M.
lemma 4.1.

If j = 7T(i') for some i- e M then since 'Bi.(j, A)'km and Ilr(M \{i-})1 =m-1
there exists ak c Bi· (j, A) i ,r(M j {i'}). Since kis unassigned, k ¢ lr(M), uk = 0 by
lemma 4.1. Together with k E Bi. (j, A) this gives
ui. - 14. + vk 2 ai.k 2 4.j = 14• + Vj
where the last equality follows from 71-(i*) = j and lemma 4.1. Thus vi 1 0 and because
vj 2 0 according to the dual problem D we conclude that vj = 0.
0

Now, consider a firm with a finite number of glass-cutting machines that can be
programmed to produce a vase. This firm can choose from a countable infinite number
of patterns (their designers are very productive). The machines can produce all of these
patterns, but with different (bounded) rewards. The marketing policy of the firm is to
make unique vases. So, the firm has to tackle an assignment problem in which there is

a finite number of machines and an infinite number of possible designs. Its goal is to
achieve the 'maximal' total benefits from matching the machines with the patterns.
This is an example of a semi-infinite assignment problem, that is, an assignment
problem where one of the sets of 'agents' is finite and the other is countable infinite.
We assume that M = {1,2,..., m} a finite set. and W= IN = {1,2,...}, the countable
infinite set of positive integers. Furthermore. 0 5 a,j 5 b for some be R, for all i E M,
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j E 11,'. The boundedness of the values a,j is not a real restriction since it is clear that
if the values a,j would have no upper bound then the primal problem

SUP Zi€ M Ej€,t. aijy,j
s.t. E,EM 9,1 5 1, for all j e 111/

P:

EjEW Vij 5 1, for all i e M

y,j f {0,1}, for all i € M, j € W
would have an infinite value, up(A) = 00. and no optimal solutions. In the next sections
we analyze these situations and their corresponding games.

4.3

Finite approximations and the hard-choice number

In this section we start our analysis of semi-infinite assignment problems and their
corresponding ganies by means of finite approximation matrices An f R mxn where

An - Ia,jL€MJ=1.2.....n, and by means of the so-called hard-choice number of the matrix A, to be introduced.
But first we define two types of agents in M. An agent i E AI is of type 1 if this
agent can choose one-by-one m best elements j f It' with respect to the largest reward

a,j. We denote by Mi the set of agents of type 1. The remaining agents in 114 =M\Ati
are of type 2.

The choice set C, of an agent i of type 2 is the set of all his best elements in 11'.
Since this agent cannot choose m best elenients (otherwise he is of type 1) , we have

0 6 IC,1 < m. The choice set Ci of an agent i E All consists of those m agents in H'obtained in m steps by taking in each step that agent j 6 11' not yet chosen by him and
which gives him the highest value a,j over all non-chosen j E H '. In case there are more
than m agents j e 11' that give the same maximal value a,j then we choose that agent
j with the smallest ranking number. The following example illustrates these concepts.
Example 4.4 Let M = {1.2.3}. 1,1' = IN and
32

A=

1

0

0

0

...

112.345
2
3 4 5 6
111111

Agent 1 6 M attains the maximal value of 3 if he
second largest value he can obtain is a12

=

agent 1 e it'. The
1 is the third largest value he

is assigned to

2 and a13

=
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can get. This agent has no problems with choosing his three best agents from 11' and

therefore heisof type 1. His choice set thus equals Ci = {1,2.3}.

The largest value that agent 2 e M can attain is a22 = 1. But there is no second
largest value since a2„ reaches the value 1 from below when n goes to infinity. This agent
can only choose one best agent from 11' and therefore he is of type 2. His choice set

equals (2 = {2}.
Finally, agent 3 e AI has an easy job, since for all j 6 11' he attains the value a3j = 1.
411 agents in 11 are best elements for him. We will choose the three agents with the
smallest ranking number. thus £3 = {1.2.3}. This agent is of type 1. We conclude that

AL ={1.3} and .14={2}.

0

Closely related to these choice sets is the hard-choice number. We define the hardchoice number n -(A)

{1,2.....n-(A)}.

to be the smallest number in {0.1.2,3,...} such that U;llci c

Hence,

ifall the choice sets

are empty then n- (A) = 0 and otherwise it

{1,2,.... n.'(A)} contains all the choice
problem
<AL {1,2,.... n},.»ln · The following
assignment
the
finite
sets. Let An denote
lemma shows a property of all j € It' that are larger than n'(A)
is the smallest positive integer such that the set

Lemma 4.5 For each semi-infinite assignment problem <At, W, A> and for each j >
n' (A), j e W, there is an agent n(j)kj, n(j) 6 W, such that B,(j,An(j))12 m for alt
i C M.

Proof. Let <Al. 11: A> be a semi-infinite assignment problem and let j > n'(A). j C W.
Notice that j > n'(A) implies j ¢ Ci for all i e Al. If i f Mi then B, (j, A) n

{1.2,....n-(A)} D Ci. Thus IB,(j. A) n {1,2.....n-(A)}1 2 IC,I = m and we define
n, (j) = j.
If i € Ah then ICi I < m and there are an infinite number of agents in
Ii'\{1,2,...,n'(A)} strictly better than j. So, for n sufficiently large, say n,(j) 2 j, there
are (at least) m agents in {1,2....,n,(j)} better than j. Take n(j) = max{n,(j)1 i e Af}

Then B,(j,An(j))12 m forallie,W.

0

Cooperative games corresponding to these semi-infinite assignment problems are defined as follows. The player set N = AI u il' consists of an infinite number of players.
Any element in M or 11' corresponds to a player and. vice versa. any player corresponds

to either an element in AI or in 11' The value of coalition S, u·(S), equals 0 if S c M
or S c 11/ and w(S) = up(As), the value of the finite or infinite assignment problem
when restricted to coalition S, otherwise. Just as in the previous section, the value
U,(N) = up (A) of the grand coalition N is deterniined by the program P. Relaxing the
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condition yij E {0,1} to Vij 2 0 does not change the value of the program as the lemma
below shows.

Lemma 4.6 up(A) = sup < (id)€Af*K. a,jy,j I EjEw Vij 5 1, E'EM y,j 1, 1
Ve 2 0 forallie M, j € 11' j

Proof. Let A' be the linear prograni
suP E(i,j)€MxW (lijvij
s.t. EjEW V,j f 1
Ei€M Yij 5 1

yij 2 0 for all i € M. j c l,V
Obviously, up(A) < up(A'). We will show that up(A) 2 vp(A') - E for all s > 0. Forthis
define for each n E 11/ the finite approximation problem A by

SUP ,EM El=lauy,j
S.t.

El,l y,j 5 1

,EM V'j < 1

Vij 2 0 for all i e AI.j c {1,...,n}.
Let E>0 and take a solution Y' of A' such that (i,j)<Mxlv a,jVS 2 vp(.4*) - E/2. Let
n f W be such that E,€Al Eill a,jvt 2 4(A') - s. Birkhoff (1946) shows that there
exists an integer optimal solution Y" of the finite program A;; and that

aily; = up(An)
i€A·f j=1

Then
n

n

t:,(An) = Exaoy,j 2 ZE a,jvt 2 v,(A') - s
11

i€ Af j=

1

i€M j=1

where the first inequality follows from IYLLEM,1-L...,n being a solution of

with vp(A) 2 up(An) we conclude that up(A) 2 up(A') - s.

Al.

Together

0

Because of this result. the program D below is the dual of P for semi-infinite assign-

ment problems.

D:

inf

i€M 11, + Eje,V vi

s.t.

u, + 19 2 aij, for all i € M, j e 1,1/

Ui. vj 2 0, for all i e AI, j f I+i
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Notice that both the primal and the dual program have an infinite number of variables
and an infinite number of restrictions. In general. 00 x 00-programs show a gap between
the optimal primal and dual value. There is a large literature on the existence or absence
of so-called duality gaps in (semi-)infinite programs. See for example the books by
Glashoff and Gustafson (1983) and Goberna and L6pez (1998). Our goal is to prove
that for semi-infinite assignment problems the primal and the dual problem have the
same value and that there exist optimal solutions of the dual problem. We achieve this
result in some steps starting with a limit process in the finite space IRM x Rn., where
for the sake of brevity we will write

n.*

instead of n- (A) in a subscript or a superscript.

Wetake for each n€IN with n> n-(A), a pair (un. v") that isanoptimal solution
of D(AJ, the dual problem related to An. We remove any coordinate of un whose index
is larger than n'(A) and obtain (un, sn-(rn)) € IRM x Rn., where sn. : Rn -+ Rn. is
the map defined by sn- (v;,..., unn.,..., vnn) = (vi' ,..., u;;.), for all n> n'(A). Note that

(un, Sn. (vn))In e {n-(A) + 1.n-(A) + 2,...}} is a bounded set in the finite dimensional
space IRM x IR". since A is a bounded matrix, (un, un) is an optimal solution of D (An).

u; 5 max{a,jli € M, j e {1.2,...,n}} 5 sup{aijli e M, j € IN}
and similarly v; S sup{a,jli € M. j e N}.
Without loss of generality, assume that

limn-+09 (un, sn. (Tn)) exists (otherwise take

a subsequence) and denote this limit by (12, v).

Now define (u, 0) c IRM x Rw by

taking u = u and 73 - an. (23), where ak : Rk -+ IRW is the map defined by ak (Z) =
(Zi,...'Zk, 0.0. · · ) for all k € N and z f ]Rk. So, 0 is obtained from D by adding an
infinite number of zeros. Later we show that (ft, 0) is a core-element of the corresponding
semi-infinite assignment game but we start with showing that (6.0) is a feasible solution
of the dual problem.

Lemma 4.7 Let <M, W, A> be a semi-injinite assignment problem and let (6, D) be as
dejined above. Then (6. f') is a feasible solution of D

Proof. All the coordinates of (11, 0) are nonnegative by definition. Furthermore, 11, +

03 2 aZj for all i € M. j e {1,2..... n'(A)}. since u; + v; 2 a··
for all i c M. j f
Zj
{1.2,.... n-(A)}. It follows from the lemmas 4.5 and 4.3 thatn » lim
00 u; = 0 for i C M,
j > 71.'(A). Together with HZ +4 2 a,j for all j e {1,2, ..., n} we get 11, + 03 2 aij by
0
taking the limit for n -0 oc. So (ti. 0) is a feasible solution of the dual problem.
The next two lemmas deal with the relations between the values of the finite subproblems and the infinite problems.
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lim Ud (A„)

n--*DC·

Proof. For n > n' (A) and (un. Un) optimal for D(An) we have E;liu; + E;=1 4' =
t.'dCAJ. We construct (11. D) as we did before and so, Ell 11, + E;=1 6 - lim
71 0 00ud(An)
lim ud(An).
0
Then, from lemnia 4.7 ud(A) 5 E;11 4 + Efi Dj = n»00
Lemma 4.9 up(A) = lim
n-+00up(An)

Proof. Clearly for n k m w e have up(An) S up(A) because eacli inatching T M -+
{1,2,.... n} in the finite problem An is also a matching for the infinite problem A.
Furthermore, {t,p(An) 1,1 2 rn} is an increasing sequence. So. lim up(AJ exists and
nexj
lim up(An) 5 tip(A)
n-tle
For the converse inequality, take E>0 and a matching lr' :A I -0 IN such that

E;liaif(i) 2 up(A) -E. Let k e N besuch that {,re(i) li C M} C {1,2,....k}. Then
forallnk k : up(An) 2 X,=tai„,Ii) 2 up(A)- E. This implies that lim vp(An) 2 rp(.4).
71-+00
0
771

Now we formulate the main result in this section. which tells us that there is no

duality gap and that there is an optimal solution for D.
Theorem 4.10 Let A = (M, liz, A> be a semi-infinite assignment problem. Then tlp(A) =
Ed(A) and there exists an optimal solution for D.

Proof. First.

we prove

that there is no duality gap using the fact that finite problems

have no duality gap. From lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 follows.

udCA) 5 lim vd(AA = lim up(.An) - up(A)
n-*r'

nioc

Conversely, weak duality, up(A) 5 ud(A), holds. So up(A) = ud(A) = limn_*r tid(·An)
Second, let (11, D) be as in the proof of lemma 4.8. From the same proof ariel from

the first part of this proof Z;11 11, + Zif i Dj = limn-+Oe t,d(·An) = rd(A) Furthermore.
by lemma 4.7, (u. 0) is a solution of D. So. (tl, 0) is optimal for D.
0
An immediate consequence of this result is the extension of theorem 4.2 to semiinfinite assignment problems.

Theorem 4.11 Let <AI. Ii:.4> be a semi-infinite assignment problem. Then the core
C(W) Of the conesponding assignment game (N, w) is the nonempty set of optimal solutions of D.
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Proof. By theorem

4.10 there exists an optimal solution (11. D) of the dual program D

and

E u'+ r 6,= Ud(A) = up(A)
KM

=

w(N).

(4.1)

j€W

Next to this. (11, D) is a feasible solution of

inf E,€Ms 14 + Ej€Ws UJ

s.t. 14 + vj 2 Rj
tti, vj 20,
which is the dual program D(As) for coalition S. Hence,

4 + E 4 2 t,4(As) = up(As) =
i

EMS

w(S)

(4.2)

j Et'I,-S

So, (ft, D) is an element of the core C(w), in which player k€N receives ill,

if k f fit

and Ok if k e W.
Conversely, any core-element (8,0) satisfies (4.1) and (4.2). Therefore it fulfills all
0
the requirements for being an optimal solution of D.

4.4

The critical number and nearly optimal assignments

In this section, we present the critical number of a semi-infinite assignment problem.
This number is related to the hard-choice number and both numbers support the construction of nearly optimal assignments when there exists no optimal solution for the

primal problem P.
We define the critical number c(A) to be equal to min {n. 6 IN I up(An)

if

=

up(A)},

there exists an n E ]N with up(A„) = up(A)

Otherwise, c(A) = 00. Some results
for finite critical numbers are presented below. The next proposition shows a relation
between the hard-choice number and the critical number.

Proposition 4.12 Let <M, W,.4> be a semi-infinite assignment problem. Then c(A) <
00 if and only if P has an optimal solution, and c(A) S n*(A) if c(A) < 00.
Proof. Let <M, W. A> be a semi-infinite assignment problem. The first statement follows
immediately from the definition of the critical number.
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To prove the second statement, let 7r be an optimal assignment for P. If fr(i) ¢ C,
for some i E Mt, then there isa j E Cisuch that j 4 71-(Mi) because 17TCAIi)1 < IC,1. If

we redefine lr(i) = j then the assignment

T

remains optimal for P and agent

i restricts

his choice to G.

Fort E

312

there is no optimal matching x with 71-(i) ¢ C, since any such a matching

can be improved using a different value of 71-(i). We conclude that there exists an optimal
matching 7r for P that is also optimal for p(An·), the primal problem of An.. Thus

c(A) 5 n'(A).

O

As the next example shows. an optimal assignment may assign agents j € W for
which j > n-(A).

Example 4.13 Let AI = {1. 2,3}, 14' = IN, and
321000..

4=12 1 2 33 415 6

111111..
We have seen in
and

A&

=

{2} .

example 4.4 that Ci = {1,2,3}. (72 = {2}, (3 = {1,2,3}, Mi = {1,3},
Also.

n'(A) = 3, up(A) = 5

and each Irk, with k 2 3, defined by

71"1,(1) =1, 7rk(2) =2. 7rk(3) =k,i s optimal. For k>3 w e have optimal matchings
with 7rk(3) ¢ (73, but the assignment 1 "3 is optimal and uses only elements in .An.. So.

c(A) =

n-(A) = 3.

0

In the theorem below the structure of the sets of optimal primal and dual solutions
is characterized if the critical number is finite. Denote by p(An) and D(An) the primal
and dual problem of the finite assignment problem An, respectively.
Theorem 4.14 Let <AI, W, A> be a semi-infinite assignment problem. If c(A) < 00 then

fi) an assignment 7r is optimal for P if and only if it is optimal for P(An) for some
n 2 11*(A)

(ii) for each pair (u, u) that is optimatfor D, vj = 0 for j > n*(A),
Cili) a pair (u. v) is optimal for D if and only if (u. s"(·v)) is optimal for D(An) for all
n 2 n'(A).
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Proof. Let <.\I, H'..4> be a semi-infinite assignment problem with c(A) < oc.
(i) First, let n 2 n'(A) 2 c(A) and let 71- be an optimal assignment for P(.An). Then
E;ll ai"(i) = 1,p(An) = up(A) and Ir is also optimal for P. Second, let 1r be an optimal
assignment for P and let n 2 n- (A) be such that 71'(M) C {1,...,n}. Then 71' is an
assignment for P(An) and ECi ai„(i) = vp(A) = up(An). So. 11" is optimal for P(.An).
(ii) Let (u.v) be optimal for D. According to theorem 4.10

up(A) = ud(A)

= E„, + E,5
KM

jEW
n

2

i€ At

u, + E"
j=1
n.

P'
2 nlin{L
u, + E dill,1 + 1,;2 aij, u;, v; 20}
i€ Af

5-1

= vd(An·) = vp(An•) = up(A)
where the last equality follows from n-(A) 2 c(A). Thus
n*

EU,+E„i=EU,+Evi
i€M

j€ W

KM

j=l

or, equivalently, ZA,n.+1 vj = 0. Because (u, v) is optimal for D, uj 2 0 for all j. We
conclude that u, = 0 for all j > n'(A).
(fii) Let (u, 21) be optimal for D. By part (ii) 2, = 0 for j > n-(A). This means
that (u, sn(v)) is optimal for D(An) for n 2 n'(A). Conversely, let (u, sn(v)) be optimal
for D(An) where n 2 n'(A) and vj = 0 for j > n. If :r is an optimal assignment for
p(An) then 71' is also optimal for P sitice tip(A) = up(AA Hence, up(A) = Et,lair(i) =
EZ.1 u, + E;=1 7,3 = I:11 Ui -1- EA, t t,j and so (u. 7,) is optimal for D.

0

In case c(.A) = 00, there is no optinial solution for P. we construct an auxiliary matrix
H corresponding to the matrix A. With the help of H we can find E-optimal assignments,
which are assignments x such that Zi€Mair<,) 2 vp(A) - s. This m x (,i*(A) + IM2I)-

matrix H is defined by H = [An• T] where for each i e At there is a column tie' in T
with 4 sup{a,ilj E Ii'' \Ci}. the largest value outside player i's choice set. The vector
e' is the ith unit vector in RM defined by el =l i f k=i and el =0 otherwise. Denote
by AH the assignment problem A where the matrix A is replaced by H and where the
set H' is changed accordingly. We illustrate these concepts in the next example.
-
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Example 4.15 Let AI = {1.2.3}, 11'- - IN and
321000...

A=1 2 3 4A
0 2 li 1

1 5
5

1

6

1

... _

and n'(A) = 3. The
matching 71' with fr(1) = 3, lr(2) = 1, 71-(3) = 2, has the property 71'(i) 6 C, for each
i€ M. But this assignment is not optimal since X31 a,",i, -4<6= vp(A). In this
example we have that c(A) = 00, no optimal assignment exists. But. we can use the
auxiliary matrix H.

Then Cl - {1,2,3}. (6 = {1}, (3 - {2}, :141 - {1}, 342 - {2,3}

3 2 1 0 0

H=

1
10 .
0 2 1 0 2_

where up(AH) = 6 and now the matching 71-', with lr'(1) = 1, lr'(2) = n (n 2 3), T'(3) = 2,

is a

t-optimal assignment in A, that is, E,€M aix,(i) = up(A) - 1/n.

0

Theorem 4.16 Let <M, LK A> be a semi-infinite assignment problem with c(A) = x
and tet H be the corresponding auxiliary matrix. Then
Ci) up(A) = up(AH)

(ii) For each 7r that is optimal for P(AH) and each E>O there is a matching ire for p
satisfying TE (i) = 71-(i) for all i f Afl and ,re (i) C {n-(A) + 1, n*(A) + 2,...} r
i e Af2 such that ai„,(i) 2 4 - E/m

Proof. To prove (i) and (ii) it

is sufficient to show that up(AH) 2 Up(A) and up(A) 2
up(AH) - 2 for all E > 0.
First we show that up(AH) 2 vp(A). Let ,r be a matching for P. Construct an

assignment 71'* for P CAH) as

follows. Let i € M. If *(i) E C, then 7r-(i) = Ir(i). If
7r(i) i C, and i E Mi then we can choose a partner lr'(i) = j' C Ci because C, is
large enough. (See the proof of proposition 4.12.) If *(i) 4 G and i E M2 then define
71'*(i) =

ji,

where j' corresponds to column tie' in T.

Thus for all i e AI we have

hz,r•(i) 2 47,(i)' so, vp(AH) 2 vp(A)
Second, we show that up(A) 2 up(AH) - E for all E > 0. Let E > 0 and let 7r be an
optimal matching for P(AH). We will construct a matching lr for P as follows. Take
one-by-one elements i E M. Note that 71'(i) 0 {1,2,..., n'(A)} \ C, since otherwise
player i can improve by choosing ti. If lr(i) 0 T then define ir*(i) = 7r(i). If 71"(i) e T
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then take j- > n' (A) such that a,j. 2 4 - E/m and j' 96 71-(i') for all i' 96 i and define
Te (i) = j*

This can be done such that all i € AI are matched to m different elements

in H'. Then
=

E

E (47rl (i)

i€ M

Clif (i) +

i€Af:,re (i)€C,

2

E

Z

aix• (i)

iEM:,r•(i)¢C,

hi"(') +

i€Af:,r(i)€Ci

X (ti - E/m)

ZE:if:.Ci)€T

2 E 14'K(i) - E·
KM

where the last inequality holds because I {i e AI 1 7r(i) E T}1 5 m.
up(AH)-6.

Thus UP (A)

2

0

Chapter 5
Semi-infinite transportation
problems
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter semi-infinite assignment problems are studied. In these problems
one aims at maximizing the total revenue obtained by matching 'agents' of two sets.
Such a problem may also be interpreted as a transportation problem. Consider one set

of agents as a set of denianders and the other as a set of suppliers of a single good. Each
of the suppliers owns one unit of the good and each demander wants one unit of the good.

Transporting one unit of the good from supplier i to demander j generates a profit of
a and the goal is to maximize the total profit by transporting units of the good from
ZJ

suppliers to demanders. Hence. an assignment problem may be seen as a transportation
problem where all supplies and demands equal one unit. In a (general) transportation

problem, supplies and demands are integer numbers.
During the years several formulations of the transportation problem have shown
up. The classical Hitchcock-Koopmans transportation problem is named after the work

of Hitchcock (1941) and Koopmans (1949). In their formulation of the problem each
demander should rec·eive at least the amount he requested. Our analysis follows one
of the formulations in D antzig (1963) where each demander should receive at most the
amount he requested.

Studying transportation problems from

a

game-theoretical point of view is done in

Samet. Tauman and Zang (1984). SAnchez-Soriano (1998) and Stinchez-Soriano, LOpez
and Garcia-Jurado (2001). Our formulation of the transportation problem coincides

with that of the latter paper. There the authors study cooperative games arising from
63
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finite transportation problems. They show that

a core-element can be

found by solving

a certain dual program.
This chapter is based on SAnchez-Soriano, Llorca, Tijs and Timmer (2000, 2001). We
study semi-infinite transportation problems, which are transportation problems with a
finite number of suppliers and a countable infinite number of demanders. These problems
are also studied by Kortanek and Yamasaki (1982, 1995). The main difference with our
analysis is that they assume the transportation problem to be balanced: the total supply

of the good equals the total demand for the good. Because there are only a finite number
of suppliers this means that both the total supply and the total demand are finite. On

the contrary, we assume nothing about these quantities. Our analyis includes problems
where the total supply is unequal to the total demand and problems with an infinite
total demand. Further, we study semi-infinite transportation problems from a gametheoretical point of view, while they do not.

As in the previous chapter and in SAnchez-Soriano, LOpez and Garcia-Jurado (2001)
we would like to find a core-element of the game corresponding to a semi-infinite transportation problem by solving a certain dual problem. Our first result is that this is
possible if the good is indivisible, that is, it can only be transported in integer units. In
case the good is divisible we have only been able to show this result for special cases.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 introduces finite and semiinfinite transportation problems and corresponding cooperative games. The results for
problems with indivisible goods can be found in section 5.3. Finally, section 5.4 analysis
semi-infinite transportation problems with divisible goods.

5.2

Transportation problems

A (finite) transportation problem describes a situation in which demands at several
locations for a certain good want to be covered by supplies from other locations. The
transportation of one unit of the good from a supply point to a demand point generates
a certain profit. The goal of the cooperating suppliers and demanders is to maximize
the total profit from transport. For an example one may consider a large supermarket
that has to supply its stores at various locations with bottles of wine stored in several
warehouses.

More formally, let P be the finite set of supply points and Q the finite set of demand
points. The supply of the good at point i€P equals s, units and the demand at point
j c Q is dj units. Both s, and dj are (positive) integer numbers for all i C P and j € Q,
as we assume, for the moment, that the good is indivisible. The profit of sending one
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unit of the good from supply point i to demand point j is t,j,

All profits are gathered in the matrix T

=

can be described by the tuple <P, Q, T, s,

[t,j],€p,j€Q

d>

a

non-negative real number.

Hence, a transportation problem

where s = (s,),Ep and d = (dj)jeQ are the

vectors containing respectively the supplies and demands of the good. For the sake of

brevity we will use T to denote the transportation problem (P, Q, T, s, d>
A transportation plan X = [I,j},€p,j€q is a matrix with integer entries where zij is
the number of units of the good that will be transported from supply point i to demand
point j. Of course, each supply point ie P cannot supply more than si units of the good,
Ejee Iij 5 si. Similarly, each demand point j E Q wants to receive at most dj units,
E lep Zij S dj. These constraints imply that we allow for unbatanced transportation
problems, which are transportation problems for which *EM 8, 9,6 E j € w di, as discussed
iii Dantzig (1963). In case of a balanced transportation problem the total supply and
total demand coincide. The maximal profit that the supply and demand points can
achieve, equals

up(T) = max E(ij)Epxe tijzij
S.t. Ejee Zij 5 8,
E,ep Zij S dj
sij E {0,1,2....}, for all i € P, j e Q.
A transportation plan X is also called

a

solution for T. Such

a

solution is an optimal

solution if E(i,j)epxe tijxij = vp(79.
Given a transportation problem T, the corresponding transportation game (N, w) is a
cooperative game with player set N = PUQ. Let S C N, S 76 0, be a coalition of players

and define Ps = PnS and Qs = QnS. If S = Ps then there are no demand points present
in S and therefore the supply points in S cannot get rid of their goods. In this case the
worth w(S) of coalition S equals zero. Similarly, if S = Qs then the demand points in S
cannot receive any units of the good and w(S) = 0. Otherwise, the worth w(S) depends
upon the possible transportation plans. A transportation plan X(S) for coalition S is
a plan for the transportation problem Ts = (Ps, Qs, [tij],Eps,j€Qs, (s,),€ps, (dj)jees>· In
this case

10(S) = Up(7S) = max SCi,j)Epsxes t,JZ,J

S.t. Ejees I,1 5 8,

E,Eps I,j 5 dj
Ze E {0,1,2. .}, for alli E PS, j f Qs
is the worth of coalition S.
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Consider once again the example in section 4.2 about a firm with a finite number
of glass-cutting machines that can be programmed to produce vases. Because of their
very productive designers, the firm can choose from an infinite number of designs for

the vases. Assume that each machine can produce 3 vases per hour no matter what the
design is. If limited series of each design are demanded then the goal of the firm is to
produce series of vases that maximize the total profit. This situation is an example of a

semi-injinite transportation problem, an extension of transportation problems where the
number of either demanders or suppliers is countable infinite. We assume that Q = IN,

and that the profits tij are bounded from above, that is IET1 r = sup i,j)Epxe Itij I < 00
Corresponding to such a semi-infinite transportation problem we define a semi-infinite
transportation game (N, w) with player set N = PU Q. As before. the worth of coalition
S equals zero, w(S) = 0, if S = Ps or S = Qs, and w(S) = up(Ts) otherwise. Since Q is
an infinite set, we replace the maximum by the supremum in the formulation of vp('7.,)

5.3

Indivisible goods

In this section we study semi-infinite transportation problems where the good to be
transported is indivisible, that is, it should be transported in integer units. To analyse
this kind of situations, we use the results in the previous chapter on assignment problems
since an assignment problem is nothing but a transportation problem with all supplies
si and demands dj equal to 1.
Next to each assignment problem being a transportation problem, the reverse relation
also holds, as Dantzig (1963) already pointed out. So, each transportation problem is a
special kind of assignment problem. Given a semi-infinite transportation problem T we

construct

a related

semi-infinite assignment problem A(T) in the following way:

• Each supply point i €P i s split into si supply points named i 1, 12, .... is„ each
with a supply of 1 unit. Hence, M - {irli e P. r e {l,..., 3,}}

• Each demand point j€Q i s split into dj different demanders jl, j2,..., jdj. each
with a demand of 1 unit. Therefore. 11' = {jcl j c Q, c e {l,...,dj}} Notice that
11/ is a countable infinite set of players.

• Define air, jc = t,j for all ir f Al, jc f Ii'.
Solutions for T and A(T) are closely related, as the lemma below shows.
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Lemrna 5.1 Each solution for T determines a solution for ACT), and conversely. These
solutions have the same value.
Before we prove the lemma, we give an example to illustrate a procedure that is used
in the proof.

Example 5.2 Consider the transportation problem T with P= {l, 2,3}, Q=N and
2 1 2 1 1 1 ... dj

2 1 234
1 2 l i5 F6
1

0

2

1

= T.

...

1

1

11

3 3 2 4 1

1

4 ...

Si

A solution for T is the transportation plan
0

0

1

0

0

1

0

···

X= 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ···
2

1

0

0

0

0

0

···

with value E(i,j)Epxq tuxu = 11. The assignment problem A(T) has supply points
M = {11,12,21, 31,32,33} and demand points W - {11,12,21,31,32,41,51,61,.}
From the solution X for T we construct a solution Y for .4(T) where each cell in X with
I,j > 0 will correspond to I cells in Y with entry 1. The procedure goes as follows.
·

1J

We start with i=j=1. If zij >0 then we look for the smallest values for r and c such
that both the points ir and jc are not assigned to any point, that is, row ir and column
jc in Y contained no entry equal to 1 so far. Define 1/ir,jc = 1. Continue searching for
r• si F-dj
new values r and c until Lr=1 Lc-1 1/ir,ic = zij. Repeat this for all (i, j) E P x Q with

zij > 0, where you first consider the first row and first column in X, then the second
row and second column, and so on. Set tAr,jc = 0 for the remaining (ir, jc) € M x W.
Following this procedure we obtain the assignment plan

11 12 21 31 32 41 51 61 7 1| · · · W
11

0

0

0

1

0

12 0

0

0

0

0

21

0

0

0

1

0

31 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

···

0

···

0

···

0

· · · =Y

32

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

···

33

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

···

M
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with value (ir,jc)EM x W air,jcy,r,jc = 11. Conversely, given a solution Y for A(T), a
r-·,si r· d, 1/ir,jc for all i E P, j e Q.
0
solution X for T is given by defining zij = LT=t
Lcil

Proof of lemma 5.1. Let X be
Y c {0,1}Mxw by

a

solution for T. Define the entries of the matrix

(i) r € Eq<j Ziqi qfj Ziq '
yir,jc - < 1 if (ii) c E ' Ep<i Zpj, Epsi zpj and

(ifi)

r- Eq< j Iiq =C- Ep<, Ipj,

0 otherwise.
We show that Y is a solution of .4(T). By definition 1/ir,jc E {0,1}.
Assume that 1/,T,je = 1 and c < dj, that is, there exists a jc' c W with d > c. Then

r - Egi,=e-Z T,t< e,- E lip,
q<j

P<i

P<i

where the equality follows from Vir,jc = 1 and (iii) and the inequality from c < c'. Hence,
condition (iii) is not satisfied for (ir, jc') and therefore 1/ir,jc, = 0 for all c' > c.

Next, consi(leI, (ir, j'c') with j' > j. If zij, = 0 then Eq<j, s,q = Eqg, Ziq, Condition (i) cannot be satisfied and therefore Y,r,j'c' - 0· Otherwise, if I,j, > 0 then
r S Eq53 Tiq Eq<j, sig, where the first inequality follows from vir,jc = 1 and (i). But
then r 7 Eq<j, Ziq, condition (i) is not satisfied for (ir, j'c') and so, AWY = 0.
We conclude that if 1/ir,ie = 1 then the remainder of row ir in Y (as of column jc)
contains only entries equal to zero. Similarly, we can show that the remainder of column

jc (as of row ir) also consists of entries equal to zero. Hence. Ejecw 1/tr,jc S
EirEM yir,jc 5 1. The matrix Y is a solution of ACT).
r d,
solution of A(T). Define .Tij = ris,
LT= i LcLi 1/ir,jc
j€Q. Then, I,j is a non-negative integer and for all j€Q w e have

Finally, let Y be

a

St

dj

L gil = E Z X V"]c
i€p

i€P r-1 c-1
4

4

1 and

for all i € P,

+

=EZE

V,rJC

C-1 i€P 7=l

d

= Z I Vird, S z l= dj.
c-1 trEAf

C=1

The inequality holds because Y is a solution of A(T). Analogously, we can show that
Ejeq Iii 5 8, for all i e P. Hence, X is a solution for A(T). It is a trivial exercise to
0
show that both solutions have the same value.
The following result is an immediate consequence of lemma 5.1.
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Lemma 5.3 Let T be a semi-infinite transportation problem and ACT) the corresponding assignment problem. Then vp(T) = up(A(79)
Recall that up(T) is the value of the problem
SUP

:j-13
ECi ,RepxQ t··7

S.t.

EQ Zij 5 8,
Ei€p X,j S dj

Iij e {0,1,2,...}, for all i € P, j e Q
Similarly to lemma 4.6 for semi-infinite assignment problems, we can show that relaxing
the condition z· · c {0,1,2,...} to zij 2 0 will not change the value of the problem. The
dual problem D corresponding to this program is
ZJ

inf E,€p Sitti + Ejeq djvj
S.t. 11, -1- Uj 2 tij

14, vj 2 0 for all i e P, j E Q.
We denote the value of this program by ud(T) and a solution (u, v) for D is optimal if
Ziep Billi + Ei€Q d] vj= vd(79. Recall from the previous chapter that

ud(ACT)) = inf
S.t.

irEM uir + Ejcew Ujc
uir + Vjc 2 air,jc

uir, ujc 2 0 for all ir e M, jc e W.

As for semi-infinite assignment problems, we have the following result.

Theorem 5.4 Let T be a semi-injinite transportation problem. Then vp(T) = vd(T)
and D has an optimal solution.
Proof.

Let ACT) be the assignment problem related to T.

Theorem 4.10 states that
the dual problem of A(T) has an optimal solution, so, let (u, v) be such an optimal

solution. Then u,r + Vic 2 air,jc = tv for all ir e M, jc G W. Thus for all i E P and
j E Q,
4

&

d,

.s, 4

E X (U,r + vic) =d, u,• + s, t'j' 2 Z E tij = s,d,t,j.
r=1 c=1

r-1

Dividing both sides by
&

Sidj gives

dj

X uir/8, + E vic/dj 2 tij
r..1

C=1

c-1

r-1 c=1
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Define ili := E 11 Uir/S, and ijj := Eli ujc/dj. Thell u, 20. 4 2 0.an(1 ii, 4- 4 2 4
for all i € P. j e Q Hence.
t'p (T)

=

up(ACT)) = ud(ACT))

=

E sisi + E dj el 2 vd(T)
iE p

j€Q

where the first equality follows from lemma 5.3. the second one from theorem 4.10. the

third one from (u. 1,) being an optimal solution. and the last inequality follows from the
definition of ud(T). Weak duality. up(77 5 t·,t(T). holds and therefore

Up(T) = Z siu, + Z dj 4 - 2,·d(T)
EP

j€Q

We conclude that i.,p(T) = v,t(T) and (1, P) is an optimal solution of D.

0

A concept related to the core is the Owen set, which for transportation games is
defined by

E | 3(u, 11) optimal for D such that zk = skuk 1

Owen(T) = z€ Ill" 1l

if kePand zk=dkvkif keQ

One can interpret t.he elements in (u, v) as shadowprices for the supplies and the demands.
Hence, a vector z in the Owen set allocates to a supplier the value of his supply according
to the shadowprices and a demander receives the value of his demand. The Owen set

optimal solution for D as is stated in the
previous theorem. An element of the Owen set is easy to find and it turns out to be an
element of the core of the corresponding transportation game as well.
is not empty because there exists at least one

Theorem 5.5 Let T be

a

semi-infinite transportation problem and (N. w) the

corre-

sponding game. Then, Owen(T) C C(w).

Proof. Let z E Owen(T) and let (u. u) be an optimal solution of D such that zk = skuk

if k€P and :k = dkvk if k€Q. Then
Z :, = E siu, + Ediej = 13,1(T) = Up (T) = u,(.r)
i€ A

ie p

jEQ

where the third equality follows from theorem 5.4. Next. let S C N, S 96 0. If S = Ps

or S=Q i then keS zk 2 0= it'(S) because 4 2 0 for all k E N. Otherwise, we know
that u, + 29 2 tij for all i E P. j e Q. and this holds in particular for all i E Ps. j E Qs
Thus

I Zi = zJ Siu, + E djit, 2 t'd(73) = vp(73) = w(S).
iES

ie"s

j€Q:
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We conclude that z e ((w).

0

In the previous chapter we have shown in theorem 4.11 that for semi-infinite assignment problems the core coincides with the set of optimal solutions of the dual problem.
In fact, this latter set is the Owen set for semi-infinite assignment problems because

si = dj =

lin

these problems. Stinchez-Soriano, L6pez and Garcia-Jurado (2001) show

that for finite transportation problenis the Owen set need not coincide with the core of
the corresponding game. The same holds for semi-infinite transportation problems as
the following example shows.
Example 5.6 Let T be

a

transportation problem with P = {1 }. Q = N, and

2 1 1 1 ··· dj
4

3

1

13

1

···

= T

Si

In this problem the Owen set equals {(8; 2.0.0,. - .)}. However, the vector (10; 0,0,...) is
an element of the core of the corresponding transportation game. Hence, Owen(T) does

not coincide with the core C(u,).

5.4

0

Divisible goods

In this section we will consider a more general type of semi-infinite transportation problem in which the supplies s, and the demands dj are positive real numbers. We call
them transportation problems wit.h divisible goods, to distinguish them froni the problems with indivisible goods studied in the previous sections. The underlying idea is to

consider problems involving infinitely divisible goods like, e.g., gas or electricity.
We start by showing that these semi-infinite transportation situations also have no

duality gap, that is, up(T) = Ud(T)· Let T be a transportation problem and let 8 > O bea
positive number. We scale the problem T in units of size d and we use overestimates and
underestimates of the scaled supplies and demands to obtain two transportation problenis
Ta+ and Ta-- with indivisible goods. With the help of these two related problems we
show the absence of a duality gap between the primal and dual problems for T.
For a nonnegative real number a. the notations [al and [a] stand for respectively
the upper and lower integer part of a. So.a-15 [a] S a S [al f a+1 and
[a],[al e {0,1,2,3,. -.}. The transportation problem Ta+ with indivisible goods refers
to <P. Q, Ta+. 88-1.. 018+> with
6+
F s,1
Si
= 1 -3- 1

da+
1

-

[dj 1
.8+
7- 1 ' t i j

= (Stil
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and 7-5- refers to <P, Q, Ta-, sa-, da-> with

„6- -Isil da- - 1 dil fa- 4 -["3-J ' 3 -l 8] , .4 - 84
for alli€Pand j€Q. The values up(71+) and Up(Ta-) are closely related to up(T) as
the following lemma shows. For this, let m = IPI and 11Tlloo = sup{tijlt E P. j 6 Q}

Lemma 5.7 Let T be a semi-injinite transportation problem with a divisible good and
7- +, Ta- the associated problems for 8 > 0. Then the following inequatities hold.
1. vp(T) 5 vp(T + ) S up( T) + md 11Tl l o©,

2. up(T) 2 vp(Ta-) 2 up(79 - md lITII-

Proof. Consider the transportation problem T' = <P, Q, T', s', d'> where
s; = s i. di = 61 and t'ij - 6tij

for all i € P, j C Q. This problem is obtained from T by scaling into units of 6. So,
both T and T' have the same value, vp(T) = up(T').
Let X' be a transportation plan for 7-', then it is also a transportation plan for 'T-'i+.
Therefore up(7-') 5 24(7-6+). On the other hand, in 7-8+ we have at most m units of the
good more than in T' because of the overestimations, so up(7-6+) will exceed
with
at most m 118Tll-. Hence vp(T +) S vp(T') + m IltiTI100 = up(T) + mS lITII-.
Up(T)

To show the second item, let X be a transportation plan for Ta-. Then it is also a

plan for T' and therefore up(T') 2 up('P-). On the other hand, in T' we have at most
m units of the good more than in Ta-, so
will exceed up(Ta-) with at most in
m II6TII*. Hence up(T) = vp(T') 5 vp(Ta-) + m 118Tll-.
0
up<T')

Next to this, the value of the dual problem for T

is

bounded by the corresponding

values for 7-6+ and Ta-

Lemma 5.8 Let T be a semi-injinite transportation problem with a divisible good and
Ta+, Ta- the associated problems for 5 > 0. Then ud(Ta-) S vd(T) 9 vd(T8+).
as defined in the proof of lemma 5.7.
Notice that the dual programs related to 7-8+. T and 7-6- have the same sets of solutions.
For the coefficients of the objective functions it holds that 4- 5 .91 5 4+ and d;- 5
'4 5 4+. Furthermore, we are dealing with infimum problems. so vd(Ta-) 5 Vd(77) 5/

Proof. Let T be the transportation problem

Ud (Ta+).
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We continue by showing Vd(77 = 1,(1(7'). Let (u, v) bea solution of D. Define the
pair (u', v') by u; = du, and v; = 6vj. Then (u', u') is a solution of the dual program

related to T' and these solutions have the same value:

3:u; + j€Q
E 44 - I s,u, + Xd''t'.

i€p

iEP

From this we conclude that ud(T)

jEQ

=

Vd(T), which finishes the

proof.

0

Now we are ready to show that there is no duality gap for transportation problems

with divisible goods.

Theorem 5.9 Let T be a semi-infinite transportation problem with a divisible
Then, up(T) = ud(T).

good.

Proof. From part 2 in lemma 5.7 and weak duality, we know that

Up(T) - m8 IITII00 5 Up(T*-) 5 up(T) 5 vd(T).

(5.1)

On the other hand, from the previous lemma, theorem 5.4 and part 1 in lemma 5.7, we
obtain

Ud(7-) f ud('P+)

-

11p(74+) 5 up('70 + m6 T a0

(5.2)

We conclude by observing that (5.1) and (5.2) hold for all 8 > 0.

Now we know that the primal and the dual programs of

a

0

transportation problem

have the same value, we can think of how to divide up(T) = ud(T) among the involved
agents.

Foragame (N, w) interesting reward allocations are E-core elements, where E 2 0. We
say that z f IRA' is an E-core element of the game (N, w) if the following two conditions
hold.

(Efficiency)

E z, = w(N)

(5.3)

i EN

(E-stability)

E z, 2 w(S) -6 for all S C N

(5.4)

iES

So, an E-core element divides w(N) among the players, and a coalition S can gain at
most g b y splitting off. An E-core element with E=O i s called a core element. Interesting
questions for arbitrary games are: do there exist core elements and do there exist E-core

elements for each s > 0? For finite transportation games the answer to both questions
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is yes. For semi-infinite transportation games we will give an affirmative answer to the
second question in the theorem below. We do not know the answer to the first question

for general semi-infinite transportation games. Partial affirmative answers are given in
the sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.

To find an E-core element, E > 0, of the transportation game we will use almost
optimal solutions of the dual problem. This is done in the proof of the next theorem.
Theorem 5.10 Let E > O and let (N, w) be the cooperative game corresponding to the
semi-injinite transportation problem T with a divisible good. Then there exists an E-COTe
element.
Proof. If w (N) = 0 then 0 f IRN is an E-core element for each E 2 0. So, suppose that

w(N) 76 0. Take 8 > 0 such that E = (1 + 6)-18w(N). Let (u, v) c ]Rf x 1RQ be a
solution of D that satisfies

Es,uit X djuj 5 (1 + 6)ud(T).
i€p

jeQ

Next, let 0 5 8, 5 6 be such that

(1 + 8')tld(T) = E siu, + S djuj
Ke

iEP

Define z€ IRN by z i= (1+ 8')-isiti, for all i€P and zj = (1+ 8')-idjvj for all j e Q.
We claim that z is an

E-core

element of the game (N, w) Clearly, the efficiency condition

(5.3) holds:

X zi = ud(T) = Up(70 - w(N)
KN

where we use the no-gap result of theorem 5.9. To show condition (5.4), note first that

for S C P o r S C Q w e have Zies z, 2 0= w(S) 2 w(S) -E. Take S such that Ps 40
and Qs 4 0. Then
4
iES

=

f t
iePs

6

j€Qs

+ djuj
CE 44
= (1 + 6')-1<,EPS
*Qs
2 (1 + 8')-tw(S)
= w(S) - (1 + 5')-18'w(S)

2 w(S) - (1 + 8')-16'w(N)

2 w(S)- (1 + 8)-idw(N) = U:(S)- 6,
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where the first inequality follows from w(S) = up(Ts) = vd(Ts) 5 E
i€Ps Sitti +E,Egs dj UJ
The second inequality follows from the monotonicity of the game w: for S C U w e have

w(S) = up(Ts) 5 vp('li,) = w(U). The last inequality holds because 8' 5 8 and the funcf (.r) = (1 + I)-lir is increasing in i for I 2 0. We conclude that (5.4) is satisfied

tion

for z, which finishes the proof.

5.4.1

0

Finite total demand

In this subsection we consider transportation problems <P, Q, T. s, d> with divisible goods
for which Il T 11 w < oo and also. without loss of generality, 8, > 0 for all ·i f P. Further
we assume that the total demand is finite:

Ildlli := dj <

00.

(5.5)

j€Q

For this type of transportation problems we show that the core of the corresponding
game is nonempty. For this, a

useful tool will be the (fit) map f : [0,00) -4 [0,00)

defined by

fj(z) = max { (tij - :r,)

i f P},

where a+ is shorthand for max {a, 0}. This fit map has the following properties for all

.r, V E Rp, i€Pand j€Q
0 5-fj (I) 5

'IT'1%

(5.6)

xi + fj (I) 2 tij

(5.7)

Ifj(x) - fj(y) 1 5 Ily - Illoo := max {ly, - xi I l i € P}

(5.8)

Condition (5.8) follows from the observation

- Ivi - Xi I 5 (tij - si)+ - (tij - 1/i)+ S |1/1 - IiI
for all j e Q. From (5.8) we can deduce for all x, v E IR

Ilf(z) -f(y)11% 5 Ily -

1,1100

(5.9)

Ilall- := sup { laj 11 j € Q} for all a f R. . From (5.6) and

where

(5.7) follows that

the vector (z. f (:r)) e IRI x IR is a solution of the dual program D for all z c IR. .
Furthermore.

vj 2 fj(u) for all solutions (u. v) of D and all j f

Q.

(5.10)

The theorem below shows the nonemptiness of the core of a transportation game in this

setting.
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Theorem 5.11 Let T be a semi-infinite transportation problem with a divisible

good

where lITI'99 < 00. s > 0. and Ild'll < x. Then C(w) 4 0 for the the corresponding
transportation game (N. u·)

Proof. For each E f (0,1] take an E-optimal solution (u(E), r(g)) of D (see the proof of
theorem 5.10). So. it satisfies

t.'d(T) 5 E siU,(E) + E djrj(s) S vd(T) + E.
jeQ

i(El'

In view of (5.10) we can assume that u(E) = f Cu(g)). Take a decreasing sequence
£(1), 5(2),...in (0.1] that converges to 0 such that the sequence 11(6(1)), u(<(2)), . . .
converges to, say, u.

This is possible because the set {u (E) E E (0,1]} is a subset of

{a E ]R+ 1 Z,Ep sia, 5 72'd(T) + 1}, which is a compact set because of s > 0. Then
linlk-+00 u(E(k)) = 8 holds as a limit with respect to the 11 · 11%-norm. Let z c IRA' be

defined by z, = 3,8, for all i€P and zj = djfj(11) for all j€Q.W e show that z i s a
core element of (N. w)

First note that by (5.9)
lim 11(u(E(k)),f(u(E(k)))) - (11, f(Q))Iloo = 0

k-+00

where

11(a,

b)11- = Illa X { 4 - . Q -} for a € Rp. b c R.Q. Since the set of solutions
respect to 11 · 11=-limits we conclude that (17, f(il)) is a solution of D.

of D is closed with

This implies immediately the stability of z:

E zk = E SIS, + E difj(11) 2 WCS).
kES

,€

PS

j€Qs

It remains to show that the efficiency condition (5.3) holds for z, that is, k€N Zk w(N) =Up(T)

or

3,11, + E difi (11) = vp(T)
*P

EQ

We know that for all k e N

up(T) 5 E siu,(E(k)) + Z djfj(u(E(k))) 5 ip(T) + E.
t€P

j€Q

So. we are done if

lim < "-si (u,(E(k)) - 11,) + X dj (fj(u(£(k))) - f,(7)) =
k-,xi
\Ep
j€Q

0.

(5.11)
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The absolute value of the expression behind the limit is at most equal to

(/)<p &)

1111(2(k))- 811- +

Ejee dj Ilf (u(E(k))) - f(ft)llgo

5 (Ils|11 + 1101111) 1111(E(k)) - 11||w

where the inequality follows from (5.9). Now limk»00 |lu(s(k)) - fill*, = O and (5.5) imply

(5.11).

5.4.2

[3

Infinite total demand

In this subsection we consider semi-infinite transportation problems T with divisible
goods and with infinite total demand, E jee dj = 00. such that

dj 29> 0 forall j eQ

(5.12)

We assume that all demanders in Q want to receive at least the positive amount 9. We
can interpret this amount 9 as the minimal useful amount of the good. Our goal is to
prove that the core of the corresponding transportation game is nonempty. We achieve
this result in various steps, starting with a procedure to look for a finite transportation
problem that is closely related to T.
Given a problem T as above, a demander jo is called a good isolated demander for a
supply point Lifl{jIt..2 t,jo}I <00: there are only a finite number of demanders j€Q
Zj

that give a profit at least as high as t,jo. We denote the set of good isolated demanders

for i by GID(i). For each supplier i

we

introduce

a

number ti using the set GID(,).

Two cases can arise:

a. If GID(i) = 0, then 4 = 0.
b. If GID(i) 0 0, then

€GID(i)},

4 - max{jj
min{k € Q|vp('li) = up('77')},

hIP Sh jECID(,) dj,
hEp sh f j€GID(i) dj,

where 7; refers to the problem <{i}, Q, [tij]jEQ, Eh€p sh,

d>

and 77: to the problem

({i},{1,2,..., k}, [tij]f-1, EhEP Sh, (di, - · • , dk))

Now, define t' = maxicp t, Closely related to T is the finite transportation problem
(P,{1,2,...,t'.t*+1},T, s, d>,in short: T. Here, T is the m x (t' +1)-matrix with entries

jSr
t,h
4 = C sup{tiklk
2 t*+1}, j=t' + 1.
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The demand vector d, which has t' + 1 entries, is defined by dj = dj if j 5 t' and
dt.+1 = Ehepsh + 1. The example below illustrates this method.

Example 5.12 Consider the semi-infinite transportation situation <P, Q. T, s, d> with
P= {1,2,3,4}, Q = {1.2,..}, d = (2.3.5.5,5,1.7,3,2,1,1,1,...), s= (2,1.1,4.4,3)
and with T as below.
2.3 5

1

1

1

1

· · · dj

255555545

5

5

5

...

1.1

8

5

1

3

5

2

1.7

3

6

2

7

3

3

3

3

3 ...

= T.

4.4 1 1 li 1 1 1% 1 li 1 1 1 ···

316762121212···

Si

In this situation we have GID(1) = 0, GID(2) = {1,5,6}. GID(3) = 0 and GID(4) =
{2,3,4}. Consequently, ti = 13 - 0. To determine t2 we notice that Ehep st, = 10.5 >
di + ds + d6 = 7. Thus t2 - max{jl j E GID(2)} = 6. Finally, for t4 we have Ehcp st, 10.5 < d + d + d = 15. Hence, 4 = min{k E Qlvp('74) = up(71*)} with

2.3 5 5 5 1.7 3 2 1 1 1 1 · · · dj
10.5 1 6 7 6 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 · · ·
-T4,
hep St

so, 4 = 4. Now t- = max{0,6,0,4} = 6 and

2.3 5
2

5

5 1.7 3 11.5 dj

555555

5

1.1 8 1 3
4.4 1 1 1 1
3

2 6 7 4=T
1 1 2

676212

1

Si

describes the finite transportation problem

related to T.

0

Lemma 5.13 Let T be a semi-infinite transportation problem with a divisibte good and
infinite

total

demand

satisfying (5.12),

and let T

be

the

corresponding finite transporta-

tion problem. Then up(T) = up(T)

Proof. Let X be

'6 -

a

transportation plan for T. Define the plan X for T

I.,

jsr,

Efr+1 •Tik,

j = t' + 1.

as follows:
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Then
f

00

E Elittit = E Z Tift,1 +E X Litto
iEP j=l

i€p j€Q

i€P j=1*+1

t·

S ZZI,jt,j+ZI,(t·ti)4(t-ti)
i€p

i€P j=1
t*+1

= r E 46,·
ier j=1

For any plan X for T there exists a plan X for T with a value that is equal or larger.
Hence, up(T) 2 up(T)
Next, we show that up(T) 2 Up(T)- s for all: > 0. Without loss of generality assume
that E,Ep s, >0. Let E>0, let i€P and let X b e a n optimal solution for T. Define
the plan X for T by zij = 2'j. j 5 t'. If fi(t•+1) = 0 then define zij - 0 for all j > t*.
Otherwise there exists a finite set of demanders K C Q such that jEK dj 2 2,(t·+1) and
for all j€K i t holds that j>t' and tij 2 4(t·+1) -E/ E,Ep si. This finite set K exists
because of condition (5.12). Now we can divide the amount Ii(t·+1) over the demanders

in K in

a

feasible way. The plan X is

a

solution of T and

7

00

v,(70 2 SE jitti,= EX X"ti,+ I Z X"t"
ie p j EQ

iEP j-t'+1

1€P j=1

t*

2

Z fijt,j + E f,i(t·+1) (4(t·+1) - S/Z,Eps,)
dp

iEP j=1
t*+1

2 X X fiff,3 -:.
i€P j-1

We conclude that up(T) 2 up(T) - E for all E > 0.

O

Example 5.14 For the situation in example 5.12 we have up(T) = sit12 + 82t21 +
83 supjce t,j + 54143 = 48.6 and up(T) = Slt12 + 82t21 + 83t37 + 34t43 = 48.6.

The following example indicates that condition (5.12) is necessary in lemma 5.13.

Example 5.15 Let T b e the transportation problem with P= {l}, Q=N and

1 1 1
2
Si

1

1

1

1 1
1

1

1

l i

l i l. · dj

1

1

1

1

1

...

= T.

0
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In this situation the total demand is infinite and infjeQ dj = 0. Hence, condition (5.12),
dj 2 1 1>0,j E Q, does not hold. The value of T i s

up(T) =i t 341
t; 21

<2- -L j
1 + 1) '

which lies in-between 2 and 3. The core of the corresponding one-person game is C(w) =
{up(T)}. From GID(1) - 0 we obtain t* = ti = 0. The finite transportation problem T

corresponding to T is

2

3 di

-

=T

S1

with value up(T) = 4. We conclude that vp(T) 96 up(T).

0

The lemma below shows that any optimal solution for D(T), the dual problem related

to T, has

a special

property.

Lemma 5.16 Let T be

a

semi-injinite transportation problem with a divisible good and

infinite total demand satisfying (5.12),
is optimal for D(70 then 4•+1 = 0·

and T the corresponding finite problem.

If (11, 0)

Proof. Since T is a finite problem with nice properties there exist optimal solutions
for D(T) and for T itself. Let (0,0) be an optimal solution of D(T) and let X be an
optimal plan for T. According to the complementary slackness theorem, theorem 1.3,
e tl

i

iep
E"
ld'- E,i,)
- 0.
j=1

Since all quantities are nonnegative, this reduces to

iep = 0
Di di- X St,

(5.13)

for j=1, . . . ,t' +1. By definition of dt.+1 and by X we get
t'+1

dt·+1 > Es, 2 X E 20 2 ZE,(t·tt)·
iEP

i€Pj-1

Together with (5.13) we

op

conclude that vt·+1 = 0.

With this result we can show that there exists
problem related to T.

O
an

optimal solution for the dual
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Theorem 5.17 Let T be a semi-injinite transportation problem with a divisible
and injinile

demand

totat

good

Then there exists an optimal solution for

satisfying (5.12).

D(T).

Proof. Let T be

a

transportation problem

as

before and T the corresponding finite

problem. Let (11, 0) be optimal for D(T). So,

i f P, j St*,

tij,

=
11, + tij 2 f,j 2
111 + vt·+1 4(t·+11 - sup {tijl j k t' +1} , i€P.

From lemrna 5.16 we know 4.+1 - 0. Define a( ) = (01,···,vt·,0,0,· ·). Then fi, 2
sup {tijlj 2 t' +1} which implies 8, + a(19)3 2 t,j for all i e P and j 2 t' +1. Hence.
(11, a(v)) is a solution of D(T).
According to lemma 5.13
t*+1

Up(73 = up(T) = vd(T) = I Billi + S djf,j
Kp

j=1

= Z silli + X dja,(0)3 2 Ud(F) - Up(T)
iep

j€Q

where the inequality follows from (il, a (i))) being a solution of D(T). We conclude that

X Sill, + E dja(i)j = ud(T).
i€P

j€Q

the solution (11, a(v)) is optimal for D(T).

0

Finally, we are able to show that the corresponding cooperative game has a nonempty
core.

Theorem 5.18 Let T be a semi-injinite transportation problem with a divisible good
and injinite total demand satisfying (5.12), and (N, w) its corresponding game. Then
the core of this game, C(w), is nonempty
an optimal solution for D(T). Let
vector
x by zk = skuk for k f P and
(u, v) be such an optimal solution. Define the
Ik = dkvk for k e Q. Then I E Owen (T) C C(W).
O

Proof. From theorem 5.17 we know that there exists

Example 5.19 Consider once again the semi-infinite transportation situation in example 5.12. An optimal solution for D(T) is (il, v) with g = (5,8,2,7) and 0 - (0,...,0)
Then (1 , C¥(19)) is optimal for D(T) where a(0) = (0,0,- ..). According to the previous
theorem, the vector x = ((10,8.8,8.8,21), (0.0, . . .)) is an element of the core C(w). 0

82
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As example 5.15 shows the procedure used in this section to find core elements cannot
be used to prove that the core of a more general semi-infinite transportation game with

infinite total demand is nonempty. An alternative approach could be the one described
in subsection 5.4.1, but it fails because the total demand is infinite. So, it remains an
open question whether the core is nonenipty for games corresponding to transportation
situations with infinite total demand that do not have a positive lower bound on the
demands.

Chapter 6

Joint inventory management
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we studied several problems from operations research. All these
problems have in common that linear programs are used to solve them. This chapter
extends another type of standard problem from operations research, namely inventory
management, to a game theoretic setting.
Shops and firms trade various types of goods, and to keep their service to their

customers at a high level they aim at meeting the demand for all goods on time. To attain

this goal, shops may keep inventories in private warehouses. These inventories bring
costs along with them. To keep these costs low, a good management of the inventories
is needed. The main objective of inventory management is to minimize the average cost
per time unit (in the long run) incurred by the inventory system, while guaranteeing a
pre-specified minimal level of service (cf. Hadley and Whitin (1963), Hax and Candea
(1984) and Tersine (1994)).

In this chapter, which is based on Meca, Timmer, Garcia-Jurado and Borm (1999),
we study an extremely simple model of inventory systems. Our analysis of this basic
inventory model starts with the situation where a single firm stores a single good. For this

situation we determine the minimal inventory cost. After this we consider the situation
where multiple firms, for example franchise operators, store a single good. This gives rise
to the following two questions. What is the optimal joint inventory policy for a group of
firms? If cooperation leads to cost savings then how should these savings be allocated
to the firms? This chapter provides answers to both questions. In particular, the last
question is addressed by means of cooperative game theory arguments.

The outline of this chapter is

as follows. Section 6.2
83

starts with an analysis of the

84
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optimal ordering policy in a multi-firm situation with a single good and a single supplier
of the good. To determine this policy. each firm only has to reveal a part of its private
information. A game-theoretical analysis of this model is started in section 6.3. First
we consider the cost of ordering goods to replenish the stock. We propose an allocation
rule that divides the ordering cost proportional to the square of the individual ordering
cost. This rule leads to a core-element of the corresponding cooperative game. An
axiomatic characterization of this rule is given. After this we add the cost of holding the
good in stock and consider once again the corresponding game. The proportional rule is
extended in a natural way to include the individual holding cost. This way, it stillleads

to a core-element. The situation where firms are not restricted to keep their inventory
in their own warehouses is studied in section 6.4. Section 6.5 provides a comprehensive
example and section 6.6 concludes with some remarks.

6.2

The basic inventory model

In the basic inventory model, a single firm has to meet the demand for a single good on
time. To attain this. the firm keeps stock on hand. We assume that the firm owns or
rents a warehouse. which has an unlimited capacity, and there is a single supplier who
delivers all orders. The demand for the good is assumed to be known, constant and
equals d units per time unit. d 2 0. The firm is not allowed to run out of stock. The

lead-time, the time between placement of an order and delivery of that order, is assumed
to be deterministic and constant, and without loss of generality equal to zerol.
There are two types of cost involved. First, there is the ordering cost. We assume that
this cost does not depend on the quantity ordered. It includes, for example, telephone
charges. delivery costs and the labour cost incurred in processing the order. Each time
the firm places an order to replenish its stock. it pays a fixed ordering cost a > 0.
Second, there is the holding cost: the cost of storing goods. This cost includes insurance,
warehouse rental if the warehouse is not owned by the firm. depreciation if the warehouse

is owned by the firm, light, maintenance and so on. The cost of carrying one good in
stock for one time unit is assumed to be constant and is denoted by the constant h > 0.
Since the deniand is deterministic and constant and the lead-time equals zero time

units. the firm that wants to minimize its average cost per time zinit. will order the Sairle
quantity each time an order is placed. Also. the size of the oil hand inventory when an
Since the lead-time of an order only determines the actual time of delivery of an order and does not
influence the Optimal anlount of the good to order, this is not a restrictive assuniption.
i
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order is issued, will always be zero, to minimize the average holding cost, since the order
is delivered immediately. The firm wants to determine how many orders it should place

per time unit and how much to order such that its goal, to minimize the average cost
per time unit, is attained. The following analysis follows the lines set out by Hadley and

Whitin (1963).
Denote by Q the quantity ordered each time the firm places an order to replenish the
stock. The time between two successive placements of orders is thus Q/d time units. A

cycle will be defined as an interval of time of length Q/d starting at that point in time
when an order is placed. During each cycle, the behaviour of the inventory system is
exactly the same. By m we denote the number of orders placed per time unit, that is,

m = d/Q.
Let us take a look at a single time period of unit length. In this period, the demand
for the good equals d units. The firm has to meet all demand on time, so if the quantity
ordered equals Q, then the number of orders placed per time unit is d/Q on average and
the average ordering cost per time unit equals ad/Q. Since an order is placed when the
size of the stock equals zero, the average size of the inventory will be (Q + 0) = Q/2.

Then the average holding cost per time unit will be hQ/2. The average cost of the firm
per time unit, AC(Q), equals the sum of the average ordering and holding cost per time
unit:

AC(Q) = a + h .
The minimal cost is obtained in Q- with AC'(Q') = 0 and AC"(Q') > 0. It follows
that Q' = 2ad/*. The optimal cycle length is Q- /d = v/2a/ (dh), the optimal number
of orders placed per time unit, m*, equals m' = d/Q' = dh/(2a) and the minimal
average cost per time unit is AC(Q*) = 4233)i = 2am'. Note that in the optimum both
the holding and the ordering cost per time unit equal am*.
In an n-firms inventory situation, there is a set N= {1.2, . . . ,n}o f firms. We denote
the demand, holding cost and order size of firm i€N b y d,2 0,h i>0 and Q, 2 0.
respectively. There is a single good and each firm has its own private storehouse. When
these firms cooperate, they minimize their total cost by placing their orders together as
one big order. So, in the optimum, cycle lengths are equal for all firms. Why? Suppose

that we have a situation with two firms and unequal cycle lengths. as in figure 6.1. We
consider the time interval from tl up to and including t4. Firm Long is the firm with the
largest cycle length. Its cycle length equals 4 - ti· Firm Short has the smallest cycle
length, namely t2 - ti. If both firms decide to cooperate then we see from the figure that
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Figure 6.1: Unequal cycle lengths.
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Figure 6.2: Equal cycle lengths.
they place a joint order at ti and separate orders at t2, t3 and t4· This makes a total of
four orders. Firm Long can reduce the total cost of the cooperating firms by reducing
its cycle length to t2 - tl, the cycle length of firm Short. If we compare figure 6.1 to

figure 6.2 we see that the reduction of the cycle length decreases the order-size of firm
Long from QL to Q' since it is optimal to issue an order when the inventory level equals
zero. Consequently, the average inventory level goes down from Q /2 to (21/2 and the
holding cost of firm Long decreases. The reduction of the cycle length also implies that
the firms place joint orders at times ti, 22 and t4 and no order is placed at time t3· The
total number of orders has fallen from four to three, so, the ordering cost will decrease.

From the explanation above, it follows that if the total cost is minimized then the
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i€N equals Qi/di, so it
Qj/dj for all i. j f N. If we take j - 1 then we can express

cycle lengths of all firms are equal. The cycle length of firm

should hold that Q,/4

-

Q, as a function of Ql.
d

Qi = -2.Qi

(6.1)

d1

The average cost per time unit for the firms in N consists of ordering and holding cost.
One order is placed per cycle, so the average ordering cost per time unit equals adi/Qi
Since each firm stores its goods in its own storehouse, the holding cost will be the sum
of the individual holding cost. Thus. the average cost per time unit for the firms in N
equals

a ft + -9 h· Qi.

Qi L,2
ie N

Compare this to the individual average cost per time unit adi/Qi + h,Qi/2. To express
this cost as a function of Qi only, we substitute (6.1) and get

di + Qi r-) hidi.
Qi edi tt

a

Minimizing this with respect to Qi gives the following results. The optimal order size
0, for firm i is
20,(it

1

Qi=\Ir d·h

11 Z-j€N J j

The optimal cycle length equals

il

di

2«

EjEN djhj

for all i E N. The optimal number of orders the firms should place, mtv, is

di

m N= --=W

'·Ejewdihj

Qi V 2a

=

- \11'N

Here, mi = di/Qi = v/dihi/(2a) denotes the number of orders that minimizes the cost of
firm i. The minimal average cost equals 2amN. As in the one-firm situation. the ordering
and holding cost both equal amN in the optimum. Also notice that the minimal cost only
depends on a, which is assumed to be public information, and mN, which only depends
on all m,. So, to calculate the minimal cost. it suffices for each firm to reveal its number
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m„ the optimal number of orders if the firm would operate on its own. The firms do not
have to reveal their private demand or holding cost, we do not need full disclosure of
information. However, the amount of information disclosed may influence the possible
allocation mechanism. In section 6.3, where each firm only reveals its individual optimal
number of orders m„ we propose an allocation mechanism that allocates the total cost
proportionally to the square of the individual cost. This individual cost only depends
upon mi. In section 6.4, where we have full disclosure of information, we could use
the same allocation mechanism as in section 6.3. But now we have more information
available. Each firm reveals its demand and holding cost, so we might as well design an
allocation mechanism that depends on this information. We will propose a mechanism
that allocates the total cost proportionally to the demands.

6.3 Ordering cost
In this section we consider situations in which each firm only reveals m„ its individual
optimal number of orders per unit of time. Its private information thus consists of d„ h,
and Q;.

We have seen that when all firms work together, the optimal amount to order equals

0, = di/mtv for firm i EN. This amount is smaller than the individual optimal amount
to order, Qi = di/mi, since mN = v/EjEN mj 2 mi for all i E N. So, the average
inventory level will be lower for each firm: 0,/2 S Qi/2. Each firm saves on holding
cost. Since the holding cost of each firm is private information, we cannot consider how
to divide total holding cost among the firms. Therefore, we assume that each firm pays

its own holding cost.
The optimal order size Qi = d,/mN of firm i is private information because of di.
To be able to place a joint order without revealing any private information. there is
an intermediary who will place all orders. Each firm i€N tells this intermediary its

optimal order size Q, and the intermediary will place an order of size ,EN Qi. The
numbers m, are known by the intermediary but not by the supplier. Thus the supplier
only knows E,EN Qi Furthermore, the intermediary will not pass information about
one firm to another firm thus ensuring that all private information remains private.
We are only interested in allocations of the optimal ordering cost amN. In short, an
ordering cost situation is described by the 3-tuple <N, a, {m,},EN>· If a coalition S of
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firms cooperates then their optimal ordering cost equals

a [EfiTT'A

(6.2)

V ies

Consequently. one can define the corresponding ordering cost game (N. co) as follows.
For all coalitions S C N, the cost c.(S) equals the cost in (6.2) and c0(0) = 0. We will
consider

Sonle

properties of ordering cost games. A cost game (N. c) is concave if for all

i E N and for all S C T C N\ {i} we have that c(S u {i}) - c(S) 2 c(T u {i}) - C(T)
and it

is

monotone if for all S c T C N i t holds that r(S) 5 <(T).

Proposition 6.1 Let <N, a, {mi ieN> be an ordering cost situation and let (N. co)

be

the

corresponding ordering cost game. Then the game (N. co) is concave and monotone.

Proof. Let (N. c.) be the corresponding ordering cost game. Since Zies mt is increasing
in the number of elements in S and since qi is a monotonically increasing and concave
3
function, it follows immediately that (N. co) is monotone and concave.
Since ordering cost games are concave.

it follows from Shapley ( 1971) that these games

Another property of ordering cost games is that a nonnegative
multiple of such a game is another ordering cost game. Take a nonnegative number A,
then for all coalitions S of firms in N it holds that
are totally balanced.

Ace(S) - c i, E(Am,)2
V ies
and this describes the value of coalition S in an ordering cost ganle corresponding to

the ordering cost situation <N, a, {Am, },eN>· Such a situation arises for example when
all individual demands and holding costs increase by the factor A. Hence, (N, Ac.) is
an ordering cost game. Nevertheless, the sum of two ordering cost games (N, c,) and

(N, 20), (N. ce + 4). does not have to be another ordering cost game as is shown in the
example below.

Example 6.2 Take N = {1.2}. a = 2. mt = 1. m2 = 2, a' = 5, m'i = 2. mG = 3. Let
the game ( N, co) correspond to the ordering cost

situation <N, a, {mi}i€N> and (N.

to <N. a'.{m;}i€N>· Then £0({1}) = 2. co({2}) = 4. co(N) = 245. 4({1}) = 10.
4({2}) = 15 and co(N) = 541- . If we sum these gaines we get (c'o + <,)({ 1}) = 12,
(c. + 20) ({2}) = 19 and (co + co)(.V) = 245 + 5V 5. Suppose that we can find values for
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a", mY and mg such that <N. a", {m;'}ieN> is the ordering cost situation corresponding
to the game (N. co + 4 ) Then the following equations should hold.
(co + cl)({1}) =

12

(6.3)

a"mj = (co + c )({2}) =

19

(6.4)

a"m';

=

a"V' (ml,)2 + (m9)2 = (co + Cl)(N)=2v/3 +

3&

(6.5)

From (6.3) it follows that m'l' = 12/a" and from (6.4) m; = 19/a" When we substitute
this in (6.5) we get
144

361

1

a"4(m't,)2 + (mg)'2 = a". 1 --. + - - a'' · -4144 + 361 = v/505

(a")2 (a")2

a"

which is not equal to 245 + 5413 (though very close). We conclude that (N. 4 +
not an ordering cost game.

20) is

0

Ordering cost games are a special kind of production games, as introduced by Shapley
and Shubik (1967). A production game is a cooperative game with player set N and the

coalition S of players equals g(b(S)) with g a (concave) production function
and b(S) = E ies b({i}) the re sources owned by coalition S. To specify an ordering cost
value of

a

game we set co(S) = 9(b(S)) with g(z) = av/9 and b(S) = ZiES mt. If each unit of
production costs $1 then g(b(S)) not only denotes how much is produced by coalition
S but it also denotes the cost of these produced goods. The amount of resources held
by firm i equals b({i}) = m,2. An interesting solution concept for production games is
the proportional rule that assigns the total production proportional to the individual
resources. Thus the amount
b({i})

g(b(N))

Ej€Nb({j})

is allocated to firm i. This motivates our definition of the proportional rule 71'(co) for
ordering cost games as the rule that divides the total cost co(N) proportionally to the
individual resources. According to this rule, firni i€Nhas to pay
2

at'712
1

lr,(co) = jEN
m, m.j2£0(N) = ,
'ElEN mj

(6.6)

where the last equality follows from (6.2) for S = N. Another interpretation of this
proportional rule follows from the fact that ro({i}) = ani, for all firms i. If we decide to
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divide the total cost (:0(N) proportionally to the square of the individual cost then firm
i has to pay
a2mq

C ({i})

ml

j€Nd({j})Co(N) = EjEN a

mj2 co(N)

=

'

. co(N)

Ejeiv mf

so we end up with the same proportional rule. This rule has some nice properties.
First, for all ordering cost games (N, ce) it holds that )r(co) is an element of the core
C(Co). This is easy to see. From (6.6) it follows that i€N 7Ti(co) = co(N) and for all
nonempty

coalitions S of N it holds that

am?

am

=a

m -- co(S)

N.' 9·) - i . tz,S '„,2 5 N v'E,„ m32 11,„

Second, this proportional rule can be reached through a population monotonic allocation
scheme, in short, a pmas. These schemes are introduced in Sprumont (1990) and for cost

games defined as follows. A scheme v = 11/is]iES, SCN is a population monotonic allocation
scheme of the cost game (N. c) if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions.

Firstly, it should hold that Zies yis = c(S) for all coalitions S of N. Secondly, for all
nonempty coalitions S and T o f N and for all i€ S it should hold that S C T implies
1/is 2 9,T. Also from Sprumont (1990) it follows that, since each ordering cost game
(N, co) is concave and since 71"(co) E C(co), there exists a pmas y - Ii/islzES,SCN of the
game (N, ce) such that YiN = 71",(co) for all i€N. Define for all i e S,S C N and S T'6 0
am
Vis

V'Zies "5
Then for all S C N. S 96 0

Xy,s - X tami =a./£4=Co(S}
Es

Ks V Ejes mj

V j€s

and for all S,U c N,S,U g,6 0, such that S c U and for all i E S
gis -

amf
if. '
Lies mi

am:
22
V

lf.

= Vic·

4.. jeu Tr,1

Finally. we see that YiN = 71-,(co) for all i E N. So, the rule 71-(co) can be reached through

the pmas 1/.

We will now introduce three properties for solution rules on the class of ordering cost
games. These properties characterize the proportional rule as we show later on. Let f
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be a solution rule on the class of ordering cost games. Then f,(co) c R denotes the cost
allocated to player t e N according to this rule in the game co and f (c.) - (f, (ce) ),EN E
satisfies elliciency if
IRN. Let (N, co) and (N, to) be ordering cost games. The rule

f

E,eN .f,(co) = ce(N). It satisfies symmetry if f, (ce) = fi(co) when the players i and j
are symmetric, that is, when ce(S u {i}) = ce(SU{j}) for all S c N j {i, j}. Finally,
the rule satisfies monotonicity if for all i e N such that co({i}) 2 4,({i}) it holds that

f

co(N)fi(co) 2 20(N).&(20)
This monotonicity property, which resembles strong monotonicity as in Young (1985),
starts from the following assumption: "if 4({i}) 2 20({i}) and c0(N) = 4(N) then

f,(co) 2 f,(6)" That is, if we have two inventory situations with the same total cost
to share and a player generates more cost on his own in one situation than in the other,
then he should pay more in the former than in the latter situation. This assumption is

equivalent to: if c0({i}) 2 20({i}) and c.(N) = 4(N) then co (N) fi (ce) 2 20(N) ACeo).
However, we want to go even further. If ce({i}) 2 4,({i}) and c0(N) 0 00(N) then we
demand that the above inequality also holds and so f, (co) has to be greater than f,(20)
except for a correction with respect to the cost due to the other players.
Efficiency, symmetry and monotonicity characterize the proportional rule on the class
of ordering cost games, as the next theorem shows.

Theorem 6.3 There exists a unique mle on the class of ordering cost games satisfying
elliciency, symmetry and monotonicity. It is the proportional rule.

Proof. It

is

clear that the proportional rule satisfies efficiency, symmetry and mono-

tonicity.

To show the converse, we take a rule f on the class of ordering cost games that
satisfies efficiency, symmetry and monotonicity. Note that monotonicity implies that for

all ordering cost games (N, c') and (N, c")

c'({i}) = c"({i}) * c'(N)f,(c') = c"(N),f,(c").

(6.7)

Define the ordering cost game (N, c2) by c'(S) = 0 for all S C N. By efficiency and

symmetry2 it follows that f,(co) = 0 for all i E N. Take an ordering cost game (N, c).

If for

some

then c =

iEN

it

co, because

holds that c({i}) =0 then c({i}) = co({i}). Next. if c(N) =0
ordering cost games are monotone, and so fi (c) = 0. Otherwise. if

2This is the only instance where we use the symmetry property. In fact, it could be weakened to
symmetry only for the zero game. Alternatively, one could consider another property like dummy player
or positivity.
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c(N) > 0 then it follows from (6.7) that c(N).f,(c) = c'(N)f,(c ) = 0 and thus f,(c) = 0.
We conclude that

if c({i}) = 0 then f, (c) =

0.

(6.8)

I(c) to be the number of players i€N with c({i}) >0.W e show
€Nby induction on I (c).
that A (C)
If I(c) =0 then by (6.8), f,(c) =0= 7r,(c) for all i E N.
Define the number
71-, (c)

for

all

i

If I(c) =1 then there is a single player k E N with c({k}) >0. For all iEN\{k}
c({i}) =O,s o b y (6.8), f,(c) =0= 71 ,(c). By efficiency it follows that fk(c) = c(N) =

E,#k f,·(c) c(N) - Z,01, 71 (C) = 7['Ac)
Assume now that f (c) = lr(c) for all ordering cost games (N, c) with I(c) 5 I,
I S n-1. Consider an ordering cost game (N, c) corresponding to <N, 8, {mi},EN
with I(e) =I+1. Without loss of generality assume that c({i}) >0 for the players
i=1,2, . . . ,I+1. Define the game (N, c) to be corresponding to <N, a, {mi},EN> where

a=a,m j= ,h j for all j€N\ {I+1} and mI+1 - 0· Then I(c) =I

and f(C) = 71'(C)

c({k}) = c({k}) >0 for all k= 1,2, . . . ,I i t follows by (6.7) that ((N)fk(c) =
c(N).fk(c) = c(N)7rk(c). By (6.2) and (6.6), 7rk(c) = am /v j€N mf = c2({k})/c(N).
Since

SO

0(N).ACe) = c(N)71-k(c) = c(N)

c2({k})
= (:2({k}) = 22({k}).
c(N)

From this it follows that fk(c) = e2({k})/0(N) = 71"k(e). We also have c({j}) = 0-({j}) =
0 for all j=I + 2, . . . ,n-l,n,s o b y (6.8) h (c) = 0 - 7rj (C) Finally, efficiency implies
that

fr+1(c) = e-(N) - E fk(c) = ((N) kt/+1

which concludes the

proof.

E

71'k (0-) = 71.1+1(0),

k#Itl

0

The minimal cost for coalition N, including holding cost, equals, as we have seen
before, 2amN = 2av ZieN mt, since the holding cost equals the ordering cost in the
optimum. We define the corresponding inventory Cost game (N, 4) to be the game

with the cost of coalition S equal to the minimal cost it can obtain on its own, that
is, Cv(S) = 2av Zies m and c*(0) = 0. Thus, 4 - 2ce. The properties for ordering
cost games also hold for inventory cost games, so these games are concave. Furthermore,
based on the proportional rule for the ordering cost game, we can find a core allocation
of the inventory cost game.
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In the ordering cost game, the proportional rule divides the total ordering cost of the
grand coalition among the players. In an inventory cost game, we have to divide ordering
and holding cost. Define the distribution rule ,•(CV) as follows. Firm i has to pay its part

of the ordering cost according to the proportional rule and its private holding cost, so
that

ri(Cv) = 4(co) + hiof/2,
where Qi is the optimal order size for firm i when he cooperates with all the other firms.

Theorem 6.4 If (N, cv) is an inventory cost game, then 1·(cu) E C(Cv) and r(cv) can be
reached through a pmas.

Proof. Let (N. 4) be an inventory cost game. First, we show that &(co) = 40,/2. If
we solve the cost minimization problem for coalition N. we get that

4

2amI
Qi=-=-=

mN
So, the

himN

2am

hiv EjEN mf

holding cost for firm i equals

0, hi
hi=

2

2am

amf
= A (Co)

2 h, V''EjEN mj2 - EjeN mf

for all i e N, where the last equality follows from (6.6). Next, we show that r (cv) is an
element of the core. From the first part of this proof it follows that r, (cv) = 271-,(co) for

all i f N.

Furthermore. it holds that

27r,(co) -2Exi (co) = 2co(N) = cv(N)

i€ N

i€N

and for all S c N, S 0 0, it holds that
271"i(co) =2 X K,(ce) 5 2ce(S) = cv(S)
i€S

Hence,

ie S

44) E C(Cv)

Just as in the case of ordering cost games. we can show that the rule
reached through the pmas 211 where y is defined as before.

r(Cv)

can be

0

What would happen to these results if we had full disclosure of information, i.e.. if
each firm would reveal its demand and holding cost? Nothing. This is not very surprising
since knowing other firm's d, and 4 is not valuable for determining the optimal order
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quantity. The value of each coalition remains unchanged. What does change is that
Qi and 0, become public information for all i e N. Furthermore. it is possible to
define rules to divide the cost of the grand coalition based on this new information. For
example, one could think of a division rule based on the demand d, of each firm i.

6.4 Ordering and holding cost
In this section we will consider situations in which there is full disclosure of information.

i<.7 reveals its demand di,

holding cost hi. its individual optimal nuniber of
orders mi and its individual optimal order size Qi If we assuine that there are no limits
to storage capacities. transport cost equal to zero and deterministic transport times. then
Each firm

with regard to holding cost. If a member of a coalition has
a very low holding cost, then this coalition can reduce its cost if it stores its inventory
in the storehouse of this member. This situation will be studied in this section. Closely
related are situations studied by Tijs, Meca and L6pez (2000) where one agent owns a
warehouse that several firms use to store their goods.
The average cost per time unit for a coalition S of firms consists of ordering and
holding cost. Just as before, the total cost is minimized if all cycle lengths are equal. so
it shoiild hold that Q,/d, = Qj/difor alli.jES. Without loss of generality we assume
that firm 1 is a member of coalition S. Now we can express Qi as a function of Qi for
all i € S: Qi = d,Qi/di. In each cycle the coalition places one joint order at cost a. so
the average ordering cost per time unit equals adl /Ql · All goods will be stored iii the
warehouse of the firm with lowest holding cost. Define hs := min,€s hi. The average
inventory level of firm i C S equals Qi/2 per time unit and hsQi/'2 denotes the average
holding cost per time unit. Putting things together we see that the average cost per time
unit for the firms in S equals
we can consider coordination

di F. Qi
aoi + hs-2
When we substitute Qi = d,Ql/di we express the cost as
di

.-

di Q 1

'0 + Lhs-33IThis cost will be minimized if
&

2adl

Qi = Vt hs Zies dj

a function of Qi and we get
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SO.

d,

2ao!,

Q' - 71Q1 - hs'Ejfs dj
for all i ES. The minimal cost per time unit for coalition S now equals
2«hs Z d..

(6.9}

V ,es

A holding cost situation is described by the tuple <N, a, {4, di},EN> Given a holding
cost situation we can define the corresponding holding cost game (N, ck) as the game
that assigns to coalition S C N its minimal cost as in (6.9) and ct,(0)

=0.

These games

are stibadditive. i.e., for all coalitions S and T i n N such that S n T=B i t holds that
Ch(S) + ch(T) 2 ch(S U T), but not necessarily concave, as the following example shows.

Example 6.5 Consider the holding cost situation with player set N = {1,2,3}, a = 0.5,
holding cost hi = 10, h2 = 10. h3 - 30 and demand equal to 1 for each player. Then

ch({1,3}) - ch({3}) = v#8 - v 56 < 0
and

Ch({1,2.3}) - ch({2,3}) = \/50 - V 20 > 0.
So,

this holding cost game is not concave.

0

As in the case of ordering cost games, we can define a proportional rule to allocate
the cost of the grand coalition. The rule p(ct,) divides the cost of the grand coalition
proportionally to the demands. This means that for each ie N,

P,(ch) = r

4
4df
d ch(N) = r
· 2ahN X dj.

L.,j€N

]

Z.jEN j

V

j€ N

Theorem 6.6 Let <N, a. {hi. di ,€N> be a holding cost situation. Then the proportional
rule p(cb) is a core-allocation of the Corresponding holding cost game and can be reached
through a pmas y
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Proof. By definition of the proportional rule p(ch) it holds that ZiEN p,(ch) = ch(N).
It also holds that

E p,(ch)

=

ies

- 1 2ahN

rE"s ' 1 2«hN E dj = 2-.ditiZ.'3 e N

5

1 1 111

jE

ics

N

2ahw

Xd'.1
ies V Ejes dj =

S

V Lj€ N dj

12ah N L d i

1

\/

jet

E dj= Ch(S)
4.labs jes

Hence. p(rt,) E ((ch)· Similar to the proof in the previous paragraph we can define a
pmas y such that Vix = p,(ch) for all ie N.
0

If a cost game is concave, then it follows from Shapley (1971) that all its marginal
vectors belong to the core. Since holding cost garnes are not necessarily concave, there

may be marginal vectors that lie outside the core. However, we will show that holding
cost games are permutatioiially concave games from which it follows that there is at least
one niarginal vector in the core.
Permutationally concave games were introduced in Granot and Huberman (1982) and
stiidied in Driessen (1988a) from which the following definitions are taken. Let II(N)
denote the set of all bijections on the player set N. For all a € II(N), a(k) denotes the
player in N at position k in the ordering 0. Let P& be the set of players who precede
player i with respect to the ordering a. Further, the set P," is obtained from PY by
adding player i. Thus, P," = {j E NI c,-1(j) < 0-1(i)} and PZ = 17U {i}. Define for

all a € II(N), 0(0) = 0 and FC = 0.
A cost game (N, c) is called permutationally concave with respect to the ordering

0 C Il(N) if it satisfies

c·(11" u R) - c(Pf) 2 0(Pf u R) - c(Pf)

(6.10)

for all i.j € N U {0} and all R c N such that i c P; and R c N Pf. A game
is said to be permutationally concave if there exists an ordering a c H(N) such that
the ganie is permutationally concave with respect to the ordering o. The marginal
vector .r"(c) e IRN with respect to the ordering a in the cost game (N. c) is given by
Ir(C) = c(17) - C(,17) for all i EN. Granot and Huberman (1982) showed that if the
game (N, c) is permutationally concave with respect to the ordering a e II(N) then
z" (c) c C(c). If we show that holding cost games are permutationally concave then it
follows from this result that there is at least one marginal vector in the core.
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concave games.

Proof. Let (N. ct,) be a holding cost game. Without loss of generality we number all
players from 1 t o n,N= {1.2,..., n}, in such a way that the holding cost per time unit
of all players forms a non-decreasing sequence. i.e., hl <h 2< · · · < hn. Take o f II(N)

such that 0(i) = i for all iEN. We show that (N, cb)

is permutationally concave with

respect to this ordering and thus that (N. cb) is permutationally concave.

Let i, j c N u {0}, i E P; and R C N\P; Then i S j since 0(k) = k for all
k e NU{O}. The game (N, e) where ecs) = Vtjes dj for all S C N, is a concave game
(cf. proposition 6.1). that is.

((S u U) - e(S) 2 e(T u U) - 0(T)
for all S c T C N and for all U C N\T. TakeS= P,",T= P; and U=R. Then it
holds that S C T since i E 11«,UCN\T and (cf. the proof of proposition 6.1)
,

z d,k€P,FUR

dk-2, z d, - fzdk-

V kee

ke,P;'uR

(6.11)

V kEP;

We have to show that ch CPY U R) - ch(17) 2 ch(Pf u R) - ck (Pg). We distinguish three

cases. If i=0 and j=0 then P," =P f=0 and
Ch(pj U R) - ch(Pi") = Ch(R) - ch(0) = Ch(*f U R) - Ch(Pf)·

If i -0 and j>0 then P/=0 and Pf = {1,2,..., j} Since 1<P f and l¢R i t
holds that hp„

=

,

h»uR
= hi and hR 2 hi· Multiplying both sides of (6.11) by 42ahR
,

gives

, 2«h„ E d, - 0 2
keR

2«h„ E d, REP;UR

2

201,8 Z d,
V

ketj

2ahi E dk - 2ahi E dk
kEPIUR

kEP

and this is equal to ct,(R) - ch(0) 2 ch(Pf U R) - Ch(Pf)·

Finally. if 0<1 5 1 then l e P Z and 1 6 P f s o hp. = heuR = hp. - h.p,"un =h i.
Multiplying both sides of (6.11) with /267iI gives

"112"i·.*." - '1112"i 'S " 2 '1112.'1'.ti''k- lit'." 1% "
which is ch(11' U R) - ct,(P7) 2 Ch(P; U R) - ch(Pf)·
This shows that condition (6.10) is satisfied.

0
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6.5 Example
In this example.

airline conipanies, Line 1, Line 2, and Line 3 (in
short: 1, 2 and 3), that operate in the same airport. Airplanes can suffer from small
defects that need repair. Each airline company would like to see that its airplanes are
we consider three

repaired as soon as possible so that no flights have to be canceled. To attain this goal,
each airline company owns a warehouse in which it stores all the things their repairmen

may need. One of the items stored in these warehouses are taillights. Over time, each
firm has learned how much taillights are used on the average by the repairmen in a year.
Line 1 needs 500 taillights per year, Line 2 300 and Line 3 400 taillights per year. The
holding cost to store one light for one year is, respectively, 9.6, 11 and 10 dollarcents.
(All amounts in this example will be in dollarcents.) The individual demand and holding
cost are private information. The cost of placing an order for taillights equals 600. We
can model this situation as an inventory situation.
If the airline companies work on their own, then Line 1 will order QI = 42adi/hi =
250 taillights per cycle of length Qi/di = 0.5 years and place mi = di/QI = 2 orders
per year. Its annual cost equals 2400.00. Note that most numbers in this section are
approximations. Line 2 will order Ql = 180.9 taillights per cycle of length 0.61 years
and it places m2 = 1.66 orders per year. Its annual cost equals 1989.98. Finally, Line
3 will order Q; = 219.1 taillights per cycle of length 0.55 years, so it places m3 = 1.83
orders per year and its annual cost equals 2190.89. The cost of the various coalitions in
the inventory cost game equals

4({1}) = 2400.00 4({1,2})

=

3117.69

cv({2}) = 1989.98 cv({1,3})

=

3249.62

4({3}) = 2190.89

=

2959.73

cv({2,3})

4({1,2,3})

=

3810.51

In case all airline companies work together, the cycle length equals 0.32 years, which is

shorter than any individual optimal cycle length. The cost for a coalition in the ordering
cost game is half its cost in the inventory cost game. The rule r(Cv) assigns the total
Cost 4(N) proportionally to the square of the individual cost, so it assigns the cost
(1511.61,1039.23,1259.67) to the airlines. This allocation lies in the core of the inventory
cost game. The proportional rule in the ordering cost game assigns half of this cost to the

airlines. Again, this results in a core-allocation. If there is full disclosure of information,
then the values above will not change. All calculations are based on the individual
optimal number of times to place an order, mi, for all firms i in N. These m, depend on

the demand and holding cost of the corresponding firm since mi = v' dihi/(2a).
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If we include coordination with respect to holding cost, then we see that Line 1 owns
a

very attractive warehouse. since its holding cost is the lowest. The holding cost game

(N, ch) looks

as

follows:

Ch({1}) = 2400.00 ch({1,2})
Ch({2}) = 1989.98 ch({1,3})
Ch({3}) = 2190.89 ch({2,3})

=

3035.79

=

3219.94

=

2898.28

Ch({1,2.3})

=

3718.06

The rule which assigns Ct,(N) proportionally to the demands, assigns (1549.19. 929.52,
1239.36) to the airlines. Line 2 pays the smallest amount since its demand is smallest.
The marginal vector I, which results in a core-element, corresponds to Line 1 entering

first, then Line 3 and finally, Line 2. SO, I = (2400, 498.13, 819.94). Notice that although
all firms store their goods in the warehouse of Line 1, this firm has to pay the greatest
part of the total cost. This is caused by the fact that zl = c({1}) and xi S c({i}) for all
i 76 l.

6.6

Concluding remarks

The model introduced in section 6.2 is called the basic inventory model since it forms
the basis for a wide variety of inventory models. The basic inventory model is a simple
model and extensions would make the model more realistic. Some possible extensions

are a purchasing cost per unit of the good, a stochastic lead time, a finite supply rate for
the ordered goods, individual ordering cost, allowing for stockouts, quantity discounts

will shortly discuss some of these extensions.
A purchasing cost c per unit of the good implies that next to the fixed cost per
order firms also have to pay the variable cost cQ per order of Q units. Per time unit
and non-constant demand. We

this implies an extra cost of cQ · d/Q = cd, a constant cost. Since this extra cost is a
constant, it will not influence the optimal order size or the cycle length. Only the cost
will increase. Therefore this is not really an extension.
When we speak of a finite supply rate s, we assume that the amount ordered is not
delivered all at once. We assume that the supplying process is continuous and takes
place at a constant rate s until Q units are delivered to the stock and then it stops. This
is only interesting if s > d.
Quantity discounts can be defined in at least two ways. First, we can think of
quantity discounts for all units purchased. If we ordered a certain aniount of goods then
all units will have the same purchasing cost. Second. we can think of increasing quantity
discounts. For example, the first 100 goods ordered have a unit price of 20 dollars.

6.6 Concluding remarks
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the next 100 a unit price of 15, and so on. Toledo Casado and peca (200la,b) study
inventory situations with quantity discounts from a game-theoretical point of view.
In case of non-deterministic demand we may think of D being the stochastic demand
for the firm. The games arising froni these inventory situations may fall within the class
of inventory centralization games (see e.g. Hartman, Dror and Shaked (2000)) where
expected values are considered. Otherwise they may fall within the class of cooperative
TU games with random (or stochastic) payoffs as studied in chapter 9 of this thesis and
in Suijs, Borni, De Waegenaere and Tijs (1999).

Part II
Cooperative Behaviour and
Uncertainty
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Chapter 7
Collecting information to improve

decision-making
7.1

Introduction

This chapter and the next one concentrate on cooperative decision-making under uncer
tainty. This chapter, which is based on BrAnzei, Tijs and Timmer (200la,b) and Tijs,
Timmer and BrAnzei (2001). deals with an action taker who faces uncertainty, that is, of

all the possible states of the world he does not know which is the true one. His reward
depends on the action he takes and the true state of the world. Basing his action on extra
information gathered from several agents, can improve his reward. One can think for
example of a hot-dog seller in a football stadium who is collecting information about the
number of spectators of next week's football match. Based on this number he determines
how much ingredients to buy. Another example is about a hidden object that can be
detected more adequately if one collects some information about the object's position.
Interesting questions that arise are: "From whom to obtain information?" and "What
to pay for it?". We only consider the second question (possible answers are given in the

next chapter) and for this purpose we introduce a model of an information collecting
(IC) situation. Such a situation is a combination of a one-person decision problem under
uncertainty and an Aumann structure, which describes the information of the informants.
Related to an IC situation with decision-maker k we define a cooperative game. the IC
game. Several properties of IC games are shown throughout this chapter.
In section 7.3 a related type of games, local IC games, are introduced. These games
are useful in discovering whether the corresponding IC game is decision-maker-concave or
convex. For a special class of symmetric IC games an alternative method of discovering
105
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decision-maker-concavity or convexity is given in section 7.4. Further, it is shown that a
nonnegative IC game is decision-maker-concave if and only if it is a total big boss game.

This latter type of games is intensively studied in Muto, Nakayama, Potters and Tijs
(1988). A characterization of IC games is given in section 7.5 where it is shown that a
game is an IC game with decision-maker k if and only if it is a k-monotonic game in
which the decision-maker has veto power.

In Slikker, Norde and Tijs (2000) information sharing (IS) situations and corresponding games are introduced. These are situations where all agents are action takers in a

situation with uncertainty and where they can gain by sharing their information about
the situation. We study relations between IC situations, IS situations and their corresponding games. Among others it is shown that the sum of certain IC games is an IS
game. Using this result we are able to provide a new proof of the result by Slikker et al.
(2000) that a game is an IS game if and only if it is a game with
allocation scheme, as introduced in Sprumont (1990).

a

population monotonic

This chapter is concluded with a brief study of IC situations from a noncooperative
point of view. We introduce entry games, which are games in strategic form related to an

IC situation. It

7.2

is

shown that an entry game has an equilibrium in dominant strategies.

Information collecting situations and games

The information collecting situation (IC situation) to be introduced is a combination of a
one-person decision situation under uncertainty and an Aumann structure. A one-person
decision situation under uncertainty is described by the tuple

<k, (fl, F. AL),A, r>,
where agent k is the decision-maker (action taker) who has to choose an action a from
the action set A. The set of possible states (relevant to the decision situation) is denoted

by Q and the probability measure A which is defined on the a-algebra F of Q, describes
the prior belief of agent k over all the states w in Q. Elements of the a-algebra F are
called events. Agent k receives the reward r(w, a) if he chooses action a and if w turns
out to be the true state. We assume that the reward function r:Q x A- +R i s a

bounded F-measurable function and that agent k is risk-neutral.

An Aumann structure (Aumann (1976,1999). Fagin et al. (1999)) is

< 3.(fl, Y. v). {I,},EN>

a

tuple

7.2 Information collecting situations and games
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where (Q, .F, B) is a probability space as above, N = {1,2,..., n} is a set of (partially)
informed agents about the state w Efl a t hand. and the information of each i€N i s

represented by Ii, a finite partition of Q into F-measurable sets with positive measure,
that has the following interpretation. If w e Q is the true state. then agent i knows that
the event Ii(W) happens. where I, (w) is that element (atom) of the partition I, of Q that
contaiils w.

Combining these two models results in an IC Situation, which is described by the
tiiple

< N, k. (Q, Y, it),{I,},EN, A, r >.
An IC situation models a situation where

a

decision-maker k can consult several infor-

mants in N\ {k}. The decision-maker has to decide whom to consult before the true state
obtains. Consequently. compensations for the informants will be based upon expected
rewards. On his own agent k can attain the expected payoff
sup

RI ( {k} ) =
/€Ik

r (tw. a)df.

ae.·1./I

The subscript I in the reward function RI indicates that the true state has not obtained.
Consulting a group of agents S c N. ke S. results in the expected reward

RICS) = X

sup | r tw. a)(iii

iEIsaE:AJI

where Is is the coarsest partition of Q that is a refinement of I, for each i € S. This is
called the join of {Ii}ics and it is defined by

Is = {niestrilI, f Ii, n,Est 4 0}.
If k works together with all agents in N {k} to improve his reward. then the question
arises how to compensate the informants for their help. We contribute to this question by constructing a cooperative game (N, 1,) related to the IC situation. This opens
the possibility to Consider compensation schemes which correspond to various solution
concepts developed in the field of cooperative game theory.

The (·ooperative game (N, v) related to an IC situation is defined by the player set
N= {1.2.....n} and the function r which satisfies t'(S) =O i f k¢S and v(S) = RI(S)

for all S with k E S. Hence. the action taker k should be present to obtain a norizero
reward. We call this game (N. 1,) the IC game corresponding to the underlying IC
situation. Below we give an example to illustrate these terms.
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Example 7.1 A fair die

is thrown and agent 3 has the possibility to guess the outcome

or not to participate in this gamble. If this agent makes a correct guess then he receives

60, if he makes a wrong guess he has to pay 18. In case he decides not to participate in
this gamble his payoff is 0. Without extra information this is not ari attractive gamble
for agent 3. There are however two possible inforniants. the agents 1 and 2. Agent 1
knows whether the outcome of the die is low or high. and agent 2 knows whether the
outcome is odd or even.
The corresponding information collecting situation is the situation with N = {1,2,3},
agent 3 is the action taker, Q = {1,2,3,4,5.6}, F contains all the subsets of Q and

11(E) = IEI/6 for each E € F. The information partitions are Il = {{1.2.3}. {4,5,6}}.
I·2 - ({1.3,5}.{2.4,6}}, and I·3 = {fl}. Agent 3's action set is A = {1,2.3,4,5,6. n},
where n stands for not participating in the gamble. The reward function is given by
r(w. n) = 0 for all w f Q and for a e {1.2,...,6} we have r(w, a) = 60 if a = w and
r(w, a) = -18 otherwise.
The corresponding information collecting game is the game (N, v) with v(0) =

v({1}) = v({2}) = v({3}) = v({1.2}) = 0. and v({1,3}) =v
IN = {1,3}. {4,6}. {2}.{5}}

( { 2,3})

=

8.

From

we derive that

u(N) = max(r(1.
a) + r(3. a))/6 + max(r(4,
a) + r(6, a))/6
a€.4
aEA

+ maxr(2,
a)/6 + maxr(5,
a)/6
a€A
a€.4
= (60 - 18 + 60 - 18 + 60 + 60)/6 = 34
is the value of the grand

7.3

coalition N.

0

Local information collecting situations and games

group S of agents knows the
event Is(w) happens. which is the unique element of Is containing w. Each w' c Is(w)
has conditional probability 11(w') IF(Is (w)), Therefore the largest expected reward for
coalition S knowing I,(w) is

If the true state of the world turns out to be w then

RI(w)(S) = sup (p(Is(w)))-1
a€.·t

a

j"t. rtw', ajdli

if the decision-maker k is a member of S. This approach leads to so-called local IC
games (N, vw) for all w f Q. These games are defined by 1,«(S) = 0 if k ¢ S and
U».(S) = R,(w)(S) otherwise.

7.3 Local information collecting situations and games
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The lemma below shows that an IC game is the expectation of its corresponding local
games.

Lemma 7.2 Let (N, v) be an IC game and {(N, vw)}wEn the set Of corresponding local

games. Then v = fnvwdp

Proof. Let S be

v(S) = S
I€Is

a

coalition of players. If k € S, then

sup f rtw', a)dti
neA JI

= E B(I)vw,(S) = E jlrvw(S)dit =fnvw(S)dit,
IEIS

I€Is

where KI is an arbitrary element of I. If k¢S then vw(S) = v(S) =0 for all w f f l,
which concludes the proof.
0
The following lemma shows that local games can be of use in discovering special
properties of the corresponding IC game. Interesting properties of IC games with action
taker k are decision-maker-concavity and decision-maker-convexity. An IC game (N. 11)
is called decision-maker-concave if

1'(S) - v(S \{i}) 2

v(T) - v(T \{i})

(7.1)

for all i€N\ {k}, and for all S c T with {i, k} C S, and decision-maker-convex if the
reverse inequality holds:

U(S) - v(S \ {i}) 5 v(T) - v(T \ {i})
Notice that decision-maker-convex IC games are convex games (cf. Shapley (1971)) and
therefore have many interesting properties.

Lemma 7.3 If att the local games vw of an IC situation are decision-maker-concave
(convex) then the corresponding IC game (N, v) is decision-maker-concave (convex).

Proof. We only prove that (N, v) is decision-maker-concave, given that all local games
are decision-maker-concave. It follows from lemma 7.2 that for all i, S, T with {i. k} c

SCT:
1'(S) - V(S \ {i}) - v(T) + v(T \{i})
-

- ff.Wts)

U.(S \{i}) - 1,».(T) + vw(T \{i}))du 2 0
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where the inequality follows from the fact that the local games 73, are decision-makerconcave and

*(w) 20.

O

The following example illustrates this result.

Example 7.4 Consider the IC situation < N, k, (fl,5-, it), {I,},EN, A, r > where N =
{1,2,3},k= 3, H = {a, b, c, d} and /1(w) = 1/4 for all w f Q. Further It =
{{a, b},{c. d}}, I2 = {{a. b, c},{d}}. 153 = {Q} r(w, n) = 0 for all w E Q, A =
in, ga gb, gc, 943, r(w, gw) = 40 and T(w, gr) = -60 if w 0 z.
One can think of a situation where a treasure with a value of 40 dollars is hidden in
one of the places a, b, c or d. The decision-maker. agent 3, assigns equal probabilities

to the four locations. He can guess where the treasure is, and if he guesses right he
obtains the treasure. If he guesses wrong he has to pay 60 dollars. Another action for
agent 3 is not to guess (n) with resulting reward 0. From this it follows that for agent
3 it only makes sense to guess if the collected information tells him exactly where the
treasure is hidden. This implies that the local IC games are &(S) = ub(S) = O for

all S c N, ve({1.2.3}) = 40 and vc(S) =
and u,i(S) =

0

0

otherwise, ud({2,3}) = ud({1,2.3}) = 40
otherwise. These local games are convex, so the IC game (N, v) is also

convex by lemma 7.3. According to lemma 7.2 v = (va + vb + vc + vd)/4, v({2,3}) = 10,

u({1, 2, 3}) = 20, and v(S) =

0

otherwise.

O

7.4 k-Symmetric and total big boss games
In the previous section, local IC games turned out to be useful to determine whether
the corresponding IC game is decision-maker-concave or convex. For the special class
of k-symmetric IC games we can discover whether the game is convex, decision-makerconcave or none of them by looking at the graph of the so-called detection function as the
lemma below shows. But we start with defining k-symmetry and the detection function.

An IC game (N, v) is k-symmetric if

v(S) =v(T) for all S.T with k e S. k e T and SI = 1TI.
Corresponding to such a k-symmetric game (N. v) we construct the detection function
B, a function from Il. n] to R. as follows. Denote by bt the value 1,(S) of a coalition S

with ISI = t and k E S. Then B is defined by

B(z) = (x- t)bt+1 + (t +1- z)bt for z e [t,t+11

7.4 k-Symmetric and total big boss games
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where t E {1,2,..., n - 1}. Note that the graph of B coincides with the broken line in
H12 obtained by connecting for t E { 1,2,..., n - 1} the points (t, bt) and (t + 1, bt+1) with
a line segment.

Lemma 7.5 Let (N, v) be a k-symmetric IC game with corresponding detection function
B. Then

(i) (N, v) is a convex game if and only if B is a convex function.
(ii) (N, v) is a decision-maker-concave game if and only if B is a concave function.
(iii) (N, v) satisfies

v(N) - v(S) 2 X (v(N) - v(N \ {i}))

(7.2)

iEN\S

for cdt S with k E S if and only if the graph of B does not lie above the tine in IR.2
through the points (n - 1, bn-1) and (n, bn)

The proof of this lemma is left for the reader. Result (ii) is illustrated with the
example below.

Example 7.6 Consider the IC situation < N, k, (fl, F, B), {I,}i€N, A, r > where N =
{1,2,3,4}, k = 4, R = {0,1}3, F is the set of all subsets of Q and *(w) = 1/8 for each

w E Q. Further, A = {fl}, I, = {{:c E Q I I i= 0},{I E Q I x,=1}} for i E {1,2,3},
A={K c QIIKI = 3}, r(w, a) = 160 if w -a and r(w,a) = 0 otherwise.
One can interpret this situation as follows. A monster is hidden in one of the eight
rooms, numbered 000, 100, 010, 001. 110, 101, 011, and 111. Agent 4 gets the chance to
check three rooms. If the monster is in one of those rooms he obtains a reward of 160
and otherwise there is a zero reward. He can use the information of the informants 1,

2 and 3 or not. Agent i e {1,2,3} knows the ith coordinate of the room number. The
corresponding IC game (N, u) is given by N = {1,2,3,4}, u(S) = 0 for all S with 4 ¢ S,

v({4}) = 60, v({4, i}) = 120 for i € {1,2.3}, and v(S) = 160 if ISI 2 3 and 4 E S.
This IC game is 4-symmetric and it has

a concave

lemma 7.5 this game is decision-maker-concave.

detection function. According to

0

In the remainder of this section we turn our attention to nonnegative decision-makerconcave IC games that need not be k-symmetric. The decision-maker-concavity condition (7.1) says that the marginal contribution of player i to a small coalition is weakly
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larger than his marginal contribution to a larger coalition, where k is a member of both
coalitions. We require the decision-maker-concave IC games to be nonnegative, that is

v(S) 2 0 for all S c N.

because we want to compare these games to total big boss

games, which are nonnegative.

Define M,(T, v) = U(T) - 1 (T {i}) for all T C N with i f T. A game (N, v) is a
big boss game with big boss k€N i f the following three conditions hold (see Muto et al.
(1988), Tijs (1990)):

1.

u(S) 5 v(T) whenever S C T

2.

v(S) =O i f k¢S

(7.4)

3.

u(N)- v(T) 2 E M,(N.v) for all Twith k e T

(7.5)

(7.3)

EN\T

A nonnegative IC game with decision-maker k satisfies (7.3) and (7.4). Hence, such a
ganie is a big boss game if it satisfies condition (7.5), the so-called union property, which
happens to coincide with condition (7.2). A game (N, u) is a total big boss game with
big boss k i f the game and all its subgames (T, q r) ,k e T, are big boss games with big
boss k. In other words, a nonnegative IC game with decision-maker k is a total big boss
game if it satisfies

U(T)-u(S) 2 E M,(T, u)

(7.6)

KT S

for all S c T with k e S.

Theorem 7.7 A nonnegative IC game (N. v) is a total big boss game with big boss k if
and only if it is decision-maker- concave.

Proof. Assume first that (N, v) is a nonnegative decision-maker-concave IC game. Let
k€S C T and suppose T\S= {il, 12, ···, ih3· Then
h

v(T) - v(S) =

(u(S U {il, i2, ···,iT) - 1,(S U {it,...,4-1}))
T=l
h

= EM'.(SU{it, 12,···,ir ,V)
r=1
h

2 Mi.(T, v)= F- M,(T, u),
r=1

i€T\S

where the inequality follows from (7.1) applied h times. So, decision-maker-concavity

implies that (N, u) is a total big boss game with big boss k.

7.5 k-Monotonic games with a veto player

Suppose now that (N, v) is

a
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total big boss game with big boss k. Let U C N, and

i,j,kEN with {i, k} c UCNj{j} and i#k. By (7.6) we have

v(U u {j}) - 1,(U \{i}) 2

MiCU U {j},v) + M,(U u {j}, v).

(7.7)

On the other hand,

t'(U U {j}) - v(U \ {i}) = (V(U U {j}) - 1,(U)) + (v(U) - v(U \ {i}))
= Mi(UU{j},v)+M,(U,u),
which together with (7.7) implies that

Mi(U, u) 2 Mi(U U {j}, v)

(7.8)

Finally, let S,T c N with {i, k} C S C T and suppose that T\S = {it, i2, ···, ihl· Apply
(7.8) h times and we obtain

M,(S, V) 2 MiCS U {ill, U) 2 Mi(S U {il, 121, v) 2· · ·2 11Ii(T, v).
So, Mi (S, u)

7.5

2 A<(T, v) which implies (7.1).

0

k-Monotonic games with a veto player

In this section we show that an IC game is a k-monotonic game where the decision-maker
k is a veto player, and vice versa. We start by introducing the two above-mentioned
properties. Let (AT, v) be a cooperative game with player set N= {1,2,..., n}. Player

k EN is called a veto player in this game if

1,(S) =0 for each S C N\ {k}

(7.9)

Further, the game is k-monotonic if

u(S) 5 v(T) for all S c T with k e S.

(7.10)

Let MVk(N) denote the class of games with player set N satisfying both (7.9) and (7.10).
By ICk(N) we denote the class of IC games with player set N and action taker k EN.
The first lemma below says that any game in ICk(N) satisfies (7.9) and (7.10). The
proof of this lemma is straightforward and therefore omitted.

Lemma 7.8 Ift, e ICk(N) then u

E M V k(N)
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The next lemma shows that
IC game.

a

linear combination of two IC games results in another

Lemma 7.9 For all a'.ck" ER. and for all u#,v" 6 ICk(N) it holds thal a'„1 +a"v" e
ICk(N)
Proof. Let a', a" € IR and let v', u" e ICk(N). Let
< N.k, (fY, .F', u'),{I'},€N, A'. r' >
be an IC situation leading to the IC game (N, 23') and let the IC situation

< N. k, (n",F': B"),{I"},EN, A". r">
generate the game (N. U"). Then

C - < N, k, (Q, F, it), (Ii' x I"),EN. A' x A". f >
is an IC situation where (Q, F, B) is the product probability space of (Q', F, 11') and
(Q", F", B"), and I; x I" is the partition of Q with elements E' x E" where E' E I;, E" e

I,". The reward function f is defined by f ((w', w"). (a', a")) - a'r'(w',a') + a"r "(w", al')
for all (a', a") e A' x A" and (w', w") E Q.
Let (N, vc) be the game corresponding to the IC situation C. It is an easy exercise

to show that vc = a'v' + a"v".

0

We continue by showing that any game in MVk (N) is a linear combination of a finite
number of simple games in MV k(N), that is, games in MVk(N) that have v(S) e {0,1}

for all SCNand v(N)=1.
Lemma 7.10 For each v
T == 1,

E

MVk(N), v 9,6 0, there are p C {1.2,3,...}, ar t o for

. ,p, and simple games w l, · · · , u,p 6 MV k(N) such that v =

Eli ar Wr

Proof. Take u 9,6 0 i n MVk(N). Let /91, 8 2, · · · ,B t b e the worths ofthe different coalitions
of v such that Bi <3 2< . . . < A. For all r f {1,2,...,t} define the simple game wr by

if
Wr (S) = < 1,

1'(S) 2 Br and k E S

l 0, otherwise
for each S c N. Then wr f MVk (N) for all r.
If Bi = 0 then define p=t-land ar = Br+1 -Br for all rf

{l,...,p}.

define p=t,a t=B i and ar =B r- Br-1 for all r E {2..... p}. In both
that all

Otherwise,

cases we conclude

ar 0 0 and v = Eltarwr·

Our next step is to show that each simple game in MVk(N) is an IC game.
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Lemma 7.11 Let u

E
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MVE(N) be a simple game. Then there is an IC game (N, v)

such that u = u.

Proof. Let W= {T C N I u(T) =1, u(T') =0 for all T' C T}b e the set of so-called
minimum winning coalitions of the simple game (N, u). Let C be the IC situation where
N i s equal to the player set in (N, 11) and the action taker is the veto player k e N o f
the game u. Q = {0,1}N, the 0-algebra F is the set of all subsets of fl, B(E) = IEI /2"

for each E€Fand I, = {{W €Q l w i= 0},{w E Q I wi = l}} for allicN. One can
think of fl as corresponding to the set of all coalitions of N where w e fl corresponds
to the set of players i for which w, = 1. Now an event E is

a collection of coalitions
and player i knows whether lie belongs to a coalition (wi = 1) or not (wi = 0). Let
A= {ao} U {a(T, I) 1 T e W,IE Ir}. The reward function is defined by r(w, ao) =0

for all w C Q and

f l.

r(w, a(T, I)) = <

if w C I,

l - 2„ ,

otherwise,

for all T € W, I E Ir. Let (N, v) be the IC game corresponding to the IC situation C.
We proceed by showing it = V.

Obviously. ·u(S) = v(S) = 0 for all S c N, k ¢ S. Let S c N. k E S. The value of
this coalition is
[Tto.),a)dp.
v(S) = Z sup
a.eAJ i
IEIs

We consider two cases. First, suppose that S D T for some T E W. In this case u (S) =1
by the monotonicity of u. We also have v (S) 5 1 because r (w, a) 5 1 for all a€A and

wen. On the other hand
t,(S) =

E sup r(w, a)041
KEIS a€AJ K

_.,„,, I

r(w, a(T, I))dit

- _ „„„ 1("'
= E

E 1'(K) = El'(I) = 1.

IEIT KEIS,KCI

So v(S) =1= u(S).

IEIT
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Second,

assume that S T b T for all f e W. Then u(S) =0. Further, 1,(S) 2

fn r(w, ao)041 = 0. To prove that v(S) = 0 it is sufficient to show that for each T E W,

I E IT and each K E Is

1(w. a(T, I))dil 5 0

Therefore, let T f W, I E Ir and K €Is. Now
rtw,aCT, Ijjdp =
JK

ldp JKnI

2"dii
./K\I

= *(K n I) - 2"B(K \ I)

6 1 -IK\Il.
So, f r(w, a(T, I))dit 5 0 i f I K\I l 2 1.W e show that K \I#0

by

observing that K

is an element of Is and hence it is of the form

{w E Q I w,= a, for all i. E S}

and I i s o f the form {w € f l l w i= Bi for all i €T} with a„ B, c {0,1}. Since we assume
that S>T for all T€W while T€W it holds in particular that S h T and therefore

T\S 0 0. Let 0 € Q besuch that 0, = ai for all i e S, and 0, =l- B, for all i f T\S.
Then 8 E K\I, which finishes the proof.
0
The theorem below formulates the main result of this section.

Theorem 7.12 MV k(N) = IC k(N)

Proof. From lemma 7.8 it follows that ICk(N) c MVk(N). To

show the reverse incluto
a
linear
combination
of a finite
MVk
(N).
According
lemma 7.10, v is
sion, let v
number of simple games in MV k(N). Lemma 7.11 tells that all these simple games
belong to ICk(N) and with the help of lemma 7.9 we conclude that v e ICk(N).
0
E

7.6

Information sharing situations and games

Information sharing (IS) situations and games are introduced in Slikker. Norde and
Tijs (2000). In this model all the agents are action takers in an uncertain situation.
The agents can improve upon their rewards if they share their information about the
situation. Formally, an IS situation is described by a tuple

<N, (fl, .F. B). {I,.Ai, r,3,€A>·

7.6 Information sharing situations and games
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Here N, fl, Y, B, and L have the same meaning as in an IC situation. For each agent
an action set A, and a reward function ri : fl x Ai -+ R. Each agent i has
to choose an action a, E A, and obtains a reward ri (w, a,) depending on his action and
the true state w.

i EN there is

If a group S of agents decides to cooperate and share their information, then the
total expected reward for S is given by

E E

sup

ZES I€Is

fri (w, a')dp

(7.11)

ateA, J I

This leads to the definition of the corresponding IS game (N, v) where u (S) is given by

(7.11) and v(0) = 0.
What can we say about relations between IC situations and IS situations? First,
suppose we have an IC situation < N, k, (fl, F, B), {Ii},EN, A-, r' > leading to the IC
game (N, 11). Then this game is also the game corresponding to the IS situation

< 3, (n, F, B),{Ii, Ai, riLEN>
with At: = A*, Ai is an arbitrary nonempty set for i 96 k. rk = r* and r, = 0 if i € N\{k}.
So an IC situation with action taker k can be transformed into an IS situation, where
all action takers except k have a trivial reward function, namely the zero-function.
Second, suppose we have an IS situation < N, (02,5, P), {Ii, A„ r,}i€N >

with corre-

sponding IS game (N, v). Consider the IC situations

< N, k, (fl, .F, B), {Ii},elv, Ak, rk >

for all k E N with corresponding IC games {(N, 4) 31,€N· It readily follows that v=

keN uk. Hence, an IS situation can

be decomposed in n IC situations and the IS game

is the sum of the IC games (N, ul),..., (N, un). The reverse relation also holds.
Lemma 7.13 Let { (N, vk) 3kEN be a set of IC games with diferent decision-makers.
Then the game (N, u), defined by v = keN vk, is an IS game.

Proof. Let
< AT, k, (Qk, Fk, 1.lk), {1: }iEN, Ak, rk>

be the IC situation corresponding to the IC game (N. vk). Define the IS situation

H =<N, (91, F, B),{Ii, A„ ri ji€N>
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as follows. (Q, F, B) is the product probability space of {(flk'.Fk, ilk) k€N, I, = Ilk€NI:,

A, = Ai

and

ri(w, a A - r'(wi, a,) for all w f Q and 4 E Ai.

Let (N, w) be the IS game corresponding to H. Then
sup Ir, (w, 4) d/t
Z E aleAi
JI

wcs) =

iES Iers

= E Z sup
iES 1€IS

r,(wi, a,)dll

ai€Ai J /

= E E sup f r'(«4, a,)dp'
ieS I,El-{;(12<54, JIi

= E v'(S)
ies

=

v'(S)

= 11(S)

:EN

for all coalitions S. We conclude that (N, v) is an IS game.

0

In Slikker et al. (2000) it is shown that a game is an IS game if and only if it
is a game with a population monotonic allocation scheme (pmas). Sprumont (1990)
introduces and studies these allocation schemes. Define P(N) = {S C NIS 4 0}. A
scheme [ais],ES, SeP(N) is a population monotonic allocation scheme (pmas) of the game

(N, v) if

ais = v(S)

(7.12)

iES

for all S C N, S 40, and
ais S aiT

(7.13)

for all i e S C T C N. Using the relations between IC situations and IS situations
results in an alternative proof of the result by Slikker et al. (2000).

Theorem 7.14 A game (N, v) is an IS game if and only if it is a game with a pmas.

Proof. Let < N, (Q, Y. B),{Ii, Ai, ri},EN> be an IS situation with corresponding IS
garne (N, u). Define for all L E S C N

ais =

sup
I€Is

ri(w, ai)(1/1.

a,64, ./1

Then the scheme la is],es,SEPEN) is a pmas of the game (N, 11)
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Next. let (N. v) be a game with a pmas [aiSLES.S€P(N)· Define the games (N. vk) for
all k€N b y

k,0, f aks· if k CS.
11 (03 =

0.

otherwise.

for all S c N. Consequently, t·(S) = EkEN uk(S).
Notice that k is a veto player of the game (N, uk) because vt,(S) = 0 if k ¢ S. Further,
vt,(S) = aks' 5 atiT = Vk(T) for all S c T with k e S. Hence, (N, uk) is a k-monotonic
game. According to theorem 7.12 (N, vk) is an IC game with decision-maker k.
Because v = EkEN Uk we conclude froin lemnia 7.13 that (N. u) is an IS game.

0

Example 7.15 In an apartment with four rooms, 00, 01, 10 and 11. a monster is hidden.
The probability that the monster is in room 00 is 1/10 and the probability that the
monster is in one of the other rooms is 3/10. The players 1 and 2 have to visit a room.
Player 1 likes a room as far away froni the monster as possible. while player 2 likes a room
as near as possible. Player 1 knows whether the monster is at the north side N = {00.01}
or not. and player 2 knows whether the monster is at the west side H' = {00.10} or not.

The IS situation corresponding to this example is

< N. (fl, F, p), {Ii, Ai, riMEN>

with N = {1,2}, At = A2 = Q = {0,1}2, F contains all subsets of Q, 51(0,0) =
1/10, and B(0,1) = p(1,0) = B(1,1) = 3/10. Further Ii = {{00,01},{10,11}},I2 {{00,10}, {01,11}} and

rl(w,a) - 20(lai- Wil + 10 - W21)
r,(w, a) = 40

-

foralla= (al, a2) 6 Al, we 9,

10(lai-wil + la2 -w21) for alla = (al, 112) € A2, w E Q.

The corresponding IS game (N, v) is the sum of the two IC games (N, rt) with

vt({1}) = 32. iii({2}) = 0, 2,1(N) = 40,
and (N, i·2) with

1,2({1}) = 0. 1,2({2}) = 36, and t,2(N) = 40.
A population monotonic allocation scheme for (.9, u) is [aislic N.s€PIN} defined by ad,V =

V,({i}) and aiN = r'(N).i= 1.2.

0
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7.7

Entry games

Until now we have studied IC situations in a cooperative setting but it can also be
studied from a noncooperative point of view. An attempt in this direction is made in
this section. Entry games are noncooperative games in strategic form derived from IC
situations. A game in strategic form is a tuple (N, (Xi, 14),EN) where N is the player
set. Each player i€N has a set Xi of strategies and a payoff function u, that assigns to
each vector x = (4)ieN of strategies a real number u,(Z)
Let

< N, k, (Q, F, 11), {Ii}KN,A, r >
be an IC situation with decision-maker k and assume that w E R has obtained. The
corresponding local entry game EW,w for a E [O, ljN\{k} is the tuple (N, (Xi, ui),EN) with

N the set of informants and the decision-maker k. This decision-maker selects a group of
agents with whom he wants to cooperate. His strategy set is Xk = 23\{k}. An informant
i can choose whether to 'enter' or not, where 'enter' stands for providing information to
the decision-maker. Hence, X, =

{0,1},i€N\{k}, where 1

means 'enter' and 0 means

'do not enter'.

Let x =(Zi)KN bea strategy profile with zi e Xi' Those informants that are selected
by player k and are willing to cooperate, form together with the decision-maker the set
of players S(z) that will cooperate:

S(z) = {i E Ik I xi = 1} U {k}
The payoff to informant i equals

U, (I) =

f 0,

i ¢ SCI),

1 ai[RI(w)(S(z)) - R,(w)(S(z) \ {i})1, i C S(z)
If informant i is not selected by k or if he does not want to enter, then he receives a
payoff of zero. Otherwise he receives the fraction a, of his marginal contribution to the
other players in S(I) \ {i}
The decision-maker receives all that remains of the total reward:

Uk(z) = RI(w)(S(.E)) - Z 14(Z)
ieS(x)\{k}

It may also be the case that w has not yet obtained. Now we define a corresponding
(global) entry game Ef with a G IO, llN\{k}. This game is represented by the tuple
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(34«'0, U,)iEN) where N and .16, i € N, have the same meaning

as before.

The payoff

functions change because w is not known yet. For an informant i we have
0,

i ¢ S(Z)

u,(z) = <
l ai[RICS(i')) - RICS(I) \ {i})], i € SCI)
()nce again,

if informant i is

not selected by the decision-maker or if he does not want to

enter then his payoff will be zero. Otherwise, he receives the fraction a, of his marginal

contribution to S(z) \ {i} in case w has not yet obtained. The remainder

Uk(z) = Rl"(S(:r)) - E ui(Ir)
iES(,r)\{k}

goes to the decision-maker k.

Notice that, using IC games, there is an easier way to write the payoff function. Let
(N. v) be an IC game that corresponds to the same IC situation as the game Ekc Recall
that

Mj(S, v) = u(S) - v(S \ {j}) = RI(S) - RI(S \ {j}).
Then we can write for all inforniants i

fo

,i¢ sCi),

14(T) - a,Mi(S(x),v) .i E S(z)
and
Uk(.T)

=

U(S(z)) -

E

aiM,(S(Z). 1,)

ieS(.)\{k}

for the decision-maker. Similar things can be done for local IC games and local entry
games.

Denote by DA4 the set of IC situations with decision-niaker k that satisfy the decreasing marginats property

Rr(S) - RICS \ {i}) 2 RAT)-Rr(T \ {i})

(7.14)

for all iEX\{k} and all S.T with {i. k} C S C T. Let I be the strategy profile where
the decision-maker k selects all the informants, i.e. fk =N\ {k}, and every informant
wants to enter, i.e. 4-1 for all i G N\ {k}. This strategy profile is an equilibrium in
dominant strategies (cf. Damme (1987)) of the game Eka if this game corresponds to an

IC situation in I)14
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Theorem 7.16 For alin e [O, llN\{k} and allgames Ef corresponding to an ICsituation
in D,14, f is an equilibrium in dominant strategies.
Proof. Let ck e [O, lIN\{k} and let i € AT {k}. First, take z-i € IIj€ N\{DXj and .ri € X,
We show that u,(.1-,· f,) 2 u, (.r-i..r,). If .ri = I, = 1 then ui(Z-i. fi) = u,(I-'.1,).
Otherwise. ifir,-0 then u,(.r-".P,)20= 11,(Z_,.xi).

Next, let I-k e Il/E,\ \{k}-fl and .lk E -Vk Define S = {j e .rklzj = 1} = S(x) \ {k}
a n d S= {j e fkl.rj = 1}. Note that S D S because Ek=XJ{k} D :rk· We derive the
following:

Uk (/-k·rk) = 1,(S u {k})- E n,Af,(S u {k}. v)
ES

5 11(Su{k})- n,Al,(SU{k}.r) + E (1 -ai)14(Su{k},v)
ZES

Es\S

5 1,(SU{k})-Ea,AL(Su{k}.v) + E (1 -ai)Mi(Su{k}.u)
:ES

iCS\S

= r(SU{k}) + S M,(SU{k}, u)- EatiM,(Su{k},v)
i€.9\S

iES

5 v(Su{kit)-Za,M,(SU{k},v)
iES

= uk(Z-k, lk)·
The first inequality follows froni At(T, t') 2 0 for all i 96 k and all T D {i, k}. The
AI, (T: v) 2 Al,(T",v) for T' c T", whic.h follows from
DMk, and the third inequality follows from (7.6).
0

second inequality follows from

To conclude, one may wonder whether .P. is a strong equilibrium, that is, whether

u,·(.2-S,IS) 5 14(2)
for all coalitions S and all i E S. The following exaniple shows that this is not true.

Example 7.17 Consider the situation in example 7.1 but assume now that both the
informants are told whether the otitcome is lower than 4 or higher than 3. The corresponding IC game is the game (N. c) with t,(0) = 1,({1}) = 1,({2}) = v({1,2}) = 0.

v({3}) = 0, 1,({1.3}) = 1,({2.3}) = 1,(N) = 8. This game belongs to DAA.
Now consider the corresponding entry ganie E* with (1 e IO. 1]{1,2} Strategy profile
a strong equilibrium. We will show why not.
The payoffs corresponding to this strategy profile are

:i with 1 = f2 = 1 aild Y..3 = {1.2} is not
Ill (f) = 112(2) = 0. 11:1(.P)

=

2,(.V) = 8
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because Mi(N, v) = 0 for i = 1,2: both informants have the same information and
therefore their marginal contribution equals zero. Suppose that the informants 1 and 2
deviate together to the strategies .ri = 0 and /2 = 1. Now
0 - ui(:rl, I2· 2.3) = 211(2)
because 1 decided not to enter but
11.2 (Ii, Z2· :i3)

=

a21142({2,3},v)

= 02(v({2,3}) - v({3}))

= 02'8
>

if a2 >

0.

0 = U·2(.t)

Hence. 2 is not a strong equilibrium.

0

Chapter 8
Compensations in information
collecting situations
8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we introduced information collecting (IC) situations. In such
a situation a decision-maker faces uncertainty about the true state of the world, which
influences his reward. Several agents, no decision-makers, are also present and they can
share their information with the decision-maker.

Related to an IC situation we defined a cooperative game, the IC game. Properties
of this type of games are studied in the previous chapter. This chapter, which is based
on BrAnzei, Tijs and Timmer (200la,b) and Tijs, Timmer and BrAnzei (2001), provides
several answers to the question "How to compensate the informants?". We study several
rules or schemes according to which the decision-maker can pay the informants for their
information.

In section 8.2 we discuss some compensations based on an IC or a local IC situation.
The subsequent section studies one of these compensation rules, the so-called marginal
based allocation rule, in more detail. It is shown that any core element of an IC game
corresponds to such an allocation rule. Further, if the game is a big boss game then the
reverse also holds, that is, any marginal based allocation rule results in a core element

of the game.
Another way to compensate the informants could be to use a bi-monotonic allocation
scheme (bi-mas), as introduced in section 8.4. This compensation scheme takes the veto
power of the decision-maker into account. When increasing the number of informants
consulted by the decision-maker k, the bi-mas allocates more to agent k while the infor125
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mants receive less. The amounts allocated change in two opposite directions and that
is why these schemes are called bi-monotonic. We how that any core element of a

total

big boss game can be extended to a bi-mas.
The final section 8.5 describes all kinds of solutions for cooperative games. These
solutions have nice properties in case of IC games and hence, one might consider using
such a solution as a rule for compensating the informants.

8.2 Compensations in (local) IC situations
A decision-maker k in an IC situation, as introduced in the previous chapter. can collect
information from the informants in several ways. Related to these methods, several
compensation schemes are introduced.
One way for agent k to collect information is to invite the informants one by one
and have them reveal their information L.
In this Sequential approach to collecting

information, the decision-maker, agent k. starts with his own information Ik that gives
the expected reward

RE({k}) = E sup
GEA J I

T (W, aldlt.

IEIk

Let 0(1) EN {k} be the first agent to be invited by agent k. The marginal contribution
of this agent, that is, the increase in reward obtained by using the information of this
agent, is

RI({k, o·(1)}) - RI({k})
Let PT-{jeN\{k} 0-1(j) < 0-1 (i)} be the set of agents that are invited before
agent i. The marginal contribution of agent i in the order a is
1

m = Rz({k, i} U Pi") - RIC{k} U ./7)
Agent k might announce the order of invitations. In exchange for their information, the
informants receive a fraction of their marginal contribution aim; with 0 5 0, 51 from

the decision-maker k.
Suppose now that instead of announcing a fixed order a, the decision-maker does not
tell which order a will be used. He offers each informant a fraction of his average marginal
contribution 0 En,(N) m;'/(n - 1)!. where Ilk(N) is the set of all orders (bijections) 0

on N \ {k}.

Once again. all

that remains of the expected reward RI(N) is for agent k.
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Example 8.1 Consider the situation in example 7.1 where agent 3 gets the possibility
to participate in a gamble. He decides to pay the agents 1 and 2 half of their marginal
contribution. Thus agent 1 receives half of

E mi/2! = (8 + 26)/2 = 17
e E n ,( A. )

and agent 2 also receives 17/2.

0

An alternative way of collecting information is the one-shot approach. This name
refers to the simultaneous revelation of information. The decision-maker k invites a group
S o f informants. S C X\ {k}, to share their information with him. This information
sharing results in the expected reward Rz({k}US) Agent k pays each of the informants
a fraction of their marginal contribution to the other selected agents and agent k. Thus
if i is one of the selected agents in S then he receives a fraction of

RIC{k} U S) - RIC{k} U S\ {i})
Naturally, if an agent is not selected to share his information with the decision-maker
then he receives zero.

Example 8.2 With only two informants being present, there is not much to select for
agent 3 in the previous example. Assume he selects both the informants and gives them
half of their marginal contribution

RI(N) - RI(N \ {i}) =3 4-8- 26.
i = 1.2. In this case the informants both receive 13.

0

Next to IC situations we also introduced local IC situations in section 7.3. In a local
IC situation a group S of agents knows the event Is(w) happens because the true state
w has already obtained. As for IC situations. there are several ways according to which
the decision-maker k can collect information.
We start again with the sequential approach to collecting information. The decisionmaker invites the informants one by one to share their information with him. Each
inforniant receives a fraction of his marginal contribution. This marginal contribution
may be interpreted as the marginal value of his information given the information that
is already known. The marginal contribution of agent i is

mi(w) = RICW)({i. k} u '17) - RIc.)({k} u PU)
if a is the order in which the decision-maker k invites the informants.
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Example 8.3 Consider example

7.4 where agent 3 may guess the location of a treasure.
The decision-maker announces that he will first consult agent 2 and then agent 1. Thus

he announces the order a with 0(1) = 2 and 0(2) = 1. Furthermore, each informant
receives half his marginal contribution. If the treasure is located at w=d then

mT(d) = RI(d)({1,2,3}) - RICd)({2,3}) = 40 - 40 = 0
and mg(d) = 40. So, informant 1 receives 0 and informant

2

receives 20.

O

Instead of announcing a fixed order a and paying the informants accordingly, agent
k can also pay the informants a fraction of

E m:(w)/(n - 1)!.
a€Ilk(N)

their average marginal contribution.
Further, there is the one-shot approach. The decision-maker invites a group S of
agents to share their information with him. In exchange an informant i E S receives a

fraction of his marginal contribution

RI(w) C{k} U S) - RI(w)({k} U S\ {i})
Agents that are not selected receive nothing. The decision-maker collects all that remains

of Rz({k} u S)

8.3

Marginal based allocation rules

In the previous section we often used the following rule to divide the total reward over
the decision-maker k and the informants i€N {k}. Informant i receives aiMi(N, v),
a fraction of his marginal contribution to N \ {i}. After we have done so for all the
informants, the decision-maker is left with the remainder u(N) - E,EN\{kl a,M,(N, v).
We call these rules marginal based allocation rutes. In this section we study properties
of these rules.
Let (N, v) be an IC game corresponding to an IC situation with decision-maker k.
Closely related to this IC game is the game (N {k}, u-k,O) defined by

u-k,"(S) = a(v(S U {k})

- 21({k}))

for all SCN\{k}. Only the informants
of a group S of informants is

a

are players in this game and the value v-k,OCS)

fraction a of its contribution to the decision-maker k.

8.3 Marginal based allocation rules
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This game is useful in determining the payoff of an informant if the true state w is not yet
known and if the decision-maker uses the sequential approach without announcing a fixed

order o. It turns out that this payoff coincides with the Shapley value 0 (Shapley (1953))
of the game (N \ {k}, v-k.o)· This Shapley value is defined by 0(r.'-k,o - 01(11-k,o i€N
where
1

01(v-k,o

=

m (t,-k.o)

(n - 1)!a€Ilk(N)
L

and m;'(v-k,o) = V-k,O({i} U ·Pia) - 11-k.a Pi") denotes the marginal contribution of informant i to the group P," of informants.

Theorem 8.4 If ai =a for alt i E N\ {k} then EacH,(N) aim:/( 11

--

1)!. = 0,(v-k,O)

Proof. Let ai =a for all i e N\ {k} and let a€ Ilk(N). Then
m (v-k,o) = 1'-k,a({i} U Pf) - 1,-k,e(P,")
= a(v({i, k} U P,") - v({k} u FT))
=

am;'.

Therefore, the payoff to informant

0,= C'., fi - .Eic,4

i

equals

.
ma(v_·,a)
«,
= Fill.1-k,a i
(n
1)!
'I

where the last equality follows from the definition of the Shapley value.

0

Marginal based allocation rules also showed up in section 7.7 where we studied noncooperative entry games. There we restricted our attention to IC situations that satisfy
the decreasing marginals property D.14 (7.14). This property implies that an IC game
corresponding to an IC situation in DM is decision-maker-concave. If such an IC game
is nonnegative. then it is a total big boss game. by theorem 7.7. According to Vuto et

al. (1988) the core of

a

(total) big boss gaine (N. r) with big boss k is equal to

C(v) = z f 111· I0 5 z, 5 AI,(N, v) for all i 96 k,i€NE xi = v(N)

(8.1)

Core elements of a game associated to an IC situation in DA,4 are closely related to
equilibria in the related entry game El, as the following theorem shows.
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Theorem 8.5 Let B e DAIk be an IC sitttation with related nonnegative IC game (N, u)
and entry games Ef, a e [O, llN\{k}. Then for all x € C(v) there is an a e [O, l]N\{k}
such that z is

a vector of equilibrium pat/ofs corresponding to an equilibrium in dominant

strategies of the game Eka

Proof. Let T € C(v). Then 0 5 xi S AI,(N. v), i 0 k. and zk = v(N) - E,€N\{k}xi
by (8.1). Therefore there exists an a E IO, llN\{k} such that xi = a,Mi(N, v) for all
iEN\{k}. Let 2 be the strategy profile defined by 2, =1,i#k, and k =N\{k}.
According to theorem 7.16 2 is an equilibrium in dominant strategies of the game Ef
The equilibrium payoffs are u,(f) = xi, for it k, and uk(2) = Ik.
0

Now let (N. v) be an IC game with decision-maker k. Denote by

., J 30 6 [O, llN\{k} : xi = a,Mi(N, v),
A(v) = z € IR" i for all i E N \ {k} ; Ej€N Zj = v(Ar)
J
the set of all marginal based allocation rules in this game. This set contains the core of
(N, v), which means that it is

a so-called core catcher.

Theorem 8.6 A(u) D C(v) for all IC games (N, u).

Proof. Let (N, u) be an IC game. Then v(S) =O i f k%S. Let z e C(v). For i#k
we have 0 - v({i}) 5 xi and

xi = Ij - E xj 5 v(N) - v(N \ {i}) = Mi(N, v),
jeN

j €N\{i}

where the inequality follows from x € C(u)
that :ri = a,·Al,(N, v). The core-condition

Hence there exists an a, e [0,1] such

Ej€N Zj = v(N) implies zk = v(N) -

ZiEN\{k} Crillfi(1\ , v). Hence, z E .4(u).

0

If the IC game (N, 11) is a big boss game then A(u) and C(v) coincide. Recall from
the previous chapter that a nonnegative IC game is a big boss game if it satisfies

t'(N) - U(S) 2 Z Mi(N. v)

(8.2)

KN\S

for all S C N with k E S.
Theorem 8.7 .4(u) = C(v) for all nonnegative IC games (N, u) that satisfy

(8.2).
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have shown
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A(v) D C(v). It remains to show that the reverse

relation A(v) c C(v) holds.

Let x € A(v) and let ax f [0,1)N\{k} be such that zi = afM,(N, v) for i 96 k. First,
Zj€N /3 v(N). Second, we show that Ejes zj 2 v(S) for all coalitions S.
Let S b e a nonempty subset of N. If k¢S then

;r satisfies

-

Z.rj = Ea;Mj(N,v) 2 0 - 1,(S).
jES

jES

On the other hand, if k E S then

Ezj = E a;Mj(N,v) + v(N)- E a;Mj(N,v)
jes

jEN\{k}

j€S\{k}
=

V

(N) - E <Mj (N.v)
jEN\S

2 u(N)- E Mj(N, u)
jEN\S

2 v(S)

with the first inequality following from Mj (N. v) 2 0 and the second one from (8.2). We
conclude that x e C(v).
0
The theorems 8.6 and 8.7 have some similarities with the results in Monderer, Samet
and Shapley (1992). There the set of weighted values is a core catcher and it coincides

with the core if the game is convex. Our results show that the set A(v) of marginal
based allocation rules is a core catcher and it coincides with the core when (N, v) is a
big boss game.

Another property of a marginal based allocation rule is the so-called IC consistency.
Consider an IC situation with corresponding IC game (N, u). The total reward v(N)
will be divided according to a marginal based allocation rule for some a c [0,1)N\{k}.
Suppose that the group S of informants takes their payoffs (aiM,(N, u))ics and leaves.
Just before leaving they gave their information to the decision-maker k. The reduced IC

situation that arises is the situation

< N \S, k, (Q, F, B),{I;},EN\.9, A, r.>

where I; =I i for i 96 k, I; = I{k}us and T- =r- Eies a,Mi(N, v). Let (N \S, v') be
the corresponding IC game. We say that a marginal based allocation rule is IC consistent
if for all S C N\ {k}

aillfi(N \ S, u') = aiM,(N, v)

(8.3)
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informant receives the same after the group S has left, and if

v*(N\S)- E a,M,(N \S, v')=v(N)- E

aiM,(N.v).

(8.4)

i€N\{k}

i€N\(Su{k})

The latter equality says that the payoff of the decision-maker is not influenced by the

absence of the group S of informants.

Theorem 8.8 The marginal

based

allocation rides are IC consistent.

Proof. Let a e [0,11N\{k} and let S C N\ {k} be

a

group of informants that has left.

Notice that

u'(Q) = V(Qu S) - E n,Ali(X. v)
i€S

forall Q C N\S.L e t i E N\S,i#k.N o w

a,Mi(N \ S. i'*) = a,[v*(N\S) -u'(N\(Su{i}))1
= ai[t'(N) - 1,(N \ {i})]
= giwi(N. v)
and (8.3) is satisfied. Using this, we obtain

v'(N \ S) -

E

ai,114(N \ S, v*)

i€N\(Su{k})

= (i(N)- Za,Mi(N, v))iCS

X

a,AI,(N. v)

i€N\(Su{k})

= u(N)- E a,M,(N, v)
i€N\{k}

We conclude that (8.4) is also satisfied.

0

An interesting question for future research is whether the marginal based allocation
rules can be axiomatized with the help of IC consistency.

8.4

Bi-monotonic allocation schemes

In section 7.6 of the previous chapter we came across population monotonic allocation
schemes. which are introduced in Sprumont (1990). R.ecall that a scheme a,s]ies. sep(N)

is a population monotonic allocatioll schenie (pmas) of a game (,V. u) if S *sais = v(S)
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for all S e P(N) = {S c NIS 00} and ais S a,T for all i €SCT. Hence, if a coalition
grows then the amount allocated to any member of this coalition should not decrease.
For an IC game (N, u) we define a slightly different allocation scheme that takes the
veto power of the decision-maker k into account. Let Pk = {S c Nlk € S} be the set of
coalitions including the decision-maker. Notice that t,(S) = 0 if S 0 Pk. Now a scheme
Ibislies,s€P, is called a bi-monotonic allocation scheme (bi-mas) if for all S, T € Pk with

S C T w e have Eies bis = v(S), bis 2 biT for all i €S\{k}, and bkS 5

bkT· Hence,

in a bi-mas the decision-maker is better off in larger coalitions, while the informants are
worse off. This distinction between the decision-maker and the informants explains why
we call these schemes bi-monotonic.
Any IC game has a bi-mas, for example the scheme defined by bkS = v(S) and bis = 0
is bi-mas extendable if there exists a bi-mas

for ieS\{k}. We say that a core element z

Ibis],fs,sep, such that xi = biN for all i G N. The theorem below shows that for total big
boss games each element of the core is bi-mas extendable. This theorem is comparable
to a result by Sprumont (1990) which tells that for a convex game each core element is
extendable to a pmas.

Theorem 8.9 Let (N, v) be a total big boss game with k as big boss and let r E C(r).
Then z is bi-mas extendable.

Proof. According to (8.1), there exists an a, E [0,1] for each i E N\ {k} such that
xi= a,M,(N, v). Thus,

Ik = v(N) - E a,M,(N, v)
ieN\{k}

We show that [bislics,S€Pk, defined by bis = aiM,(S.v) for all i ES \{k} and bkS =

v(S) - ics\{k aiMi(S. u). is

a bi-mas.

Let S, T €P k with S c T and i€

Consequently. x is bi-mas extendable.

S\{k} First. bis = a,M,(S, u) 2 0,34(T, t,) = b,T

where the inequality follows from a, 2 0 and the second part of the proof of theoreni

7.7 where it

is

shown that M,(S. v) 2 Mi(T, V). Second,

bkT = 1,(T) - E n'.14(T. t.')
i€T\{k}

2 (t,(S) + E :W,(T, u))- X a,M,(T, v)
iET\S

iET\{k}

= (t,(S) - Z a,M,(T, u)) + E (1 - ai):14(T. u)
:€S\{k}

:67'\S
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2 (21(S) - Z a,M,(S, v)) + E (1 - a,)Af,(T, u)
iET\S

ieS\{k}

= bks +

(1 - ai)MiCT. v)

i€T\S

2

bkS

where the first inequality follows from (7.6), the second inequality from Af, (S, U) 2
Mi(T, u) for all S,T E P k with S C T and the third one from a, 5 1 and M,(T, U) 2 0
0
We conclude that [bis],Es,sep, is a bi-mas of the game (N, v).

The following example illustrates this theorem.

Example 8.10 Consider the IC game in example 7.6 where agent 4 gets three chances
to catch a monster. This game (N, 18) is nonnegative and decision-maker-concave, which
implies that it is a total big boss game. An example of a bi-mas Ibishes,sEpk of this game
is given by

i \ S {4} {1,4} {2,4} {3,4} {1,2,4} {1,3,4} {2,3,4} {1,2,3,4}
1 - 30 - - 20 20 0
2--

30

3

-

-

-

4

60

90

90

-

30
90

20

120

-

20

0

20

20

0

120

120

160

and this shows that the core element z = (0, 0, 0, 160) is bi-mas extendable.

O

A total big boss game is a special kind of total clan game, namely one where the clan,
a group of players with veto power, consists only of the big boss. Voorneveld, Tijs and
Grahn (2000) study monotonic allocation schemes for total clan games. One of their

results is that an element of the core of a total clan game is both bi-mas extendable
and pmas extendable. Here, a core element of a nonnegative IC game (N, v) is pmas
extendable if the game satisfies

v(T) - v(S) 2 X M,(N, v)

(8.5)

i€T\S

for all S c T C N with

kES,

which implies that the game is a so-called strong big boss

game (cf. Muto et al. (1988)).

Theorem 8.11 Each
is pmas extendable.

core element x of a nonnegative IC game (N, u)

that satisfies (8.5)
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Proof. Let (N, u) be a nonnegative IC game satisfying (8.5) and let z e C(v). Because
(8.5) implies (8.2), it follows from theorem 8.7 that z, = a,M,(N, v), i E N {k}, and

Ik - v(N)

-

,EN\{k} a,Mi(N, v) for an o f [0, llN\{k} Define the allocation

scheme

lais]ics,SEP(N) by ais = a,Mi(N, u) for all i e S {k},Se Pk,

aks = 1'(S) - X a,M,(N, v)
ieS\{k}

for all S € Pk, and ais = 0 for alli E S, S € P(N) \Pk. NOW Ij = ajN for all j E N.
Further, it

is

obvious that iES ais = v(S) for all S c P(N). Next, let S, T e P(N)

withieSCT.IfS,TEPkthen
ais = a,M,(N, v) = a,T

for allieS\{k} and

aks = VCS)- E a,M,(N, v)
teS\{k}

= 11(S) + E ailli(N, v) - E a,M,(N,v)
iET\S

,€T\{k}

5 v(T) - X aiM,(N, v)
,ET\{k}
=

akT,

where the inequality follows from (8.5). Otherwise, S E P(N) \P k implies ais =0 S aiT
0
We conclude that the scheme [a,SliES, Sep(N) is a pmas.

for all i €S.

8.5

Other compensations rules for IC games

This section contains all kinds of compensation rules or solutions for IC games that did
not fit elsewhere in this chapter. Hence, it is a hotchpotch of all kinds of everything.
Most solutions are mentioned without definition. For their definitions we refer the reader
to the mentioned papers and to the books of Curiel (1997) and Driessen (1988b).
Let (N, v) be an IC game with decision-maker k. The vector z E RN defined by
Ik = u(N) and xi = 0 for i 96 k isa core element of the IC game that gives all the gains
obtained by cooperation to the action taker. So the core C(v) is nonempty. We note
that this core element coincides with (n - 1)! marginal vectors. namely with those for
which the entry order is such that player k enters last. Note that the given core element
can also be extended to a pmas [ais}ies.sep(N) (Sprumont (1990)), defined by

f v(S), if i=k E S,
l 0, otherwise.

ais-<
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Arin and Feltkamp (1997) discuss the class of veto rich games, which includes MV k(N),
the class of k-monotonic games with veto player k. In the previous chapter we have shown

that ICk (N) coincides with MVk (N) and therefore the bargaining set (Aumann and
Maschler (1964)) of an IC game coincides with the core. Further, the kernel (Davis and
Maschler (1965)) contains only one element, namely the nucleolus (Schmeidler (1969))
and there is an efficient algorithm to calculate this value. If an IC game is zero-monotonic
then the prekernel and the kernel coincide and the nucleolus is equal to the prenucleolus
(Maschler, Peleg and Shapley (1972)).
More about solutions can be said for games in two interesting subclasses of MVk+(N),
the set of nonnegative games in MV k(N). The subclasses are UMVt(N) and CMVt(N),
where

UMV (N) is the

Union

propeTty

class

of those games v € MVI (N) that satisfy the so-called

(8.2):

i,(N) -v(S) 2 E 114(N,v)
KN\S

for all S c N, k E S. This class UMV (N) is the class of big boss games and is
well-studied (cf. Muto et al. (1988), Tijs (1990)). If v E UMV;(N), then the core has
a special form, see (8.1) and the 1--value (cf. Tijs (1981)) and the nucleolus coincide
and are equal to the allocation z in the center of the core. This allocation is defined
by xi = Mi(N, v)/2 for i 9,6 k and xk = 1'(N) - E,01, Mi(N, u)/2, which is the marginal
based allocation rule with a, = 1/2 for all i 0 k
The second subclass of

MV (N) is CMVJ-(N), the class of games in MVICN)

that

are convex (Shapley (1971)), that is,
U(S U {i}) - 1'(S) 5 u(T U {i}) - 1 (T)

(8.6)

for all

i€N,S c T E N\ {i} Games that satisfy (8.6) have many nice properties. We
mention only that for a game v e CMV (N), the Shapley value (Shapley (1953)) 0(u)
is a core element and that the core is the convex hull of the n! marginal vectors.
Example 8.12 Example 7.1, gamble or not, resulted in the IC game with N = {1,2,3},
u({1,3}) = u({2,3}) = 8, v({1,2,3}) = 34 and v(S) = 0 otherwise. This game is convex,
so V

6

CMV .

The

core

is the convex

hull

of the

set

{(8,26,0),(26,8,0),(0,26,8),(0,0,34),(26,0,8)}

and the Shapley value is 0(v) = (10,10, 14), which is an element of the core.

Each three-person game in
shows.

O

MVI (N) satisfies either (8.2) or (8.6) as the lemma below
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Lemma 8.13 If INI = 3 then MV (N) = CMV;(N) U UMV;(N).
Proof. Let N = {1,2,3}. Clearly, the set on the right hand side of the equality sign is
included in MV (N)
For simplicity assume that k - 3. If
readily
it
follows that (8.2) is satisfied and
t,(N) - v({3}) 2 Mi(N, r) + 66(N,2,) then
consequently, u E UMV;(N)
For the reverse inclusion, let v €

MV (N).

Otherwise,

7,(N) - 11({3}) 5 .411(N. 11) + 14(.V, 1').

which can be rewritten to either

t:({2,3})-v({3}) 5 lt(N)- v({1.3})
or

v({1,3})- v({3}) S U(N) - 1,({2,3}).
Further, the 3-monotonicity of (N. 1,) implies that v (SU {i})- v (S) 5 V (T U {i})- 1,(T)

if {3}96 S C T C N {i}. Weconcludethatinthiscase v € CMVJ-(N).

0

This result does not hold if one considers games with more than three players.

Example 8.14 Let (N, v) be an IC game with N = {1.2.3,4}, decision-maker 4. t,(S) =

2 if ISI = 2 and 4 E S, t.,(S) = 3 if ISI = 3 and 4 e S, v(N) = 5, and r(S) = 0 in all
other cases. Then r e MV (N). v does not satisfy (8.2) because
3

u(N) - u({4}) =5< EA,Ii(N, v) =6
i=1

and v does not satisfy (8.6) because

v({1,4}) - 1.'({4}) =2>1= 11({1,2,4}) - 1,({2,4}).
Hence. 1· ¢ UMV,J (N) and u ¢ CMV,; (N).

0

Chapter 9

Cooperative games with random
payoffs
9.1 Introduction
In many real-life situations payoffs to agents are uncertain. For example, consider two
firms who will temporarily be working together in an RkD project. Although the profit
of this project is yet uncertain. the firnis sign a contract beforehand in which their profit
shares are written down.

situation with uncertain payoffs is the following. Consider a
firm that goes bankrupt. An intermediary is appointed who will settle the remaining
financial matters of the firm. All creditors claim their money while the intermediary
finds out that the only money left in the firm is a portfolio consisting of shares and
options. If the creditors agree upon a distribution of this portfolio among themselves,
then this distribution will be executed. Each of them receives a small portfolio with an
uncertain value because the prices at the share and option market change over time.
This kind of situations arc, called bankruptcy situations and we will return to it later on
in this chapter.
Another example of

a

III classical cooperative game theory. payoffs to coalitions of agents are known with
certainty. Therefore. situations witli uncertain payoffs in which the agents cannot await
the realizations of these payoffs, cannot be modeled according to this theory. In this

chapter. which is based on Timmer, Borm and Tijs (2000a), we introduce cooperative
games with random payoffs. These are games where coalitions may have uncertain
payoffs. Other models that can handle uncertain payoffs were introduced by Charnes

and Granot (1973) and Suijs. Borm. De Waegenaere and Tijs (1999). A comparison with
139
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these models is made in section 9.5.

Special attention is paid to convexity in cooperative situations with uncertain payoffs. We define three types of convexity for games corresponding to these situations.
The definitions of these types are based on three equivalent formulations of convexity

for cooperative TU games based on marginalistic interpretations. For NTU games the
supermodular interpretation of TU convexity was extended to ordinal convexity and
cardinal convexity, introduced in Vilkov (1977) and Sharkey (1981), respectively. More
recently, Suijs (1999) and Hendrickx, Borm and Timmer (2000) introduce other types of

convexity for NTU games that are based on the formulations of convexity for cooperative
games involving notions of marginal contributions.
The three types of convexity to be introduced for cooperative games with random
payoffs are coalitional-merge convexity, individual-merge convexity and marginal convexity. The fist two are based on the marginal contributions of a coalition of agents
and a single agent, respectively, while the third type, marginal convexity, is based on
whether or not all the marginal vectors belong to the core of the game. We show that

coalitional-merge convexity implies individual-merge convexity, which in turn implies
marginal convexity. Examples show that the reverse relations need not hold. In partic-

ular, each marginal convex game has a nonempty core as well as each subgame of an
individual-merge convex game. Besides, we extend the definition of the Shapley value
for cooperative games as the average of the marginal vectors to our class of cooperative
games with random payoffs, resulting in the so-called marginal value. We show that this

value is an element of the core of

a

marginal convex game for certain types of preferences.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Allocations of random variables
and the preference relations of the agents over these allocations are defined in section 9.2.
After this, we give a formal description of our model in section 9.3. In section 9.4 we
introduce and study the three types of convexity as discussed above. We conclude by

comparing our model with other models in section 9.5.

9.2

Allocations and preferences

Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space. The set of all stochastic variables X on (Q, Y, P)
with a finite expectation is denoted by £ and £+ is the set of all nonnegative stochastic
variables in £. By 0 we denote the stochastic variable that takes the value zero for sure.

Note that 0 € £+.
A deterministic cooperative game is described by a pair (N, v) where N is the set of
agents and v i s a function assigning to each coalition S C N a value v(S) and 13(0) =0.
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If we introduce uncertainty into this model, such that coalitions of agents may not know
for sure what payoff they will receive, then the payoffs will be random variables. Denote
by R(S) the nonnegative stochastic payoff (reward) in £+ to coalition S. An allocation

(in terms) of R(S) is defined as a distribution of multiples of R(S). If p e IRS then
pR(S) is an allocation in terms of R(S) where agent i E S receives piRCS) Such an
allocation is efficient if p € a' (S) = {p E IRS E,es Pi = 1},
Now that we know how the payoffs of the coalitions can be distributed, it is time to
see how agents compare two stochastic payoffs. Let S = {S c NIS 96 0, R(S) 96 0} be
the set of all coalitions with a payoff unequal to zero. Hence, for coalition S it holds
I

that S¢S i f and only if R(S) = 0. Let A = {tR(S) It e IR, S e S} be the set of all
possible payoffs to an agent with regard to the random payoffs R(S) to the coalitions.

A_o = {tRCS) e Alt 4 0} denotes the restriction of A to all nonzero individual payoffs.
A preference relation ki of agent i E N has the following interpretation. Let X,YE
A be two individual payoffs. Player i weakly prefers X to Y if X w, Y He is indifferent
between them, X -i Y, if X 25, Y and Y b X. Finally, he strictly prefers X to Y,

X », Y, if X 2, Y and not Y b, X. We assume the following about this

preference

relation.

Assumption 9.1 For each agent i€N there exist su,jective, strictly increasing and

continuous functions fb : R -4 ]R,SES, such that

f;(t)12(S) 2, .4(t')12(T) if and only ift k t'
and f;(0) =0 for all S,T E S and t, t' e R.
The preferences of the agents are only defined on the payoffs that may occur in
Hence, they are locally defined. This kind of preferences is particularly
suitable for our model, which will be presented in the next section. So, if agent i
the game.

compares the payoffs pR(S) and qR(T),S, T f S, then PR(S) 2, qR(T) if and only
if t = (f;)-1(p) 2 t' = (f+)-1(q). The assumptions on ·4 imply that these inverse

functions exist and the condition f;(0) = 0 is a normalization condition. The function
(ff.)-: sEs, may be interpreted as a utility function with respect to multiples of R(S)
only.
We say that a preference relation 2, is refiexive if X wi X for all X e A. Secondly,

it is transitive if X t,Y and Y 2, Z imply X 2, Z for any X, Y.Z E A and thirdly.
it is monotonicatty increasing when PR(S) 2, qR(S) if and only if p k q, where S E S.
It is clear that a preference relation satisfying assumption 9.1 is reflexive. transitive and
monotonically increasing.
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A second implication of assumption 9.1 is that R(S) -i 0 for all S E S because

1 · R(S) = R(S) »i 0 · R(S) = 0 if and only if t > t' where 1 = f;(t) and 0 = fi(t'), or
t' =0. This is true because f' is monotone increasing. Similarly it follows for all S E S
that

PRCS) -i 0 * p=O,

(9.1)

pR(S) 4,0
< PRCS)
F, 0 *>
4* p<
p> 0.
0,
Two preference relations that satisfy assumption 9.1 are the following. The first type of
preferences we discuss here concerns expected values of random variables. Suppose that
the preferences of

agent i are such that X 2, Y if and only if E(X) 2 E(Y) for any

A. where E(X) is the expectation of the random variable X. We call this type

X,3 E
of preferences expectation preferences. Then ft(t) = t/E(R(S)) for all S E S makes sure

that ki

satisfies assumption 9.1.

A second type of preferences involves quantiles of random variables. Let u#
=
p.
Fx(t)
5
19,}
be
the
A-quantile
of
X.
where 0 < Bi < 1 is such that ufCS)
>0
sup{t e IRI
pi

for all S E S. Define the (utility) function U, :A»I R.b y U,(X) = u#. if X 2 0 and
Ui (X) = 7:fid otherwise. The preference relation X Fi Y if and only if U,(X) 2 U,(Y)
is called a quantile preference relation. The functions f; (t) = t/ufjs for all S E S will
do the job.
Note that for both expectation and quantile preferences there are linear functions

fs,

that is, f;(t) = tff,(1) for all t e IR.
Often, we like to know for which real number ai it holds that X -, a,Y where
X f A and Y € A_o. For this reason we define a,(X. Y) to denote this number ai. It
follows from assumption 9.1 that the. number a,(X, Y) is unique and if X = pR(S) and
Y = qR (T) then ai(X. Y) = f·;((f;)-1(p))/q. If we interpret (fb)-1, S E S, as a utility
function then 0,(X, Y) is that multiple of Y that gives agent i the same utility as X,
namely (f )-1 (p). Further. define a, (0,0)=1. From (9.1) it follows that for S E S there
exists no real number a, such that ARCS) -, a, ·0=0.p, 96 0. This is why 4(X, 0) is
not defined for any X f A_o
The next theorem states some properties of the function a, that will be used later
on.

Theorem 9.2 Let i€N For any h E R.X E A and Y,Ze A-0
1. a,(hZ, Z) = h,

2. a,·(a,(X, Y)1: Z) = O,(X. Z)
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If the. ftmctions f,5 are linear for all SES the'n

for any PR(S), qR(T) f A

3. a,(PR(S).qR(T)) =pf.;(1)/(qft·(1)) ifqi'60
4. PRCS) 2, qR(T) if and onty if p/f.4(1) 2 q/fj·(1).

Proof. For the first and

item, let h e IR,XEA and ¥: Z E A_o. By definition
of 4. hZ -, 4(hZ, Z)Z. Because k;, is monotonically increasing. we have h = 4(hZ. Z).
For item 2 notice that X -i n,(X. 3 )Y and a,(X, Y)Y -i n,(a,(X. 1')7. Z)Z. Thus,
X -, a,(a,(X, 1')1'.Z)Z by the transitivity of k;, and a,(ai(X. 3)1: Z) = ai(X. Z)
second

because H, is monotonically increasing.
Now let agent i have linear functions f.4. SES. For PRCS), qR(T) c A we get

n,·(PRCS).ql?(T)) = f;·((fi·)-1(p))/q = ..4(p/ff·(1))/q = p.4(1)/(qff·(1))
where the first equality is by definition of a, if q 96 0 and the other equalities follow from

the linearity of fb, SES. Further

PR(S) 2, qR(T) *> t 2 t' with f;(t) = p and ,4,(t') = q *> p/ff·(1) 2 q/.4(1)
where the first equivalence comes from assumption 9.1 and the second one from the

linearity of the functions f.5.SES.

9.3

0

The model

In this section we will describe our model in more detail. We define corresponding
ganies where coalitions of players receive random values. After this we extend some
basic definitions iii cooperative game theory to our model and illustrate these concepts

with an example of a bankruptcy game.
A cooperative game with random payoffs G is a tuple (N, (RCS))sEs, ·A, (ati€N)
where N is the finite player set. The nonnegative random payoff to coalition S is RES) f
£+. S is the set of all coalitions with a norizero payoff. as defined in the previous section.
The set A contains all the possible payoffs that a player may receive and the function
EF, describes, iIi accordance with assumption 9.1, how player i E .V compares any two

iiidividital payoffs. Let G'v be the set of all such cooperative games with random payoffs
and player set N
\\'e will now extetid various notions from deterministic cooperative games to cooperative games with stochastic payoKs. Let G f GN be a cooperative game with random
payoffs. Recall from the previous section that if p e IRS then pR(S) is an allocation (in
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terms) of R(S) and such an allocation is efficient if p f A' (S) = {p € ]Rsl Zics pi = 1}.
An allocation pR(S) for coalition S is individual rational if piR(S) 2, R({i}) for all

i ES. The set of all efficient individual rational allocations of R(S) for coalition S is
denoted by IRIS).

An allocation of R(N) is called an imputation if it is individual rational and efficient.
The imputation set

I(G) = {pR(N) Ip e A*(N); p,R(N) bi R({i}) for all i EN}
is the set of all imputations. Note that I(G)

IR<N) Depending on the random
values of the various coalitions we can say something more about the structure of the
=

imputation set.

Lemma 9.3 I(G) c {PR(N)Ip G A-(N). p, 2 0 for atti e N} if R(N) 56 0. If

R(N) = 0 and R({i}) - 0 for all i 6 N, then I(G)

=

{PR(N)'p e A-(N)}. If

R(N) = 0 and R({i}) 96 0 for some i E N, then I(G) = 0.
Proof. Assume 12(N) 96 0. If I(G) = 0 then we are done. Otherwise take an imputation
pR(N). Then piR(N) t, R({i}), which is equivalent top, 2 a,(R({i}), R(N)) 2 0 where
the first inequality follows from monotonicity of the preferences and the second one from
0
R(N) 96 0 and R({i}) c £+. The two remaining statements are trivial.
The game G i s superadditive if for all S,T c N with S n T=0,9 4 0 and T 9 6 0,
for all pR(S) E IR(S) and for all qR(T) € IR(T) there exists an allocation rR(S U T),
r c A- (S U T), such that all players are weakly better off:

r,RCS
U T)
T) 2,
2, qi,12(T)
p,RCS) for
r,R(S U
for all
all ii ES,
f T.
Notice that TR(S U T) c IR(S u T).
We also could have formulated superadditivity in the following way: for all k c
{2,...,INI}, for all Ti,T2....'Tk C N such that Ti 96 0 and Ti n Tj = 0 for all i 96 j,

and for all p'R(Ti) e IR(T,), i - 1,2. . . . ,k there exists
A-(UliT,), such that

an allocation

rjRCUL iT,) ki p;R(T,) for all j< 71, i=1,2, . . . ,k,

TR(UliT,), r E

(9.2)

all players are weakly better off. Obviously, this alternative definition implies superadditivity. The other way around is also true, as is shown in the next lemma.
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(9.2).

Proof. Let G be a superadditive game. Then condition (9.2) is satisfied for k = 2. We
will use induction on the number k of coalitions to show that this game satisfies condition
(9.2). So, suppose that (9.2) is satisfied for k=t,Z E {2,3,..., N - 1}. Take coalitions
Ti, 1'2,. - ' Tz+i C N such that T, 9 6 0 and T i n T j=0 for i 9,6 j and let p,R(T,) € IR(T,)
for i=1,2, . . . , 1+1. By induction there exists an allocation TR(U(=iT,), T E A'(U =ill),
such that

rjR(l-1 =1T,) bj p;R(T,) for all j€T i, i=1,2, . . . ,1

(9.3)

Note that PiR(11) E IR(Ti) implies that TR(Ul=IT,) E IR(Ul- Ti). We also know that
Pt+1R(71+1) c IR(71+1) and that G is superadditive. Hence, there exists an allocation

sl?(UllITi), s e A-(Ult Ti), such that
sj.R(Ult,171)
forallallj E
j fTt+1
U =iTi,
sj.R(U 1171)ksj
klj prjR(l.11=171)
+1 R(TI+1) for

Transitivity of the preference relations and (9.3) imply that

sjR(l.111111) tj p;R(Ti) for all j€T i,i=1,2, . . . ,1+1.
We conclude that (9.2) is satisfied for k=1+1.

0

This result implies the following relation between superadditive games and the sets

IR(S) of efficient individual rational allocations.
Lemma 9.5 If a game G is superadditive then IR(S) 96 0 for all coatitions S.
Proof. Let G be a superadditive game and S a coalition. According to lemma 9.4 the
alternative definition (9.2) is satisfied. If S has only one member then IR(S) = {R(S)}.
Otherwise, let s b e the number of players in S and define T, = {i} for i=1, . . . ,s. Then
IR(T) = IR({i}) = {R({i})} and U;-111 = S. By (9.2) there exists an allocation rR(S),

r e A-(S), such that riRCS) 2, R({i}) for all i E S. Thus rn(S) 6 IRCS).

0

For all coalitions S C N the set dom(S) contains the allocations of R(N) restricted
to the members of S that are dominated by this coalition, which means that there exists

an allocation qR(S), q c A' (S), that is strictly preferred by all members of S:

dom(S) = {PR(N) P E IRS, Bq e A' (S) : qi R(S) *, p,R(N) for all i €S}.
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The set of allocations that are not dominated by a coalition can take many forms,
depending upon the random values. Let D be a set of allocations of R(N) that satisfies

some restrictions. We say that D is a convex set of allocations if and only if the set
{pl pR(N) € D} is a convex set in IRA'. Furthermore let Ps = {P,},es be the restriction
of p f RN to coalition S.

Lemma 9.6 Let S c N be a coalition of players. Then

f p E RN,

if S ¢ S and N ¢ S,

Ps.R.(N)¢ dom(S) ** <

lp,koforsomeieS, ifS¢SandNES.

If S ES and N ¢S then PSR(N) € dom(S) for all p€ Rf . Furthermore, if all the
functions f; are linear,SES and N e S then the set {PR(N) 1 PSR(N) ¢ dom(S)} is
COnVeI.

Proof. We only prove the last statement. The remaining parts of the lemma are trivial.
Let G €O N b e a cooperative game with random payoffs and let S C N b e a
coalition of players. Assume that S E S and N E S, that is, R(S) 0 0 and R(N) 0 0
Then Ps R(N)

*

dom(S) if and only if there exists no vector q e A-(S) such that
q,R(S) *, P,R(N) for all i f S. By monotonicity of the preferences we have

23q € A'(S): a,(q,R(S), 12(N)) > pi for all i €S.
By item 3 in theorem 9.2 this is equivalent to
23q € A*(S): qia,(R(S), R(N)) > p, for all i ES,
SO,
Pi

Taq E A'(S) : q >

, a,(R(S),R(N))

for all i ES.

Hence.
pi

> 1.

a,(RCS), R(N)) Define h e IRS by hi = (a,(R(S). R(N)))-1 Then hi >0 for all i E S and PsR(N) 0
dom(S) if and only if E,es hip, 2 1. We conclude that {pR(N) PsR(N) ¢ dom(S)} is
1

a convex set.

0

The core of the game G, denoted by C(G). consists of all payoff vectors attainable
for the grand coalition that are not dominated by any coalition S. that is

C(G) = {PR(N) IP E A-(N). PSR(N) 0 dom(S) for all S C N, S 4 0}.
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Because

p,·R(N) i dom({i}) *> PER(N) bi R({i})
holds for all i e N. the core is

a

subset of the imputation set, C(G)

c I(G), for all

games G e GN. In particular. C(G) = I(G) for two-person games. Using the results of

the leninias 9.3 and 9.6 we cati show that the core
agent are linear.

is

convex if the fuiictions f.4 of every

Theorem 9.7 Let G be a cooperative game with random payofs where alt the functions

ft· are Zinear. Then the

Proof. Let undom(S)

core C(G) is a convex set.

{PR(N) 1 P G A'(N), psR(N) 0 dom(S)} be the set of efficient
allocations of R(N) that are not dominated by coalition S. Then
=

I(G) = nieN undom({i})
and this implies that

C(G) =

nsCN,S,60

undom(S) = I(G) n (ASCN, S'22 undom(S)).

First, suppose that R(N) = 0. If R(S) 56 0 for some S C N then undom(S) =0
according to lemma 9.6 and by this C(G) = 0.

If R(S) =0 for all S c N then

according to the same lemma undom(S) = {pR(N) Ip € 1-(N)} for all S c N and so
C(G) = {pR(N)Ip E A'(N)}, which is a convex set.
Second,

if R(N) 4

0 then

undom({i }) = {PR(N) 1 p E A- (N), piR(N) 2, R( {i}) }

= {PR(N)Ip 6 1'(N). pi 2 a, (R({i}),R(N))}
is a convex set for all i E N and so is I(G). If R(S) =0 for some S C N then

undom(S) = {PR(N)Ip € A*(N), p, 2 0 for some i E S}
according to lenima 9.6 and by lemma 9.3 it follows that undom(S) D I(G). This implies
that undom(S) n I(G) = I(G), which is a convex set. If RCS) 4 0 then it follows from

lemma 9.6 that undom(S) is a convex set. We conclude that also in case R(N) 0 0 it
0
holds that C(G) is a convex set.

A bijec.tion a o n N i s a function from {1,2. . . . .n}t o N,n= INI. where a(i) denotes
which player in N is at position i. Let II(N) be the set of all bijections on N. Denote
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by P," = {0(k) 1 k f i} the set of the first i players according to 0, i e {1,2,...,n}, and
let 4 = 0. Ina deterministic game (N, v) the marginal vector m"(u) is defined by
m (k)<I = 1,(.Pf) - 13<, -1

for each k e {1,2,...,n}
For cooperative games with random payoffs marginal vectors can be defined in a
similar way. For this we need the following assumption.

Assumption 9.8 If 12(T) =0 for some coalition T c N then R(S) =0 for alt S c T,
S + 0

In the remainder of this chapter we assume that this assumption is valid whenever we
talk about marginal vectors. Now. let G = (N. (RCS))SEs• A, (ai),EN) be a game with
random payoffs and let o e II(N). The first player according to a, i.e., a(1), receives
P.Al) = R({0(1)}). If the second player, (7(2), joins then the two players together can
get R(Pf). By assumption 9.8, aa(i) (U(i), R(lt)) exists and because of Y;il) - (1)
marginal
of player 0(2) to coalition Pf
c¥(,(1) (YAT),R(Pf))1?(Pf) the
contribution R&(2)
player
in
received
a
part that he finds equivalent
is the remainder of R(PI) after the
Pf
to his own marginal contribution.

YAY) = 11 - aa(1)(Y,Al), R(.Pf))] R('Pf)

Notice that this marginal contribution may be negative, that is, it is a negative multiple
The marginal contribution of the kth
of R(lv ) This happens if
1.'Mi) Ma(1) R('Pf).

player.

a(k),to coalition Pf_i is
r

YAk) =

k-1

1- E ae(j)(YA), R(Pi)) 12(Pi)
j=1

for all k e {1,2,...,n}. Now the marginal vector M"(G)
m (G)R(N) for all i E N where

is defined by Af,"(G)

m (G) = a,(11", R(N))
this marginal vector is an efficient allocation of R(N). Based on these marginal
vectors we define the marginat vallie $"' as the average of the n! marginal vectors.
So,

$:"(G) = n._11 cr€
f II(
EA')m:(G) R(N).
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which is the counterpart of the Shapley value for deterministic cooperative games (Shap-

ley (1953)).
To conclude this section, we give an example of a bankruptcy game that illustrates
the concepts that have been introduced so far. In deterministic bankruptcy situations.

an estate e. 2 0 has to be divided among the agents in N. Agent i E X claims the
amount d, 2 0 and the total amount claimed exceeds the estate, E,EN 4 2 e. The value
of a coalition S C N i n the corresponding game is given by (cf. O'Neill (1982) )

VCS) =max <eId
ie N\S

.06

First the Claims of players outside S are fulfilled and coalition S receives all that is left.

if the

estate is not yet exhausted.

Situations where the estate e is not known with certainty may also occur. One can
think for example of the following. A widower just passed away and since none of his
children wants to have any of his properties they will all be sold at some future point in
time. However, at present each child claims a deterministic part of the total stochastic
revenue. Our model offers a way to 'translate' these deterministic claims in a justifiable
way into multiples of the total amount of properties (and hence into multiples of the
eventual realized revenue) without having to await the specific outcome of the property
sale.

To model this situation as a cooperative game with random payoffs, denote the
uncertain estate by E f £+ and the deterministic claim of agent i by 4 These claims
are such that they always exceed the estate, that is, the event E S EiEN d, takes place
with probability 1. Let N be the set of claimants. Then

R(S) =max E - EN\S
E di, 0 C
J
defines the payoff to the coalition S C N o f claimants.

Example 9.9 Consider the following bankruptcy situation with corresponding ganie
G. There are three agents. N = {1,2,3}, and their claims on the estate are dl = 200,
d2 = 180. d3 = 100. The estate E equals
f 200 w.p. 1/4

E =

300 w.p. 1/2.

l 400 w.p. 1/4.
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From R(S) = max{E that the values of the various coalitions are

where w.p. means 'with probability-

< 0

12({1})

R({2})

= max

= max

{E-280.0}=

20

E ieN\S 4.0}

it follows

w.p. 1/4

w. p. 1/2

l 120 w.p. 1/4

{E-300,0}=<
0 w.P. 3/4
l 100 w.p. 1/4

and so on. Hi' notice that R(N) = max{E. 0} = E. The preference relations of the
players are as follows. Player 1 has expectation preferences and the players 2 and 3 have

quantile preferences with 32 = 0.75 and 83 = 0.9.

All individual rational allocations are in the set
I (G) = {pl?(N) 'p e 21*(N), pi 2 2/15. P, 2 1/4, Pa 2 1/20}
and the core equals

C(G) = {pR,(N) E I(G) 19Pt + 8 2 6, 1lpi + 8P.3 2 22/5, P2 + P3 2 1/2}
Next, we will calculate the six marginal vectors. Let 01 - (l, 2.3). Then player at (1)-1
receives R({1}) Player 2 is the second player according to al and because R({1}) -1

1/5R({1,2}). his marginal contribution to {1} is (1 - 1/5)R({1.2}) = 4/5R({1,2})
From R({1}) -1 2/15R(N) and 4/5R({1.2}) -2 3/5R(N) it follows that the marginal
contribution of player 3 to coalition {1,2} equals (1 2/15 - 3/5)R(N) = 4/15R(N).
Thus Aim (G) = (2/15.3/5.4/15)R(N). The other five marginal vectors are as follows.
-

02 = (1.3,2)

AI"' (G)

=

(2/15,1/2,11/30)R(N)
03 = (2,1.3) AI"3(G) = (4/9,1/4,11/36)12(N)

04 = (2,3,1) M"'(G) = (1/2,1/4,1/4)R(N)
(75 - (3,1,2) AI*(G) = (4/11,129/220,1/20)R(N)
06 = (3,2.1) 31"6(G) = (1/2.9/20,1/20)R(N)
It is easy to check that Ma' (G) belongs to the core for i = 3,4.5.6. The other niarginal
vectors, M"' (G) and Ma2 (G), belong to the imputation set. The marginal value *m
equals $"'(G) = (1027/2970, 29/66.29/135)R(N). which is an element of C(G).
O
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Three types of convexity

9.4

The following three statements about a deterministic cooperative game (N, t) are equivalent (cf. Shapley (1971) and Ichiishi (1981)).

i. 1.(SUU) -1,(S) 5 v(TuU)-v(T) forall U C N and S C T I N\U.
ii. v(S U {i}) - U(S) S v(T u {i}) - v(T) for all i E N and S C T C N\ {i}.
iii All

n! marginal

vectors ma of (N, v) belong to the core C(v)

A game (N, v) that satisfies these statements is called a convex game. Based on these
statements we define three types of convexity for cooperative games with random payoffs.
Similar to Suijs and Borm (1999), statement i can be interpreted as follows. The
marginal contribution of coalition U to coalition S, u (S U U) - v (S), is smaller than the
contribution of U to T, v(TU U) - v (T). Thus, if allocations of v (S), v (T) and v(Su U)
are proposed and if coalition S is willing to let U join, that is, the members of S get from
v (S U U) at least as much as what they get from u (S), then there exists an allocation of
v(T U U) that makes all players in T U U better off. The players in T get at least as much

from v (T U U) as from v (T) and the players in U get at least as much from v (T u U) as
from v (SU U). If we take into account that players will only consider individual rational

allocations, then we can define a first kind of convexity as follows.
A cooperative game with random payoffs is called coatitional-merge convex if and
only if it is superadditive and if for all U C N,U#0, for all S c T C N\U such

that S 96 0 and S # T, for all PR(S) e IR(S), for all qR(T) c IR(T) and for all
rRCS u U) e IRCS u U) such that r,RCS U U) Li p,R(S) for all i ES, there exists an
allocation BR(TUU), s e A-(TUU), such that

q,R(T)

for allie T,
SiRCTuUU)
U)2,2, riRCS u U) for all i f U.
s,R(T

Notice that if we would allow for S=0 i n the second part of this definition and would
define R(0) = 0 and IR(0) = 0, then that part would imply superadditivity. Thus we
could drop the first part of the definition. In our opinion, the present definition allows
for a better interpretation without ad hoc definitions for the empty set. This is why we
prefer this bipartite definition.
If we restrict ourselves to U= {i} for all *E N then we arrive at a second type of
convexity. which is related to statement zi. For the same reason as above this definition is

split into two parts. A cooperative game with random payoffs is called individual-merge
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convez if and only if the following two conditions hold. In the first place. for all iEN,
for all T c Nj{i} such that T 9 6 0 and for all qR(T) E IR(T) there exists an allocation

sR(T u {i}). s e A- (T u {i}), such that

sjR(T
J qjR(T)
s,R(T U
U {·i})
{i}) 2,
R({i}) for all j e T,
This follows from restricting superadditivity to coalitions S =

{i}.

Secondly, for all

i E N, for all S C T C N {i} such that S 96 0 and S # T, for all PR(S) E IR(S), for all
qR(T) c IR(T) and for all rR(S U {i}) E IR(S U {i}) such that r j RCS U {i}) b pjR(S)
for all j GS, there exists an allocation sR(T u {i}), s f A-(TU {i}), such that

qjR(T)

sjR(T
{i})t,briRCS U {i}).
siRCT U
u {i})

for all j € T,

Finally. we call a cooperative game G with random payoffs marginal convex if and only if
all its marginal vectors AI" (G) belong to its core. This provides a sufficient condition for
the marginal value to belong to the core if each player has preferences that correspond
to linear

functions fb

Theorem 9.10 Let G be

a marginal convex game where all the functions f; are linear.
Then the marginal uatue belongs to the core C(G).

Proof. According to theorem 9.7 the core C(G) is a convex set. Because all the marginal
vectors belong to the core, so does their average, the marginal value.
0
If we consider other types of preferences then the marginal value need not belong to
the core of a marginal convex game. The example below illustrates this.

Example 9.11 Consider the game G = (N, (RCS))sES, ..4, (a,),EN) with N = {1,2,3},
R({1}) = R({2}) = R({3}) = 0, R({1,2}) = R({1,3}) = 12({2.3}) = 1 and R(N)U([2,3]), that is, R(N) is uniformly distributed over the interval [2,3]. The players 1
and 3 have expectation preferences and the preference relation of player 2 is represented
by the function

g(t) =

( t,

ISI= 2,

t,

l

S =N,t<0

,S =N, t 2 0

The core of this game,

p e J'(N). Pi 2 0, Pg 2 0, P3 2 0, Bpi + 128(P2)6 2 2,
C(G) = < PR(N) I

5pi + 5p3 2 2, 128(p2)6 » 5Pi 2 2
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consists of two disjoint sets in A- (N). It contains all the marginal vectors and therefore

this game is niarginal convex. Nevertheless, *"'(G) = (19/60,11/30.19/60).R(N). tile
marginal value. is not an element of the core since it belongs to both dom({1.2})and

dom({2,3}).

0

From the definitions it follows immediately that a coalitional-merge convex gaizie
is superadditive. If there exists a coalition S 0 0 such that In(S) = 0 then tile
game (N. (R(S))ses. A. (a, )ieN) is not superadditive by lemma 9.5 and hence it is riot
coalitional-Inerge convex. The following theorem states a similar result with respec·t ti)
marginal convexity.

Theorem 9.12

If

there ext.91.9 a coalition S with IR(S) = 0 then the game G is not

marginal convex.

Proof. Recall that

IR(S) = {pR(S) Ip e A*(S), p,R(S) t, R({i}) for all i € S}.
a coalition with IR(S) = 0 such that In(T) 0 0 for all coalitions T CS. Note
that S should contain at least two players since IR({i}) = {R({i})} 96 0 for all i e X.
Without loss of generality assume that S= {1,2..... s}. Let a b e a bijection on N such

Let S be

that 0(i) = i. We have

seen

before that the marginal vector M"(G) is defined by

Alf (G) = a,(37, R(N))R(N)
for all j<N where
r

1-1

k=1
17= 11 - rok(¥10,
R(P,")) R(Pi,)

If 17 4 j R({j}) for some j<s then Af;(G) 41 R({j}) because AI; (G) -j 1 7. Thiis
M'(G) ¢ I(G). Otherwise. if R bj R({j}) for all j<s then IRCS) =0 implies
that 67 4, R({ s}). From 112(G) -, 17 we obtain. once again. that Al«(G) 0 I(G).
Consequently, AI" (G) 0 C(G) since I(G) D C(G). We conclude that this game is Iiot
3
marginal convex.

Our definitions of convexity are not equivalent for cooperative ganies with random
payoffs, while the corresponding notions are equivalent for deterministic games. The
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relations between the three definitions are

as

follows:

coalitional-merge convex
4

individual-merge convex
4

marginal convex
The latter relation, individual-merge convex games are niarginal convex, is shown in the
next theorem.

Theorem 9.13 Let G be a cooperative game with random payofs. If it is individualmerge convex then it is ,marginal Convex.

Proof. Let G be

an individual-merge convex ganie and take a bijection o € 11(N).
Without loss of generality assume that a(i) = i for all i € N. Furthermore, let Z ,k be
an efficient allocation of Rt».) defned by

Zifk = a,(}7.17(4))12(Pf)

for i e Pf and k - 1,2,...,n Notice that Z"'n = Ma (G). We show that Ze,k is a
core-element of the subgame rk with player set Pf by induction on k.

If k=1 then it is clear that Ze,1 6 C(I'l). Next, assume that Z"·k E C(rk) for
k = 1,2,. . ,m-1 where msn. We have to prove that Za·m f C(rm). Consider a
coalition S C 11_ t· Then it follows from Z"'m-1 6 ((I'm-1) and Za'm -3 Z;.m- 1 for all
11%-1 that {Z;'™1Jes ¢ dom(S). Therefore, coalition S has no incentives to leave

je

the coalition Pm

Next, we show that the coalition S u {m} has no incentive to leave I;m if Za·m is
allocated. Let PR(S) E IR(S) be such that Ejes nj(pjRCS).R(Su {m})) is minimized.

Define Tj = a,(PJR(S). R(S u {m})) then rjR(S u {m}) -j pjR(S) for all j E S and
rm := 1 - Ejes rj is as large as possible. So, due to monotonicity of the preferences,
rmR(SU {m}) is the best payoff player m can expect when cooperating with coalition S.

lt.

Let T = P -1 and i - m, then Tu{i} =

Because Z"'™-1 f C(I ™-1) c I(I ™-1) and
a.me IR (T) Since the game G is individual-merge
I(rm-1) = IR(,111-1) it holds that Z
convex there exists an allocation sli'(It). s 6 21'(P ). such that
1

for j E Pi-1.

Z;.m-1

sjR(am)
b r„,R(S
SmR(lt) bm

U {m})
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From sjR(lt) k.j ZI'"'-1 -j Z;'"' = aj(1'7, R(lt))R(P, ) and from kj being monotonically increasing we derive sj 2 a,(17· R(lt)) for j E P -1· Thus

Sm =

1

-Esj
jes

< 1 -Eaj(1,7. R(PA)) = am(li, R(PA)),
jes

where the last equality holds because Z'•"' is an efficient allocation of R(Pi). So,
ZA„' bm s„,It(P, ). Together with smR(lt) 2™ TmR(S u {rn}) and transitivity we
obtain ZJAm Hm TmR(S U <m}). But we stated before that rmR(S U {m}) is the best
payoff player m can obtain when cooperating with coalition S. Therefore there exists no
individual rational allocation for coalition S U {m} that yields player m a strictly better
payoff then ZJ:m. Hence, coalition S U {m} has no incentive to part company with coalition P if Za'm is allocated. Consequently, we have that Z",™ c C(I'"'). Taking m=n
gives Afa (G) = Za'n

e ((rn) = C(G).

0

For deterministic convex games it is well known that each of its subgames has a

nonempty core. We can derive a similar result for games with random payoffs.

Theorem 9.14 Let G be

a cooperative game with random payoffs.
merge convex then alt of its subgames have a nonempty COT€.

Proof. If the game G

is

If it is individual-

individual-merge convex then each subgame Gs, S 40, is also

individual-merge convex. According to theorem 9.13 each subgame is marginal convex.
We conclude that all subgames have a nonempty core.
0
For two-person games all three types of convexity are equivalent. In particular it
holds that marginal convex games are individual-merge convex. The following example

shows that this need not hold for games with three or more players. Because coalitionalmerge convex games are by definition individual-merge convex, it follows immediately
from the next example that a marginal convex game also need not be coalitional-merge
convex.

Example 9.15 Consider the game G = (N. (R(S))scs, A. (ai),EN) with N = {1,2,3},

R({i}) = 0 for all i E N, R({1.2}) = 3, R({1,3}) = 2. R({2,3}) = 6
U([5,15]). All players

have quantile

and R(N)-

preferences with Bi = 0.1, 82 - 0.5 and 83 - 0.9.

The set of imputations is

I(G) = {PR(N)lp € A'(N), P, 2 0 for all i E N}
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and the core equals

C(G) = {PR(N) e I(G)1 6pi + 10P2 2 3. 6pi + 14 13 2 2,101 2 + 14;'3 2 6}.

Take al = (1,2,3). Then player 1 receives R({1}) = 0. Next, player 2 gets his marginal
contribution to coalition {1}. which is

(1 -al(R({1}),R({1,2})))R({1,2}) = (1-0)R({1,2}) = R({1,2}) =3.
Player

3

receives all that is left of R(N):

(1 - 01(R({1}),R(N)) - 02(R({1,2}),R(N))) R(N)

= (1-0- i )R(N) = R(N)
So, M"1 (G) = (0,3/10.7/10)R(N). In the same way all the other marginal vectors can
be calculated and it is easy to check that they all belong to the core.
However, this game is neither individual-merge nor coalitional-merge convex. Let
U={1},S={2} and T={2,3}. Then SuU={1,2} and T U U=N. Furthermore,
let p.12(S) = R({2}), q.12(T) = (1,0)R({2,3}) and rR(S U U) = (1,0)R({1,2}). Then
PR(S) c IRCS), because R({2}) 22 R({2}). qR(T) c IR(T), because R({2,3}) k2
R({2}) and 0 23 R({3}), and rR(S u U) E IR(S u U) satisfies 0 22 pR(S). If there
exists an allocation sR(T U U) = 312(N), s E A*(N),

such that

82R(N) 22 qYR(T) = R({2,3})

'hR(T)U= U)
0 = R({1,2})
< 83R(N)
SlR(N) titariRCS
then

t

6,91

23

St 2 1/2

1082

2 6

82 23/5

1433 2 0

< 53 20

But this implies that 81 + 82 + 33 2 1/2 + 3/5 +0>1, which is in contradiction to
s e A-(N).
O

It follows from the definitions that coalitional-merge convex games are individualmerge convex. One can easily see that the reverse relation will hold if the game has two
players. The following theorem shows the same result for games with three players.
Theorem 9.16 Let G be a cooperative game with ,·andom payofs and three players. If
the game is individual-merge Convex, then it is coatitional-merge convex.
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a three-person game that is individual-merge convex. First, we have

to show that the game is superadditive. For this, let S and T be two coalitions in N
such that S n T=0. Because there are only three players, we know that either S or T
consists of one player. Assume without loss of generality that S = {i} for some i E N.
Let pR(S) e IR(S), so, pR(S) = R({i}). Because the game is individual-merge convex,
it follows from theorems 9.12 and 9.13 that IR(T) 0 0. Let qR(T) e IR(T). Then there
exists an allocation

sR(T U {i}), s e A-(T u {i}),such that

sjR(T U
for all j E T.
s,R(T
u {i})
{i}) bti qjR({T})
R({i})
Hence, the game is superadditive.

Second, we have to show that the remaining condition of coalitional-merge convexity
is satisfied. Let U C N. If I Ul = 1 then this condition is equivalent to the second
condition of individual-merge convexity with U = {i} and thus it is satisfied. Next, if

U= {i,j} C N= {i,j.k} then there exist no coalitions S and T such that S C T C
N\U,S 96 0 andS#Thold. Consequently, there is nothing to check. If U=N then
there is also nothing to check. We conclude that the second condition of coalitionalmerge convexity is

satisfied.

0

In case of four or more players, we were neither able to prove that individual-merge
convex games are coalitional-merge convex nor could we find a counterexample. Hence,
at the moment this remains an open question.
Finally, we return to the example of a bankruptcy game in the previous section and
check if it satisfies any of the convexity concepts introduced in this section. Curiel et al.
(1987) showed that deterministic bankruptcy games are convex.

Example 9.17 Consider the same bankruptcy situation as in example 9.9. There we
noticed that Met (G) and M"2 (G) do not belong to the core. Hence this game is not
marginal convex and consequently it is neither individual- nor coalitional-merge convex.
However, if we change the preferences of the agents such that all players have expectation
preferences then the corresponding bankruptcy game in this example satisfies all the
convexity concepts.

0

9.5 Comparison with other models
As far as we know there are a few models of games where the payoff of a coalition may
be uncertain. Charnes and Granot (1973) introduce games in stochastic characteristic
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function form. These are games where the payoff to coalition S, V(S), is allowed to be
a random variable. The players are assumed to be risk-neutral. To allocate the payoff
of the grand coalition N to the players, the authors suggest a two-stage procedure. In
the first stage, so called prior-payoffs are promised to the agents. These prior-payoffs
are determined such that there is a relatively high probability that the promises can be
realized. In the second stage the realizations of the payoffs are awaited and, if necessary,
the prior-payoff vector has to be adjusted to this realization. Research on this subject was
continued in Charnes and Granot (1976, 1977) and Granot (1977). Sandsmark (1999)
applies this model to production games with random product prices, random resource
quantities and random linear production techniques.
The main differences with the model presented in this chapter are that here the
players need not be risk-neutral and the realizations of the payoffs cannot be awaited.
Ferndindez, Puerto and Zafra (2000) introduce cooperative games with random payoffs
for the coalitions. These random variables are compared by means of stochastic orders.
This implies the existence of partial ordered sets of random variables. In particular, not
all random variables can be compared whereas in our model they can.

In Suijs and Borm (1999) a different and more extensive model is studied. They
consider a set As of actions that coalition S can take. The stochastic value of this
coalition then depends on which action a C As is chosen and is denoted by XS(a). The
players may have all kinds of behaviour towards risk. This, however, is not the main
feature we like to stress. It is the fact that an allocation of XS(a) to the members of
coalition S is described as the sum of two parts. The first part is a monetary transfer
between the agents and the second part is an allocation of fractions of XS (a). Work on
this model was started in Suijs, Borm, De Waegenaere and Tijs (1999) and applications
can be found in Suijs, De Waegenaere and Borm (1998) and Suijs (1999).
Our model resembles the model of Suijs et al., but there are some major differences.

First, in the model of Suijs et al., a collection V(S) of stochastic payoffs is assigned to
each coalition S of agents. Each X e V(S) is a possible stochastic payoff to coalition S.
In our model, we assign a single random value R(S) to each coalition of agents. This
value contains all the information that the coalition knows about its payoff.
Second. allocations are defined differently. In the model of Suijs et al. allocations

are defined as follows. Let S be

a coalition of agents and let X E V(S) be a stochastic
payoff for this coalition. An allocation of X to the agents in S consists of a division of
nonnegative fractions of X to the agents and of deterministic transfer paynients between
the agents. The purpose of these transfer payments is that the agents compensate among

themselves for transfers of random payoffs. For example, a risk-averse agent who receives
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a large

fraction of X can be compensated by the other agents if they give him an adequate
positive amount of money.
In our model, allocations are defined as follows. Let S be a coalition of agents. An
allocation of the random value R(S) to the agents in S is a division of this payoff where
each agent receives a (possibly negative) multiple of R(S).

We see that the model of Suijs et al. only allocates fractions of stochastic payoffs
while our model allocates multiples of such payoffs. Finally, the model of Suijs et al.
allows for deterministic transfer payments while our model does not allow for this. In
specific applications these payments do not always seem very realistic. If one recalls the
second example at the beginning of section 9.1 about creditors claiming their money

from a firm that went bankrupt, then it

unlikely that the creditors will
decide upon deterministic transfer payments among themselves once the portfolio has
been distributed.
seems very

Chapter 10

Solutions for games with random
payoffs
10.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter we studied cooperative games with random payoffs and we came
across the marginal value, a first extension of the Shapley value. In this chapter, which

Tijs (200Ob) and Timmer (2000), we study the marginal
three other solutions for cooperative games with random payoffs. Two of

is based on Timmer, Borm and

value as well as

these three other solutions are also based on the Shapley value (Shapley (1953)), by ex-

tending different equivalent formulations, while the third one is based on the compromise
value for NTU games (Borm, Keiding, McLean, Oortwijn and Tijs (1992)).
The solutions that are extensions of the Shapley value are the marginal value, the
dividend value and the selector value. We study their properties and give two characterizations on subclasses of games. The first one is on the class of games where all players
have identical preferences of a specific 'linear' type. On this class of games with randoin
payoffs the marginal value, the dividend value and the selector value coincide. The sec-

ond characterization is on the class of one-person and two-person games, where again
the three solutions coincide. These two characterizations are based on characterizations
of the Shapley value for deterministic cooperative games by Young (1985), and by Myerson (1980), Hart and Mas-Colell (1989) and Ortmann (1998), respectively. Further. an
example shows that the solutions may all be different for general three-person games.
A fourth solution, the compromise value for cooperative games with random payoffs
is based on the compromise value for NTU games. In its turn, this latter value is an extension of the 7--value for TU games. The 7--value is a solution concept for quasi-balanced
161
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TU games introduced by Tijs (1981). It is a compromise between the utopia payoffs and
the minimal rights of the players. The compromise value value for compromise admissible NTU games. introduced by Borm et al. (1992). is defined in a similar way. These
utopia payoffs and minimal rights have several nice properties. First, if the core of the
game is nonempty then the utopia payoffs and the minimal rights provide upper and
lower bounds of the core. This implies that a TU or NTU game with a nonempty core
is quasi-balanced or compromise admissible, respectively. Finally, if all marginal vectors
of a TU game belong to the core then the minimal right of any player equals his individual payoff. For a survey of compromise values in cooperative game theory the reader
is referred to Tijs and Otten (1993). A general study can be found in Sdnchez-Soriano
(2000).

The compromise value for cooperative games with random payoffs is a compromise
between the utopia payoffs and the minimal rights, whose definitions are based on their

counterparts for NTU games. The properties of the utopia payoffs and minimal rights
are similar to those for TU and NTU games. For cooperative games with random payoffs
with a nonempty core and with a nonzero payoff for the coalition of all players, the core
is bounded by the utopia payoffs and the minimal rights. Consequently, such games are
compromise admissible. If all marginal vectors belong to the core of the game then every
player is indifferent between receiving his minimal right and receiving his individual
payoff. Furthermore, if all players have a special type of preference relation then the
compromise value is determined by the 7--value of a related TU game. Finally, we show

that the compromise value and the marginal value coincide on the class of one-person
and two-person games and give a characterization of the compromise value on this class
of games.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. The three solutions that are based
on the Shapley value are introduced in section 10.2. In section 10.3 their properties are
studied and characterizations are provided. The compromise value for cooperative games
with random payoffs is introduced in section 10.4. We show that the core is bounded
by the utopia payoffs and the minimal rights. In section 10.5 several properties of the
compromise value are presented. It is shown that the compromise value is determined
by the T-value of a related TU game if all the players use a specific type of preference
relation. That section is concluded by showing the coincidence of the compromise value
and the marginal value on the class of one- and two-person games. Finally, section 10.6

contains the proofs that are omitted in section 10.3.
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The Shapley value for deterministic cooperative games is a solution for which several
equivalent formulations exist. Based on these formulations we define three solutions for
cooperative games with random payoffs.

We start with some definitions. Let (N, v) be a cooperative game. Then Il(N) is
the set of allbijections a : {1,...,n} -+ Non N, 17= {0(k)lk 5 i}, i= 1,...,n, and
The marginal vector m«(v) is a vector in IRN that assigns to player 0-(i) receives
marginal
his
contribution to coalition Ill,

P -0.

mi(i)(v) = v('fi.) - 1,(P,0 1),

for i=1, . . . ,n. The Shapley value 0(v) is equal to the average of the marginal vectors:
0,(v) =

(n!)-1 X

m;'(v),

(10.1)

aer[(N)

for all i EN. Recall from section 9.3 that marginal vectors for cooperative games with
random payoffs are defined as follows. Let a € II(N) and G = (N, (R(S))sES, A, (a,),€N)·
Define YAi, = R({0(1)}),
r

player a(1) receives his individual payoff. Further,

,-1

L - Ia
k=i(k)(YAk),R(Ff)) R('Pf)
Pli,= 11

for i - 2, . . . ,n. 3 j) is the marginal contribution of player 0(i) to coalition
Recall the following assumption, assumption 9.8 in the previous chapter, concerning

zero payof&.

Assumption 10.1 If R(T) =0 for some coalition T c N then R(S) = 0 for all S C T,
S+0
This assumption is necessary to avoid situations where
(20(k)(YAk), R(17)) is not
defined, that is, where 1 k) 4 0 and R(P9) = 0. The marginal vector Af" (G) corresponding to the bijection a c II(N) is that allocation of R(N) where player i receives a
multiple of R(N) that he finds equivalent to ': Mia(G) = n:7(G)R(N) with
m; (G)

=

atiCT", R(N)),

for all ie N.
Recall that GN is the class of games (N, (R(S))sES, A. (a,),EN) with random payoffs
and with player set N that satisfy assumption 9.1. Let ZN be the class of games in GN
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that satisfy assumption 10.1. Also, let 'HN c GN. A solution for cooperative games with
random payoffs in WN is a function W on WN such that *(G) is an allocation pR(N) for
the game G E WN.

The marginal value *™ for cooperative games with random payoffs in ZN is introduced in the previous chapter. It is defined as the average of the marginal vectors:

*;r,(G) = (n!)-1 E 7,4(G) R(N)
aEI[(N)

for all players i f N.

A second formulation of 0(v) uses the per capita dividends ds(v) of a coalition S. as
introduced by Harsanyi (1959). These numbers can be calculated in a recursive way:
v(S),

f

ISI = 1,

ds(U) = <

l ISI-1 (VCS) - ZTEs ITId·r(v)) , ISI > 1.
Now the Shapley value of (N, v) can be written as

ds(v)

0,(v) = E

(10.2)

S:i€S

for all i EN. For

a

cooperative game with random payoffs G e ZN we define the per

capita dividend ds (G) of coalition S as follows:
f

R(s),

ISI = 1,

ds(G) = <
l ISI-1 1 - ETss EjET aj(dT(G), RCS)) RCS),
The per capita dividend of

a

ISI > 1.

one-person coalition is equal to its payoff. If S contains

more than one player then we start with its payoff R(S). Given a subset T of S, T 96 S,
we give each player j e T the per capita dividend dT(G) expressed as a multiple of R(S).
After we have done so for all sets T CS, T # S, we divide the remainder of R(S) by ISI

to obtain the per capita dividend. The dividend value *d is an extension of (10.2) and
is defined by

01(G) = Ls:ies
E a,(ds(G), 12(N)) R(N)
Player i receives the per capita dividends, expressed in
multiples of 12(N). of all the coalitions to which he belongs.
for all i E N and G e ZN.

A third formulation is given by Derks. Haller and Peters (2000) who show that the
Shapley value is the average of the so-called selector vectors. Define as(v) = ISIds(v),
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the dividend of coalition S. The function 7 : 21' \ {0} -+ N with 7(S) 6 S for all
coalitions S is called a selector function. The finite family of selector functions for games

with player set N is denoted by r(N).

The selector vector m-' (v) corresponding to

7 c r (N) is defined by

m1(v) = Z As(v)
S.7(S)-i

for all i € N, player i receives the dividends of those coalitions S for which 7(S) = i,
and we have for all i e N
0,(v)

=

113(N)1-1 E ml(v).
7Er(N)

For a cooperative game with random payoffs G c ZN define the dividend of coalition S,

As(G),by
f

As (G) =<

R(s),

ISI = 1,

r

l [1 - ETgs EjeT aj(AT(G)/17'1,12(S)) RCS), ISI > 1.

a one-person coalition S is equal to its per capita dividend,
namely R(S). For coalitions S with more than one player we take a subset T of S.
The dividend AT(G) is divided equally among the players in T. Player j e T receives

The dividend As(G) of

the amount 09(AT(G)/ITI, R(S))R(S), which is equivalent for him to AT(G)/ITI. The
dividend of coalition S is all that remains of R(S) after the dividends of the subcoalitions
T have been divided. The following lemma shows that the dividend As(G) is closely

related to the per capita dividend ds(G).

Lemma 10.2 As(G)

=

11Slds(G) for all games G f ZN and any coalition S.

Proof. Let G = (N, (R(S))sEs, ·'4, (Ch),EN) 6 ZN be a cooperative game with random
payoffs and let S be a coalition. We show by induction that As(G) = ISIds(G).
If S = 1 then As(G) = R(S) = ds(G) = ISIds(G). Now assume that dT(G) TldT(G) for all coalitions T with 1 5 IT' S k,k<I N I.
ISI =k + 1.We obtain

As(G) =

1 - X Zaj(.AT(G)/ITI,R(S)) R(S)
TgS jeT

=

1 - E Zaj(dT(G). R(S)) R(S)
TSS ET

= ISIds(G)

Let S b e a coalition with
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where the second equality follows from induction and the third equality from the defini-

O

tion of the per capita dividend ds(G).

The selector vector $17(G) is defined by AI' (G) = m (G)R(N) where

m7(G) = I ai(As(G),R(N)).
S:7(S)=i

The selector valtte *8 is the average of these selector vectors,

01(G) = Ir(N)1-1 X m7(G) 12(N).
7Er(N)

for alliEN and G E Z N
A first remark on these definitions is that a marginal vector need not be a selector
vector, as opposed to the case for deterministic cooperative games. Secondly, notice that
M,(G) need not be an efficient allocation of R(N) even if G is a game where all the
functions f; are linear. The example below illustrates this.

Example 10.3 Consider the game G = (N, (R(S))sES, A, (al),EN) where N = {1,2,3}
and the

payoffs are R({1}) = R({2}) = 0, R({3}) = 1, R({1,2}) = 2, R({1,3}) = 3,

R({2,3}) = 1 and R(N) - U([3,71).

Thus S = {{3},{1,2},{1,3},{2,3},N} and

A = {pR(S) IS € S, p E IR} by definition. .411 the players have quantile preferences and

Bi = 83 - 112, 82 - 1/4.
The dividends of the various coalitions are A{i} (G) = A{2} (G) = 0, A{3} (G) = 1,
A{1,2}(G) = 2, A{1,3}(G) = 2, 8{2,3}(G) = 0 and AN(G) = - 12(N). Consider the
selector function 7 defined by 7({i}) = i, i E N. 7({1,2}) = 7({1,3}) = 7(N) = 1 and

7({2,3}) = 2. Then

mZ(G) = at(21{i}(G),R(N)) + al(a{1.2}(G),R(N)) + 01(A{1,3}(G),R(N))

+ 01(AN(G),RIN))
= 0 + 2/5 + 2/5 - 1/20 = 3/4,

mj(G) = 02(A{2}(G),R(N)) + (12(A{2,3}(G),R(N)) =0+0=0 and for player 3
mi(G) = a)(A{3}(G), R(N)) = 1/5. The corresponding selector vector M.' (G) =
(3/4,0,1/5)R(N) is not an efficient allocation of R(N). In fact, all the 24 selector
vectors in this example are not efficient but the selector value is an efiicient allocation
of R(N) (this latter result is a corollary of theorem 10.7).
O
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10.3 Properties and characterizations on subclasses
of games
In this section we present properties of the marginal, dividend and selector values that
we introduced in the previous section. For two subclasses of games where the three
solution concepts coincide we provide characterizations of these solutions.
Let WN c GN be a set of games (N, (R(S))sES, A. (04),EN) with player set N. A
solution concept \P on 7£N

(i) is called e#cient if for all G f 'HN. *(G)

(ii)

=

pR(N) for some p c A' (N)

symmetric if for all G c 92.v, for all i, j E N such that ai = aj and
R(Su {i}) = R(SU {j}) for all S C N\ {i,j} we have */G) = \Pj(G).

is called

(lii) satisfies anonymity if for all G c WN and for all a € II(N) we have $(G") =
a'(4(G)) where G" = (N, (Ra(S))sES.,A", (a )*€N , Ra(o·(U)) = R(U), Sa =
{a(S)IS e S}, A' = {PR"(S) Ip € R., S e S"}, a (i) = a, and (0*(pR(N)))4w =

AR(N) foriEN and p e ]RN.
(iv) satisfies the null player property if for all G e 'HN, for all i E N such that R({i}) =
0 and R(S) = R(S \ {i}) for all coalitions S 96 {i} we have *,(G) = 0.
The three solutions satisfy most of these properties.

Lemma 10.4 The marginal vattle *™ and the dividend value *d are e,Oicient, symmetric, and they satisfy anonymity and the null player property on ZN. The selector value
*s is symmetric and satisjies anonymity and the nutt player properly on ZN

Proof. We only show the efficiency of *d. The remainder of the proof is left to the
reader.

Let G = (N, (R(S))Scsi A, (ai),EN) e ZN. The per capita dividend of coalition N is
dN (G)

=

1 - TSN
S SjeT
4(04(G), R(N)) 12(N).

By item 1 of theorem 9.2

a,(dN(G), R(N))

=

1131-1 1 - E E aj(d:r(G), R(N))
TSN *T
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for all i EN. Summing both sides over N gives

01(div(G),12(N)) =1-Z E aj(dtr(G),R(N)).
KN

TgN j€T

Rearranging terms leads to

E X aj(oil'(G),R(N)) =

1.

(10.3)

TCN jeT

Hence,

E Z a,(tls(G),R(N)) = E Za,(ds(G),R(N)) = 1
ENS:iES

SCN i€S

where the last equality follows from (10.3).
allocation of R(N).

We

conclude that *d(G) is an efficient
O

We introduce another property for solutions based on its counterpart for deterministic
cooperative games as defined in Young (1985).

(v) A solution concept W o n 'HN satisfies strong monotonicity if for all i E N and for
all games G, G' e 9(N such that Mi"(G) 2, Mf(G') for all o f Il(N) we have

91,(G) b \P,(G').
Here we assume without loss of generality that the domains of the preference relations

b and of

the

functions ai, i € N, can

be extended to include all possible individual

payoffs in both games. Now we have the following result.

Lemma 10.5 The marginal value *m satisfies strong monotonicity for alt games G e
EN where the flinctions f; are linear for alt i E N and S E S.

Proof. Let G = (N, (RCS))SES, A, (ai),EN) and G' = (N, (QCS))sES',AI, (ai)·i€N) be
games in ZN where all the functions f; are linear. Let i E N b e such that
Mia (G) 2, Mi" (G')

for all a. If R(N) = Q(N) = Othen $7(G) = 07(G')

(10.4)

-0

because *™ is an allocation

of the payoff for the grand coalition, which equals zero. Obviously, *in (G) ti *in(G')
because 0 2,O
Next, consider the situation where R(N) 0 0 and Q(N) 0 0. By definition, (10.4)
equals

0,(¥7, R(N))R(N) b, a,(17, Q(N))Q(N)
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for all bijections a on N where variables without (with) an accent refer to the game G
(G'). According to item 4 of theorem 9.2

ck,(li", R(N))/fl,(l) 2 n,(13", Q(N))/f.'4·(1)
for all o e II(N). This implies that

In!)-1 X a,(Pic=.R(N))/fi·(1) 2 (n!)-1 E ai(ls'i". Q(N))/ff;(1)
aE

I[ (N)

a€Il(N)

and once again by item 4 of theorem 9.2 we get

*;n(G) =

(n!)-1 Z 9(¥7· R(N)) R(N)
ae"(N)

Mi

(n!)-1 E 0,(17, Q(N)) Q(N) = *:n(G').
0€[1(N)

Similar reasoning shows that this result also holds if R(N) = 0 and 42(N) 0 0 or if

R(N) 9£ 0 and Q(N) = 0.

O

The following example shows that *™ need not satisfy strong monotonicity if one of

the functions f.4 is not linear.

Example 10.6 Consider the games G, G' e Z N with player set

N= {1,2} where G=

(N, (R(S))sES, A, (Oi),EN) and G' = (N, (QCS))scs,,A',(a,),EN)· Variables with accents

refer to the game G'. The payof s are such that R({ 1}) -1 itR(N), R({2}) -2 tj?(X).

Q({1}) -1 iSQ(N) and Q({2}) -2 tQ(N).
Let 01(1) = 1.01(2) = 2.02(1) = 2 and 02(2) = 1 be two bijections on N. The corresponding marginal vectors are Aim (G) = (1/10, 9/10)R(N), M02 (G) = (1/5,4/5)12(N),
ACM(G') = (1/10, 9/10)Q(N) and M"'(G') = (1/5.4/5)Q(N). The marginal values are
*m(G) = (3/20.17/20)R(N) and *™(G') = (3/20.17/20)Q(N).
We concentrate on player 1.

Let fl and fk be surjective. continuous and strictly

increasing functions such that

fi·(0) - 0. fi, (9) = 1/10. fi, (11) = 3/20. f.1(20) = 1/5 and
fit (t) = t/80 for all t e R
From assumption 9.1 and from fi·(9) = 1/10, fi}(8) = 1/10 and 9>8 i t follows that
Aff' (G) = RCK) Fl iti<2(.V) =.111a' (G').
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Similarly we obtain 34" (G) Fi .10(G'). Hence, Mir (G) » 1 .11Ir (G') for all a. On the
other hand, by assumption 9.1 and by fil (12) = 3/20, fi·(11) = 3/20 and 12 > 11

*i(G') = 3/204?(X) Mi 3/2012(.1.) = (Di(G)
We conclude that the marginal value does not satisfy strong monotonicity.

0

The selector value and the dividend value coincide for games where all the players

i EN

have linear functions JA.

Theorem 10.7 If G e ZN is a game where all the functions f.4 are linear then $'(G) =
*d(G).

Proof. Let G = (N, (RCS))scs, A. (a,)KN) E ZN bea game where fi is a linear function for all t e N and SES. From lemma 10.2 we know that As(G) = ISIds(G)
for all coalitions S. By the linearity of the functions ft and by theorem 9.2 we have
a,(As(G), R(N)) = ISIa,(ds(G), R(N)). We conclude that

01(G) =
=

ir(N)1-1 Z

X a,(As(G),R(N)) R(N)

7€I'(N) S:7(S)=i

Ir(N)1-1 Z

-

Z 'Sla,(ds(G), R(N)) R(N)

7€I'(N) S:7(S)-i

=

II'(N) 1-1SCN
Z IS lai(ds(G),R(N)) · 1 {7 € r(N) : 7(S) =i} 1 R(N)
ilr(N)11

=

I r( N) 1 - 1S:iES
X I S I a, (ds (G ), R ( N ) )'sl
· -1JR( N )

=

E ,€s
0,(ds(G),
Ls:

where the fourth equality

R(N)) R(N) = * (G).

follows from 7(S) 6 S.

0

A corollary of this theorem is that *' is an efficient solution for any game G E ZN
with linear functions fA.
Denote by GLIN the set of games G e GN with player set N where all the players

functions fh. The niarginal. dividend and selector
values coincide on the intersection of this class of games with Z
have identical preferences and linear

Theorem 10.8 For all G c GLIN n Z.V

we have

*m(G) = *d(G) = $'(G)
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Proof. Let G = (X. (R(S))SES, A. (4),ex) 6 GLIN n ZN. From theorem 10.7 we know
that *41(G) = $'(G). It remains to show that $"'(G) = *d(G).
If R(.X) =0 then *r(G) = 01(G) =0 for all i E N because both these values are
multiples of R(N) = 0.
If R(X) 96 0 then define f = ff icI Also. define a corresponding cooperative
game (X. u) by e(S) = 0 if R(S) = 0, 1,(S) = 1/fs(1) if R(S) 96 0 for all coalitions

S and t.,(0) = 0. Let a e II(.1-) be a bijection on N. We show by induction that
ma(G) = in"(t·)11,(N). For R({o·(1)}) 4 0

rn&(1)(G) = a«(1)(R({0(1)}),R(,·V)) = f,v(1)/f{„(1)1(1) = m5(1)(11)/1'(N)
where the second equality follows from item 3 of theorem 9.2. For R( {a(1)}) = 0 this
result also holds because a„(1) (0. R(N)) =0= nt&(1) (v)/v(N). Further,

42) - [1 - 00(1)(12({0(1)}),12(Pg))]

R(112)

- 1 - fp;(1)/»(1) R(Pf)
and so,

Tni(2) (G)

=

a"(2) (1612), R(N))

1 - fp. (1)/fp-(1) f (1)/fp.;(1)

= 1/fr;(1) - 1/fpr(1) f (1)
= (v(P;) - t.'(Pl")) r(N)
= mi(2)(u)/r(N)
for R(Pf) # 0. If R(Af) =

0 then

R(Pi) =O b y assumption 10.1 and m&(2)(G) =0=
same reason as above.
m (2) (v)/1,(N) holds for the
-

Now assume that }MA = Il
induction we obtain for R(Pil)

f pr (1) f pR,

(1)1

R(P,") for i=2. . . . ,k.k<n. Using

40

«k+1)
r

k

i=1
= .1 -Eck"(i)(
;A,).R(,Ff+1)3 .17(Pn'J
A-

=

1 - Ck„(1)(1 11), R(Pf+1)) - E (*„(,)(3'Zi), R(Pa+1)) R(pa+1)
1=2
k

1 - fet,(1)/fpr (1) - E Il - fp"(1)/fp,„ 1 (1)]fp„k+1(1)/fe (1) R(4+1)
i=2
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k

-

1 - fps,1 (1)/fpr(1) - E[fpr+1(1)/fp,„(1) - fpr-,1 (1)/fe-,(1)] 12(4+1)
i=2

- 1 - fp"+1(1)/fp.(1)] R(Pt+1),
and so,

mi(k+1)(G) = ao.(*+1)(.YJ k+1), 12(N))

=

1 -fp"+1 (1)/fp" (1) fN(1)/fp«+1(1)

= 1/fp"+1(1)-1/fp,(1) fN(1)
= (1,(Pk'+1) - 11(•Pf)) /1,(N)
= 771&(k+1)(v)/v(N).

If R(4+1) = 0 then U(k+11 = 0 because it is a multiple of .R(4+1)· Also, R(lte) = 0 for
all j f k t l b y assumption 10.1 and so mi(k+1)(G) -0- mi(k+1)(v)/v(N). We have
shown by induction that m"(G) = m"(v)/v(N)
Similar reasoning leads to 4(ds(G), R(N)) = ds(v)/v(N) for all coalitions S and
i ES. Thus we have

*;n(G) = (n!)-1 E mr(G) R(N) = (n!)-1 E m:(v)/v(N) R(N),
ERN)

9€II(N)

and by (10.1) and (10.2)

02(G) = 4(v)/v(N)R(N)

= FE
ds(v)/v(N) R(N)
Ls:,ES
= FE a,(ds(G),
LS:,ES

R(N)

12(N))

= 01(G)
for all players i EN.

0

Furthermore, there exists a characterization of these solution concepts on the class of
games GLIN n EN . This characterization is based on a characterization of the Shapley
value for cooperative games by Young (1985).

Theorem 10.9 The marginal value *m is the unique solution on GLIN n ZN that satisjies elliciency, symmetry and strong monotonicity.
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Proof. From the lemmas 10.4 and 10.5 it follows that *"' satisfies efficiency, symmetry
and strong monotonicity on GLIN n ZA.
To show the uniqueness, let * be a solution on GLIN n EN that satisfies efficiency.

symmetry and strong monotonicity. Let G = (N, (RCS))scs, A, (a,),EN) c GLIN n ZN
and let (N, v) be the corresponding cooperative game as in the proof of theorem 10.8.
By efficiency there is a p e A'(N) such that *(G) = pR(N) Define 0(v) = p,v(N) for

all ie N. This e is

a

solution on the class

SGN = {(N, v)It, 2 0, v(T) = 0 » v(S) = 0 for all Sc T}
of cooperative games. Further, 0 satisfies efliciency, synimetry and strong monotonicity
as defined for cooperative games by Young (1985). In section 10.6 we show that the
Shapley value 0 is the unique solution on SGN that satisfies efficiency. symmetry and
strong monotonicity. Hence, 10(v) =

0(v) and \11(G) = 0(v) 1'(N)· R(N) = *"'(G) if
v(N) 0 0. Ifv(N) =0 then R(N) =0.B y efficiency and symmetry \P, (G) =0= 07(G)
forallie N.

0

We will now turn our attention to games with random payoffs for which the functions
fb need not be linear. For this, denote the subgame of G = (N, (R(S))ses, ·A, ((ki),EN
restricted to coalition T by G,r = (T, (RCS))sEST, AT, (a,),ET) with Sr = {S E SIS c
T},AT = {PRCS) € AIS C T}. Let GN = UME,N\{0}GM be the class of games in GN and
all of its subgames. We define ZN similarly. A sixth property for solutions on 'HN C GN
is based on the balanced contributions property for deterministic cooperative games by
Myerson (1980).

(vi) A solution \P on 'HN is said to have balanced contributions if for all games G f 'HN.
for all coalitions T C N and for all i, j €T, i 96 j, we have

ai('Pi(GT), R(T))- 4(*,(GT\{A),R(T))
= aj(\Dj(GT),R(T))- aj(\Dj(GT\{i}), R(T))
We have the following results concerning two-person games.

Lemma 10.10 If G e Z.4 is

a

two-person game then *m(G) = *d(G) = $'(G)

solutions have balanced contributions on ZN for N with INI = 2.

These
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Proof. Let G = (N, (R(S))sEs, A. (ai):EN) E ZN be a two-person game and assume
that N = {1,2}. If R(N) = 0 then R({l}) = R({2}) =Obyassumption 10.1. Forany
of the two bijections o on N

Al&(1) = a„(1)(R< 0(1)}),R(N))R(N) = 00(1)(0,0)1 (N) =1· R(N)
MA,) - (1 - 00(1)(0,0))R(N) =O R(N)
and the average of these marginal vectors is $™(G) = (1/2,1/2)R(N) = (0,0). In a
similar way one can show that *d(G)
0'(G)
(0,0) because these are also multiples

of R(N) = 0.
Now assume that R(N) 0 0. Let 01(1) = 1, al (2) = 2, 02(1) = 2 and 02(2) = 1. The
corresponding marginal vectors are

Me(G) = (01(12({1}),R(N)),1 - al(R({1}),R(N)))R(N)
M"2(G) = (1 - 0(R({2}),R(N)), c¥2(R({2}). R(N)))R(N)
and the marginal value equals

$™(G) = (l tat(R({1}),R(N)) -a2(R({2}). 12(N)),
1 - 0 (R({1}),R(N)) + a2(R({2}).R(N)))12(N).
The per capita dividends are d{,}(G) = R({i}), i = 1,2, for the one-person coalitions
and for the grand coalition div (G) = (1 -al (12({1}), R(N)) -a2(R({2}), R(N))) R(N).
Therefore

01(G) = (al(d{1}(G), R(N)) + 01(div(G),R(N))) 12(N)

= Cati(R({1}),R(N))

+ (1 -al(R({1}).R(N)) - 02(R({2}),R(N)))) R(N)
=

(1 + 01(R({1}), R(N)) - 02(R({2}),R(N)))12(N)= *i(G)

and similarly *4(G) = *2(G)
There are two selector functions. namely 71 and

72

defined by 71({i}) - 72({i}) = i,

i e N, 71(N) = 1 and 72(N) = 2. The dividends are A{,} (G) = R({i}), i = 1,2, and
AN(G) = (1 - 0 (R({1}),12(N)) - a2(R({2}).R(N)))R(N). This leads to

mil (G) = al(A{i}(G),R(N))+ 01(AN(G),R(N))

= 0(R({1}).R(N))+1 - al(R({1}),R(N)) - 02(R({2}).R(N))
= 1 - a2(R({2}),R(N)),
m 1 = 0'2(3{2}(G),12(N)) = 02(R({2}),12(N)) and so, 4171(G) = Me (G). Analogously, MN (G) = M«' (G). We conclude that the selector value *s (G), the average
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of the selector vectors. coincides with the marginal value *m (G), the average of the
marginal vectors.

Finally, we check balanced contributions for the two-person game G (for one-person
games there is nothing to check). By efficiency *r'(G{,}) = R({i}) for i = 1,2. Then

01(07(G), R(N)) - al($7(Gfi}), R(N))

= (1 +01(R({1}),R(N)) -a2(R({2}),R(N)))- 01(R({1}),R(N))
= (1 -al(R({1}),R(N)) -a2(R({2}),R(N)))
- c¥2(07(G), R(N)) - a2(*;'(G{2}).R(N))
We conclude that *"' has balanced contributions on ZN, INI = 2.

0

Moreover, we have the following characterization, which is inspired by Hart and
Mas-Colell (1989) and Ortmann (1998).

Theorem 10.11 The marginal value *m is the unique solution on ZN, IN I = 2, that is
ellicient and has balanced contributions.

Proof. Let INI = 2. By definition, *m is efficient and from lemma 10.10 it follows that
*m has balanced contributions on ZN
To show the uniqueness, let \P be a solution on ZN that is efficient and has balanced
contributions. If G e ZN is a one-person game then *(G) = *m(G) because of efficiency.

Let G = (N, (R(S))SEs, A, (a,),EN) E 2N be a two-person game. By efficiency there
exists a vector p = (Pl,1'2) E A-(N) such that *(G) = 01, P,) R(N). Next to this, 4
has balanced contributions:

01(\Pl(G),R(N)) -ai(\Di(G{1}), R(N))

= a2(*2(G),12(N)) - 02(*2(G{2}), R(N)).
= (Pl,P'2)R(N) this
By efficiency *,(G<,)) = R({i}) for i EN. Together with \P(G)
gives

pi - al (12({1}),R(N))= 1)2- 02(R({2}),R(N)).
Using pi + /2 = 1 leads to

2Pt =14-01(R({1}),R(N)) - <12(R({2}),R(N))
from which we conclude that W (G) = *m (G).

0

Of course, this characterization also holds for the dividend value and the selector
value. as lemma 10.10 indicates. For three-person games, the three solutions can all be
different. as the example below shows.
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Example 10.12 Let G = (N, (R(S))sEs, A, (a,),EN) E ZN be the three-person game
as in example 9.11 with N = {1,2,3}, R({i}) = 0 for all i E N, R(S) = 1 if ISI = 2 and
R(N) - U([3,7]). The players 1 and 3 have expectation preferences and for player 2 we
have

f t,

g(t) =
l

ISI= 2,

it,
S =N, t< 0,
42, S -N, t 2 0

For this game the three solutions are

*m(G) = (19/60,11/30,19/60)R(N),
*d(G)

-

(7/15 -

12-1/6

1/15 +

25/6,7/15 -

2-1/6)R(N),

06(G) = (7/15 - 2-1/6,17/30 - 2-1/6,7/15 - i2-1/6)R(N).
Notice that the selector value is not efficient. Further, 01(G) = 01(G) for i = 1,3. This
is due to the fact that both the players 1 and 3 have expectation preferences and so,
linear functions f'. The inequality 06(G) 4 * (G) results from the preferences of player
2, where A{1,2}(G) - 1 -2

R(N) and d{1,2} (G) = 1/2 -2 2-7/612(N), but

a2(A{1,2}(G),R(N)) =1/2 <2-1/6 -202(d{1,2}(G),R(N))

although A{1,2} (G) = 2d{1,2}(G).

10.4

0

The compromise value

The compromise value for cooperative games with random payoffs is an extension of
the compromise value for NTU games, which in its turn is an extension of the T-value
for cooperative TU games. The latter two values are introduced and studied in Borm,

Keiding, McLean, Oortwijn and Tijs (1992) and Tijs (1981), respectively. These values
are a compromise between utopia payoffs and minimal rights.
Let G = (N, (RCS))sES,-4, (aJKN) bea cooperative game with random payoffs and
let ie N. Suppose player i proposes the efficient allocation pR(N). It seems reasonable

to assume that the players j#i will approve of this proposal if PiR(N) tj R({j}) and
if PN\{, R(N) 0 dom(N {i}) Therefore, the largest individual payoff that player i may
expect when cooperating with coalition N \ {i} is Ki(G)R(N) where

Ba € RN\{,} : Ej€N\{i aj t t -1;
aR(N) ¢ dom(N {i}): ajR(N) 21•j R({j}), j#i

Ki (G) = sup t € Iii
I
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The payoff K,(G)R(N) is called the utopia payof to player i. Attention will be paid
only to games G with K,(G) E R.

If player i is a member of coalition S then any player j € S {i} will not object against
an efficient allocation of R(S) in which he is better off than receiving his utopia payoff.
Hence. the players j e S\ {i} will not disagree if player i claims his part r(S. i.)R(S) of
such an allocation where

r(S, i) =sup t e IR. IajRCS)
Ela € Rs\{,}
: Ejes\{, aj +t=l;{i} j
*J Kj(G)R(N).jeS\
The remainder of i in S, p(S, i), is the remainder

rlS, i)R(S) expressed as a multiple of

R(N):

p(S, i) = a,(r(S. i)12(S),R(N))
The largest of these remainders of player i determines his minimal right k,(G)R(N)
where

k,(G)=max p(S, i)
S:ZES

We restrict ourselves to games G with ki (G) c R for all players i.

shows that this condition is satisfied for all games with

The lemma below

R(N) 00

Lemma 10.13 For any G f GN with R(N) 4 0 it holds that K,(G) < oo and k,(G) € R

for allieN.
Proof. Let G e GN be

K,(G) = sup

a

cooperative game with random payoffs and R(N)

40

First,

Ba e IRN\{i} : EjeN\{i aj + t = l;

t€I R aR(N) 0 dom(N \ {i}); aj,12(N) tj R({j }). j 0 i

5 sup <t E R ajR(N
Ba E RN\{,}
: Ej€N\{i
) bj R({j}),
j#i aj +t=1;
<

00,

where the last inequality follows from R(N) 4 0.
Second, let S be a coalition of players. If RIS) 4 0 then r(S. i) C IR and consequently

p(S, i) e ]R. If R(S) = 0 then r(S. i) = -oc and p(S, i) = a, (-00 · 0, R(N)) = O since
12(N) 00. Weconclude that ki(G) = maxs:ies PCS, i) e IR.
0
A game G is called compromise admissible if K,(G), k,(G) € IR for all i € N.

k,(G) S K,(G) for all i€N. and I k,(G) 5 1 5 K,(G).
i€ N

EN
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Hence, in a compromise admissible game the utopia payoff of a player is larger than
his minimal right and there exists an efficient allocation of R(N) situated between the
allocation of utopia payoffs and the allocation of minimal rights. Denote by CAN the set

of all compromise adniissible games G E GN.
The compromise value *C on CAN is the unique efficient allocation between the
minimal rights and the utopia payoffs.

*C(G) = (k(G) + 7(K(G) - k(G))) R(N),
where 0 5 7 5 1 is the unique real number such that k(G) + 7(K(G) - k(G)) e A'(N)

Example 10.14 Consider G = (N. (RCS))sEs, A. (ai),EN) E GN where N= {1,2,3}.
The payoffs to the various coalitions are R({1}) = 0, R({2}) = 1, R({3}) = 0,

R({1.2}) = 4. R({1.3}) = 1. 17.({2,3}) = 3. and R(.V) - U( 4.81). Thus S =
{{2}. {1,2}, {1.3}. {2.3}. N} and A = {PR(S)Ip E 111, S € S}
Player 1 has expectation preferences and the players 2 and 3 have quantile preferences

with 32 = 19·3 =

1

/4. Then
Ba e

111{2,3}:a2 +a a t t=1:

I i(G) = sup t e R aR(N) 0 dom({2,3}); ajR(N) 23 R({j}), j - 2.3

= sup (t e R 3ae IR{213}:t=l-a2- a);
C12 +a 3 2 3/5: a221/5. a320 J
= 2/0

and similarly, IG(G) = 5/6 and Ki(G) = 3/10. For player 2 we have r({2}. 2) = 1,

r({1.2}.2) = sup{t < 11113<, CIR: att= 1; aR({1.2})»t iR(N)}
= sup{te Rga €R: t=1-a: a> 3/5}
=

2/5.

r({2.3}, 2) = 1/2. and ,·(X, 2) = 3/10. The remainders for player 2 are

p({2},2) = 02(r({2}.2)R({2}),R(N)) = 1/5.
p({1.2}.2) = 8/25. p({2.3}. 2) = 3/10 and p(X. 2) = 3/10. Thus. the minimal right for
player 2 is k2(G)12(N) where

k·2(G) = max{l/5. 8/25. 3/10. 3/10} = 8/25.
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In a similar way we obtain kl (G) = 0 and k3(G) = 0. The game G is compromise
admissible and

*'(G) = (102/455, 79/130, 153/910) R(N)
is the

compromise value.

0

It is known for TU and NTU games that the minimal rights and utopia payoffs are
lower and upper bounds, respectively, for the nonempty core of the game (cf. Tijs alid
Lipperts (1982) and Borm et al. (1992)). This result extends to cooperative games with

random payoffs.

Theorem 10.15 If G e GN with R(N) 00 and C(G) 0 0 and ifpR(N) e C(G) then
k,(G) 5 p, 5 K,(G) for all players i e N.
Proof. Let G e GN be a game with R(N) 0 0 and C(G) 0 0. Let PR(N) € C(G) and
let i EN. By definition of the utopia payoff and by ajR(N) kj .12({j}) if and only if
aj,12(N) ¢ dom({j}), it follows that
Ki(G) 2 sup <t e IR I

Ba € RN\{i} : (a, t) e 3'(N):

(a. t)sR(N) ¢ dom(S) for all S c N. S 4 0
= sup{t f R.13a c IRA'\{,} : (a, t)R(N) f C(G)}
2 pi,

where (a, t) is shorthand for the vector (al,·..,ai-l,t, a,+1,···,an)in IRA'.
Next, let coalition T. i e T. be such that k,(G) = p(T, i). If T = {i} then k, (G) =
p({i},i) = a,(R({i}),R(N)) where the second equality follows from the definition of

p({i}, i). Becaus pR(N) e C(G) c I(G) we have
According to assumption 9.1 this implies p, 2 k,(G)

piR(N) t, R({i}) -i k,(G)R(N).

Otherwise, T \ {i} 96 0. Suppose that k, (G) > p'. Then there exists an Ei > 0 such
that ki(G) > Pi + 4 According to assumption 9.1 (pi + E,)R(N) Ki ki(G)R(N) -i

r(T. i)R(T) and there exists an 4 > 0 such that
(pi + 2,)R(N) -4

(r(T. i) - E;)R(T).

By definition of r(T, i) there exists a vector & e IRT\{,} satisfying E
j€T\{i} dj + r(T, i) 2, = 1 and ajR(T) *j Kj(G).R(N) for all j E T j {i}. Now we have

(r(T. i) - 4) 17(T)-, (p, + E,)R(N) »i P,12(N)
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and from Kj (G) 2 pj

8,R(T) *j K1(G)R(N) 2jpjR(N)
for all j €T {i}. This implies that prR(N) c dom(T), which is

in contradiction to

pl?(N) 6 C(G). We conclude that ki(G) S pi.
Example 10.16 Consider the game in example 10.14. There

0
we calculated

K(G) =

(2/5,5/6,3/10) and k(G) = (0.8/25,0). The nonempty core of this game is

C(G) = pR(N) I P€
5P3 2 3 P 3 2 0, 6Pi + 51)224,
2 +p221/5,
5. 0,
1, 2
+ Sp3 2 Pi
6Pl21.(N).
It is easy to check that k(G) Sprl K(G) for all PR(N) c C(G).

0

An immediate consequence of theorem 10.15 is that any game G with a nonempty
core and with R(N) 76 0 is compromise admissible.

Lemma 10.17 If G e GN with R(N) 96 0 and C(G) 4 0 then G f CAN.

Proof. Let G c GN be a game with R(N) 0 0 and C(G) 36 0. Let PR(N) c C(G).
According to theorem 10.15, k,(G) 5 pi 5 K,(G) for all i E N. Hence, 4(G) 5 Ki(G)
for all players i. Because PR(N) is an element of the core C(G) we know that p e A-(N)
and so,

Ek,(G) s Ep, =1 5 EK,(G).
EN

ieN

ZEN

Further, by lemma 10.13. K,(G) < 00 and ki (G) e IR for all i EN. Together with
p, 5 K,(G) this results in K,(G) e IR for all i € N. The game G is compromise

admissible.

0

Another result for deterministic cooperative games is that the minimal right of any
player is equal to his individual payoff if all the marginal vectors belong to the core of
the game. This result is based on the fact that for cooperative games where for sonle
player i specific marginal vectors belong to the core. the minimal right of this player is
equal to her individual payoff. A

si i Iiilar

result holds for cooperative games with random

payoffs.

Theorem 10.18 If G € CAN nz,v and iffor some player i it holds that M"(G) e C(G)
for all a e Il(X) with 0(1) = i. the.,i A·,(G) = (1,(R({i}). R(N))

10.5 Properties of the compromise value
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Proof. Let G e CAN nZN and i€N b e such that M'(G) € C(G) for all a € Il(N) with
0(1) = i. Let a E Il(N) be a bijection on N with 0(1) = i. By definition of a marginal
vector

AIAL)(G) -((i) R({0(1)})

Since 0(1) = i this reduces to AI,"(G) ...i R({i}) and

SO,

Al,"(G) = a,(R({i}), R(N))R(N)

(10.5)

From G e CAN and from assumption 10.1 we obtain R(N) 96 0 since the game with
R(S) = 0 for all coalitions S is not an element of CAN. Then by theorem 10.15,
k,(G) S p, for all pR(N) in the core C(G). In particular, M'(G) 6 C(G) and together
with (10.5) this implies k,(G) 5 a,(R({i}), R(N))
On the other hand,

k,(G) = w,ajp(S. i) 2 p({i}. i) = 9(R({i}), R(N))
We conclude that ki(G) = 9(R({i}), R(N)).

0

Consequently, if for a game G e C.AN all marginal vectors belong to the core then
k,(G) = a,(R({i}). R(N)) for all i EN. Player i is indifferent between his individual
payoff R({i}) and the minimal right 4(G)12(N)

10.5 Properties of the compromise value
In this section we present several properties of the compromise value. We show that
for a special class of games the compromise value is determined by the T-value of a
corresponding deterministic cooperative game. Further, the compromise value coincides

with the marginal value on the class of one- and two-persori games.
A solution concept \D on CAN is called

(i) ellictent if for all G e CAN, *(G) = PR(N) for some p € A'(N).
(ii) individual rational if for all G e CAN and for all i e N, \Di(G) 2,12({i}).

(iii) anonymous if for all G f CAN and for all a e II(N) wc have *(Ga) = a'(\It(G))
where G" = (N, (R'(S))SES.· Ae. (a:),EN). R"(0(U)) = R(U), S' = {cy(S)IS c
S}, A" = {PR'(S)lp € ]R, S e S"}, a&(i) = ci, and (0-(PR(N)))0(i) = piR(N) for
i e N and pC RN.
(iu) weakly proportional if for all G E CAN with k(G) = 0, $(G)
K(G)R(N)

is

proportional to
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(r) Symmetric if for all G e CAN. and for all i.j € N such that a, = aj and R(S u
{i}) = R(S u {j}) for all S C X\ {i,j}. \D,(G) = *3(G).

(ti) strongly symmetric if for all G e CA'1' and for all i.j€N with k,(G) = kj(G) and

A-,(G) = Kj(G), *,(G) = *j(G).
The compromise value satisfies these properties.

Lemma 10.19 The compromise vattle *c on CAN is ellicient, individual rational. anonymous, weakly proportionat, symmetric and strongly symmetric.

Proof. We only show that *c is individual rational and symmetric on CAN. The remainder of the proof is left to the reader.
Let G f CAN be a compromise admissible game and let i e N. First,

4(*:(G), R(N)) = k,(G)+7(K,(G)-k,(G))
2 ki(G) 2 P({i},i)=a,(R({i}), R(N))
and so,

*f (G) bi a,(R({i}).R(N))R(N) -, R({i})
The compromise value is individual rational.

Next, let i, j f N be such that a, = aj and R(S U {i}) = R(S u {j}) for all

S c N\{i, j}. Then K,(G) = Kj(G) and r(SU{i},i) = r(SU{j}. j) for all S c N\{i, j}.

This implies that r(T,i) = r(T,j) for all T c N with {i,j} C T. Consequently,
k,(G) = kj (G). It follows from the definition of *c that $,c(G) = 05(G). The compromise
value is symmetric.

0

For games in GLIN nCA , where GLIN is the class of games in which all the players
have linear functions A. and identical preferences, the compromise value *c and the Tvalue are closely related. Before we can present this resiilt. we int.roduce the T-value of a
deterministic cooperative game. Let (N, 1) be such a game. The utopia payoff for player

i e N is
A,I,(r) = v(N) - v(N \ {i})

(10.6)

and the minimal right for this player is defined by

m,(v) =S:iES
max <v(S)j€-S\{11
Z Mj(v)

(10.7)
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The game (N, v) is called quasi-balanced if

m(v) S M(v) and Sm,(u) 5 v(N) 5 Z M,(u).
ON

(10.8)

iEN

For quasi-balanced games (N, v) the ·r-value is def ned by

7-(v) = m(v) + 8(Af(v) - m(v))

(10.9)

with 0 5 6 51 such that ,EN T,(v) = v(N).
Let G e GLIN nCAN and define fs = f; for all S E S, i E N. Define the cooperative
game (N, u) corresponding to G by

S ¢ S,

UCS) = < 4

l 1/fs(1), ses,

and v(0) = 0. The 'r-value of this game determines the compromise value of G.

Theorem 10.20 If G e GLIN n CAN is such that R(N) 4 0 and the corresponding
TU game (N, v) satisfies v(N \ {i}) 2 j€N\{i} v({j}) for all i EN, then *c(G) =
7-(v)/v(N) · R(N)

Proof. Let G e GLINACAN bea game with R(N) 4 0. Let (N, u) be the deterministic
cooperative game corresponding to G with

v(N \ {i}) 2 E v({j}) for all i c

N.

(10.10)

je N\{i}

The utopia payoff for player i e N i s K,(G)R(N) with

K,(G)

=
=

R

Ba e ]RN\{i} : Ej€N\{,3 aj +t=l;
ajR(N) bj R({j}), j 9,6 i
aR(N) ¢ dom(N \ {i});

suplteR

Ba e RN\{i} : t -1- EjeN\{i}a
j;
Ej#, ajv(N) 2 t,(N\{i}); ajv(N) 2 0(<j ),j ti

sup t €

= 1 - u(N \ {i})/u(N)

= M,(u)/u(N),
where the second equality uses lemma 9.6 and the third and fourth equality follow from

(10.10) and (10.6), respectively. Because G is compromise admissible, R({i}) 2 0 and

R(N) 4 0 we have

Ki(G) 2 ki(G) 2 P({i}, i) = 9(R({i}). R(N)) 2

0.

(10.11)
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Further, if R(S) 76 0 then

r(S, i) = sup <t€I R 3a e IRS\{'} : Ijfs\{i} (5 +t=1; 1
ajR(S) »j Kj(G)R(N), j E S {i} J
=

Ba E 1Rf\{i} :t= 1-r.
L-,jeS\{i} aj;

sup t€IR aje,(S) > At(t'), j E S j fil

= 1- E Mj(v)/v(S)
j€S\{i}

= v(s)-j€S\{,"}
Z

Mj(v)

lucs,

and the remainder of i in S equals

p(S, i) = a,(r(S, i)R(S), 12(N)) = <v(S) - E Mj(v) /v(N).
j€S\{i}

If R(S) = 0 then

fla e IRS\{'} : SEs\{23 aj + t=1;
r(S, i) = sup <t f IR aj ·0=0»j Kj(G)R(N),jeS\
I

=

1

{i} f

SUP 0 = -00.

The set over which the supremum is taken, is empty because, by (10.11), Kj(G) 2 0
which implies Kj(G)R(N) b 0 for all j E N. Thus,

p(S, i) = a,(-00.0, R(N)) =0 5 p({i},i) 5 k,(G).
Further, R(S) = 0 implies u(S) = 0 and so,

v(S) - E Mj(v) = - E Mj(v) 5 0 5 1,({i}) 25 m,(v).
j€S\{i}

jes\{,}

Hence, the remainder p(S. i) will not determine the minimal right

if R(S) = 0. Now the

minimal right k,(G)R(N) is determined by

4(G)=W,%PCS, i)=le,ps <v(S)- E
j€S\{i}

Mj(v) /v(N) = mi(v)/v(N),

where the last equality follows from (10.7).
The game G is compromise admissible and therefore k(G) S K(G), which is equiva-

lent to m(v) 5 M(v) Second, Ei€N k,(G) 5 1 ELEN K, (G)

is

equal to ,EN mi(v) 1
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1.'(N) 5 E,EN M,(v). According to (10.8), the game (N. 1,) is quasi-balanced. Finally,
the compromise value is defined by

*C(G) = (k(G) + 7(K(G) - k(G))) R(N)
where 0 5 7 5 1 i s such that k(G) + 7(K(G) - k(G)) e 21- (N). But then
E (m,(v) + 7(Mi(t·) - mi(v))) = 1,(N),
iGN

by (10.9) 7-(v) =m(v) + 7(AI(v) - m(v)) and *c(G) = r(v)/v(N)· R(N).

0

After this specific attention for games in GLIN n CAN we will turn our attention to
games in CAN = UMCN,M#0CAM, the class of games in CAN and all of their subgames,
with I N I=2. For this class of games we want to compare the compromise value with
the marginal value. Notice that we can do so because the existence of the marginal value

is guarenteed by CAN C ZN for INI = 2; any game G f CAN satisfies assuniption 10.1.

Theorem 10.21 *C(G) = 0"'(G) for all G e DiN, INI = 2.
Proof. It is obvious that *C(G) = *"'(G) for one-person ganies G E CAA Next,
let G = (N, (RCS))sES, A, (ai), N) c CAN be a two-person game and assume that
N = {1.2}. Notice that R(N) 96 0. Then
Ki (G) = sup{t e IR.13a2 6 1 1 1:a 2+t=1; a211'(N) 22 17({2})}

= Sup{1 - a'21(12 2 c„(R({2}). R(N))}

= 1 -a,(R({2}),R(N)).
Similarly, IG(G) =1- at(R({1}), R(N)). Calculating the remainders results for player
1 in r({1}. 1) = 1, p({1}, 1) = 0:1(12({1}).R(N)) and
p(N, 1) = r(N, 1)

= sup{t 6 IR13a2 E R:a 2 +t=1: a21 (N) »2 A.2(G)R(N)}
= sup{l - a21(12 > A.2(G)}

= 1-K2(G)=al(R({1}).R(N)).
max{p({1}, 1), p(N, 1)} = al(R({1}), RC X))
In a similar way. k2(G) = 02(R({2}), R(N)). Easy calculations show that
The minimal right for player 1 is kl (G)

=

*C(G) = (1 + 0(R({1}),R(N))- „2(R({2}),R(N)),
1 - 0 (R({1}).R(N)) + a2(·R({2}),R(N))) R(N)
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In the proof of lemma 10.10 it is shown that

$"'(G) = (1 + ni(R({1}). R(N)) - a· (R({2}),R(N)),
1 - al(R({1}).R(N)) + a2(R({2}),R(N)))R(N),
which coincides with the compromise

value.

0

In section 10.3 we characterized the marginal value on ZN with INI = 2 as being
the unique efficient solution that has balanced contributions. These properties also
characterize the compromise value on CA: INI -2.

Theorem 10.22 The compromise value *c is the unique solution on CAN with INI = 2
that is ellicient and has balanced contributions.

Proof. This result follows froni theorem 10.21 and from noting that theorem 10.11 also
holds for *™ on A.
0
If we consider games with more than two players, then the compromise value and the
marginal value may be different, as is shown in the example below.

Example 10.23 Consider the game in example 10.14. Let (i. j. k) denote the bijection
o € Il(N) with 0(1) = i, 0(2) = j, and 0(3) = k. Then
M(1,2,3}(G) = 61(1,3,2)(G) = (0,4/5,1/5)12(N),
M(2,1,3}(G) = (1/2,1/5, 3/10)12(N),
and so on. The average of the six marginal vectors is

$™(G) = (11/45.103/180,11/60)R(N),
which is unequal to the compromise

value.

0

This example shows that we cannot use the characterization of the marginal value on
GLIN n ZN. as in theorem 10.9. to obtain a characterization of the coiIipromise value

on GLIN n CAN. A second possibility would be to search for a characterization of the
compromise value with the help of the ·r-values of related cooperative games (N, u). One
of the assumptions on the payoffs is that R(S) 2 0 for all coalitions S. This implies
1,(S) 2 0. the game (N. v) is nonnegative. As far as we know there does not exist a
characterization of the T-value on the class of nonnegative TU games or on any subclass
thereof. Hence, it remains an open question whether there exists a characterization of
the compromise value on GLI' n CA v or on some other subclass of CA

10.6 Proofs

10.6
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In this section we provide a characterization of the Shapley value on the class of cooperative games SGN = {(N, v)Iv 2 0, v(T) = 0 4 1,(S) = 0 for all S c T}. This
characterization is used in the proof of theorem 10.9 and it is inspired by the characterization of the Shapley value on the class of superadditive games by Young (1985).

Let CN be a set of cooperative games with player set N and let 0 be

a

solution

concept on CN, that is, 0(v) E IRN for all u E CN. Then 4 satisfies

(a) e#iciency if E,€N *(v) = v(N) for all v G CN
(b) symmetry

if for all i, j E N such that v(SU{i}) = u(SU{j}) for all SCN\{i,j}

(i and j are symmetric players) we have V.·,(u) = tbj(v) for all v e CN

(c) strong monotonicity if for all i E N and u. it, G C N such that v(S U {i}) - v(S) 2

u,(S U {i}) - u,(S) for all S C N, i ¢ S, we have 4(v) 2 4(111).
Theorem 10.24 The Shaptey value 0 is the unique solution on SGN that satisfies e,Oiciency, symmetry and strong monotonicity
In the proof of this theorem we need a lemma that we present below. First, we
introduce some definitions. Let the game (N, u,r) be the so-called unanimity game defined
by

uTCS) = < 0,
1, otherwise,
S D T,
for all S C N. The unanimity games {(N, uT) IT e 2N \ {0}} form

a

basis of the class of

all cooperative games with player set N. The unique linear expansion of v with respect
to unanimity games is given by

u = AT(V)UT.
T#0

For t C {1..

.n} define At (v) =max:r:iT -,AT(u). Let 2,·1 = El·00 ·AITI(t')11·r· Clearly,

lit is symmetric, that is. 731(St) = 131(.92) for all coalitions St. S2 such that I Sll = 1 52|

Let 4(v) = AIT (v) - AT(v) (20). Now we
V = 1,1 - Ed'r(v)UT·
T#0

can write
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Define the index k(v) =1 {T14(V) >0}1 Suppose player i €N i s such that

i*

(10.12)

AT:aT(v)>oT

and define the game w' = 11 + E Ti,60.,iT (ST(v)UT. The following lemma shows that
v €SGN implies w' e SGN and that k(u) - 1 is an upper bound of k(wi).
Lemma 10.25

i. u e SGN .* wi € SGN
M. k(w') 5 k(v) - 1
Proof. Let u E SGN Clearly, w, 2 0. It remains to show that

w'(Q) =0» w'(S) =0 for all S C Q.

(10.13)

Let Q bea coalition such that

w,(Q) = u(Q) + E 87'(u)117'(Q) = 0.
T#0,i%T

Because v(Q), 6.(v) and uT(Q) are all nonnegative numbers we have v(Q) = 0 and
51'(v)UT(Q) = 0 for all coalitions T with i ¢ T. From v f SGN we get v(S) = 0 for all
S c Q. If 67·(u) = 0 then dT(v)117'(S) = 0 for all S c Q. Otherwise, if 8:r(v) > 0 then
UT(Q) - 0. This implies Q T b T and consequently S/b T for all S C Q. So, u·r(S) =0,
S c Q. We conclude that (10.13) is satisfied.
To show the second item, notice that

Wi = v + E 87·(U)UT
T'960,i¢T

= E AT(v),LT +
T#0

=

X

(AITI (v) - AT(V)) UT

Ti,60,i¢T

E AT(v)u·r + E A T (v)UT·
T#0,iET

T#0,i¢T

Hence, for all coalitions T

AT(w') =

AT(u). i €T,
AITI(v), i 0 T

It readily follows that

At(wi) = max
AT(Wi) = 1,(u)
T:;T,=t.

10.6 Proofs
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for all t€ {1,..., n}.

Furthermore,

61'(v), i € T,

81.(wi) = A T (Wi) - AT(w') = AM(U) - Al•(W') = 0,

i 0 r.

Therefore

k(wi) = I{TI (w') >0}1
=

1 {T'67,(v) > 0, i ET} 1

5 1{T|6'(v) > 0}1 - 1
=

k(v) - 1

where the inequality

0

follows from (10.12).

Now we can prove the characterization of the Shapley value on the class SGN.

Proof of theorem 10.24. It

is

obvious that the Shapley value 0 satisfies elliciency,

symmetry and strong monotonicity on SGN.

Let v e SGN, then v

=

ET#0

AT(u)uT·

Define for t=1, . . . ,n

At(v) = max AT(v), and OT(v) = AITI (u) - AT(V) (2 0).
TITI=t

Let 1,1

=

ET,£0 AITI (u)UT. Now we can write

v = Ul

6'1'(V)11'r·

-

(10.14)

T#0

Define the index k(v) - I {TI#r(v) > 0} 1. Let g be a solution on SGN that is efficient,
symmetric and strongly monotonic. We show by induction on k(u) that g(v) = 0(v)
If k(v) = 0 then u = u: Because vi is a symmetric game, all the players in N are
symmetric. From efficiency and symmetry we obtain g,(u) = u(NWn= 0,(u) for all

i € N.
Now assume that g(v) = 0(v) for all games v e SGN with k(v) r l k-1, for some
positive integer k. Let v € SGN be a game with k(v) = k. Define D = n:r#0,6r(v)>OT.
First, let i€N\D. Define the game (N, w') by

mi = ul - r. 67'(v)717·.
7'9£0'i€T

According to (10.14) we can rewrite this to

Wi =V+ E 8r(V)UT·
T#0,*0T
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By lemma 10.25 w, c SGN and k(wi) 5 k(u) -1=k-1. Then
9(wi) = 0(Wi)

(10.15)

by induction.

Let coalition S be such that i ¢ S. Then
V(S U {i}) - 1,(S)

T#0
= 1,1(S U {i}) -T#0
ZJT(v)'17'(SU {i} - <Ul(S) - X87'(V)1IT(S)

= t.1(SU {i})- 1,1(S)- E 87'(V)(te·(SU{i})- 117'(S))
T#0

= vi(S U {i}) - vi(S) - X OT(v) (117'(S U {i}) - UT(S))
T#0,i€T
W

'(S U {i}) - W'(S).

From strong monotonicity we obtain g, (23) = g, (111') and 0,(v) = 0,(w') Together with
(10.15) this gives g,(u) = 0,(v)

If D=0 then we are done. If D= {j } then

gj(v) = u(N) - E g,(t,) = v(N) - Z ti(v) = tj(v)
'EN\{j}

EN\{j}

by efficiency. Otherwise, let i.j E D b e two players and let S C N\

{i,j}.

Recall that

u(S U {i}) = viCS U {i}) - Z dr(V)117'(S U {i}).
T#0

Because 117'(S U {i}) = 111'(S U {j}) = 0 for

all

coalitions T with 4(v) > 0 and because

vi (S U {i}) = Ul (S U {j}), the game ul is symmetric, we get

1,(S U {i}) = ul(S U {j}) - E 4(V)117'(S U {j}) = v(S U {j}).
T#0

So, any two players in D are symmetric players in u. By symmetry g, (v) = gj (u) and

0,(v) = tj(v) for all i, j € D. Together with efficiency and with 9/:(v) = tk(v) for all
k f N \ D this implies g, (v) = 0, (u) for all i E D.
O
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Coi;peratief gedrag, onzekerheid en
operationele research
Samenvatting
Speltheorie is een wiskundige theorie die samenwerking tussen individuen kan modelleren
en analyseren. In clit proefschrift. dat uit twee deleri bestaat, worden diverse samenwer-

kingssituaties bestudeerd.

Decl I behandelt enkele problemen uit de operationele research in een cot;peratieve
omgeving. In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 komen productiesituaties met lineaire productietechnieken aan bod. Toewijzings- en transportproblemen worden bestudeerd in de
hoofdstukken 4 en 5. Deel 1 wordt besloten met een analyse van voorraadbeheer in
hoofdstuk 6.

In hoofdstuk

situaties met lineaire transformatie van producten CLTP)
bestudeerd. Elke producent heeft de beschikking over een transformatietechniek en een
2 worden

goederenbundel. Deze goederen kunnen direct worden verkocht op de markt of ze kunnen
als grondstoffen worden gebruikt voor de productie van andere goederen die ook op de

markt verkocht kiinnen worden. Een producent kan de marktprijzen niet beinvloeden.
Zijn doel is om zodanig te produceren dat zijn winst maximaal is. Twee of meer producenten kunnen samenwerken door hun transformatietechnieken en grondstoffen samen
te voegen. Ze opereren dan als een grote producent met als doel het maximaliseren
van de gezamenli.jke winst. Deze vorni van samenwerken wordt gemodelleerd als een

coiiperatief spel. het LTP spel. We karakteriseren (lit type spelen en laten zien dat er
winstverdelingen (zogenaamde core-elementen) bestaan waarvoor geldt dat elke groep
producenten niinstens krijgt toebedeeld ;rat ze op zichzelf kan behalen. Dit hoofdstuk
wordt afgesloten met een studie van twee ruileconomiein die gerelateerd zijn aan LTP

situaties. L'oor beicle econonkie#n wordt het bestaan van evenwichten aangetoond.
LTI' sitiiaties worden in hoofdstuk 3 uitgebreid naar situaties met een aftelbaar
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oneindig aantal transformatietechnieken. Dit creifert een aantal problemen. Een daarvan
is dat we nu niet een core-element van het spel kunnen vinden door een gerelateerd duaal
programma op te lossen. Tbor LTP situaties met een eindig aantal transformatietechnie-

keri is dit wel mogelijk. Door extra condities op te leggen wordt dit probleem verholpen.
Een belangrijk algemeen resultaat is dat een LTP spel met een aftelbaar oneindig aantal
technieken een core-element heeft als de totale winst van de producenten een (eindige)
bovengrens heeft.

In hoofdstuk 4 komen half-oneindige toewijzingsproblemen aan bod. Dit zijn problemen waarbij een eindig aantal agenten van een bepaald type moet worden toegewezen
aan een aft.elbaar oneindig aantal agenten van een ander type. Elke specifieke koppeling
van twee agenten levert een bepaalde winst op. Het doel is om de agenten zo te koppelen
dat de totale winst zo groot mogelijk is. Het geassocieerde winst-allocatie probleem
wordt bestudeerd met behulp van een coiiperatief half-oneindig toewijzingsspel. De verzameling van core-elementen blijkt sanien te vallen met de niet-lege verzameling van

optimale oplossingen van een gerelateerd duaal programma. Vanwege het half-oneindige
karakter van dit type problemen hoeven er echter geen optimale toewijzingen van agenten
te bestaan. In deze gevallen is er een methode om een toewijzing te bepalen waarvoor
de totale winst willekeurig dicht bij de maximale winst zit.
Transportproblemen tussen een eindig aantal aanbieders en een aftelbaar oneindig
aantal vragers worden in hoofdstuk 5 bestudeerd in een co6peratieve omgeving. Als het te
transporteren goed in gehele eenheden moet worden vervoerd, zoals bijvoorbeeld fiessen

wijn, dan kan het transportprobleem worden herschreven tot een toewijzingsprobleem,
waarvoor we in hoofdstuk 4 hebben aangetoond dat er core-elementen bestaan. Als
het goed oneindig deelbaar is, zoals bijvoorbeeld olie en zand, dan kan onder bepaalde
voorwaarden het bestaan van core-elementen worden aangetoond.
Hoofdstuk 6 besluit deel I met een analyse van voorraadbeheer in een couperatieve
omgeving. Het onderliggende voorraadmodel is vrij eenvoudig. Een bedrijf moet voldoen aan de vraag naar Ain goed. Die vraag is bekend en constant. Er zijn twee soorten
kosten, namelijk bestel- en opslagkosten. De vraag is hoe vaak het bedrijf moet bestellen
en hoeveel per keer om de gemiddelde kosten te minimaliseren. Twee of meer bedrijven

die hetzelfde goed op voorraad houden en dit goed bestellen bij dezelfde leverancier
kunnen kosten besparen door samen te werken. Het blijkt optimaal te zijn om altijd
samen een bestelling te plaatsen. Verder is er zinvolle samenwerking mogelijk zonder
alle private informatie prijs te geven. Voor het bepalen van een optimaal gezamenlijk
bestelplan is alleen het optimaal aantal bestellingen per tijdseenheid voor elk afzonder-

lijk bedrijf nodig. Een bedrijf kan zo zijn opslagkosten

en r·raag

privj houden. In dit
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hoofdstuk worden verschillende co6peratieve kostenspelen die voortkomen uit gezamenlijk voorraadbeheer geanalyseerd evenals enkele bijzondere kostenverdelingen.

In deel I komt geen onzekerheid voor. In de praktijk echter nemen individuen veelal
beslissingen onder onzekerheid. Deel II van dit proefschrift bestudeert dan ook het
co8peratieve gedrag van agenten als minstens een van hen wordt geconfronteerd met
onzekerheid. In de hoofdstukken 7 en 8 analyseren we situaties waarbij de onzekerheid
wordt veroorzaakt door gebrek aan informatie. De beslisser kan anderen vragen hun
informatie met hem te delen om zo zelf een hogere winst te behalen. In de laatste
twee hoofdstukken, 9 en 10, bestuderen we een uitbreiding van de klassieke couperatieve
speltheorie naar cooperatieve spelen waarbij de uitbetalingen aan de spelers stochastische

variabelen zijn.

Het uitgangspunt van hoofdstuk 7 is de situatie waarin een enkele agent een actie
moet kiezen en gegeven zijn keuze een winst behaalt. Deze winst is bovendien afhankelijk
van een parameter die hem niet precies bekend is. De beslisser kan anderen raadplegen
voordat hij een keuze maakt. Deze extra informatie zal zijn winst kunnen verhogen.
Zo'n situatie heet een IC (information collecting) situatie. Eigenschappen van het bijbehorend cotiperatief IC spel worden onderzocht. Ter afsluiting van dit hoofdstuk is er
een beknopte studie van IC situaties vanuit een niet-codperatief perspectief.

In hoofdstuk 8 wordt co6peratieve speltheorie gebruikt als instrument om mogelijke
compensaties voor de informanten in IC situaties vast te stellen. Bijzondere aandacht
wordt verleend aan compensaties op basis van marginale bijdragen en aan bi-monotone
compensatieschema's die rekening houden met de speciale positie van de beslisser. We
tonen onder meer aan dat elk core-element van een IC spel bestaat uit compensaties
op basis van marginale bijdragen en dat core-elementen van bepaalde IC spelen kunnen
worden uitgebreid naar bi-monotone compensatieschema's.
De klassieke cooperatieve speltheorie staat alleen situaties toe waarin alle uitbetalingen met zekerheid bekend zijn.

In hoofdstuk

wordt een model voor cotiperatieve
spelen met random uitbetalingen geintroduceerd. In het bijzonder komen drie soorten
convexiteit voor deze spelen aan bod. Twee zijn gebaseerd op marginale contributies van
respectievelijk een coalitie van spelers en een individuele speler. De derde soort hangt af
van het feit of alle marginale vectoren tot de core van het spel behoren. Relaties ttissen
deze soorten convexiteit en de core worden onderzocht.

In hoofdstuk

9

vier oplossingen (winstverdelingen) voor cooperatieve
spelen met random uitbetalingen. Drie hiervan zijn gebaseerd op drie equivalente formuleringen voor de Shapley waarde voor klassieke co6peratieve spelen. De Shapley waarde
10 bestuderen we
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is namelijk te schrijven als het gemiddelde van de marginale vectoren, als de som van de
per capita dividen(len en als het gemiddelde van de selector vectoren. De bijbehorende
oplossingen voor cooperatieve spelen met random uitbetalingen heten respectievelijk de
marginale waarde. de dividend waarde en de selector waarde en deze blijken verschillend
te zijn. De vierde oplossing is de compromis waarde die gebaseerd is op de T-waarde voor
klassieke couperatieve spelen. Eigenschappen van deze oplossingen worden onderzocht
en karakterisaties op enkele subklasses van spelen worden gegeven.
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